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FROM THE HEADMISTRESS’S DESK

College in Makhanda, after many years in boys-only education. Mr Marx joined us as Deputy Principal, a position he
had occupied at St Andrew’s College, too. With the extensive portfolio of the co-curriculum amongst other portfolios, this highly experienced educator has much to offer
Collegiate in the coming years.

Dear Girls, Old Girls, Staff, Parents and Friends of the School

W

ithout a doubt, the year 2020 will forever be etched in
the annals of Collegiate – and the world – as a most
challenging year. It has been a year in which we have all had
to find reserves within ourselves to cope with the impact of
the pandemic on so many aspects of our lives. Some families have had to cope with the loss of jobs and income, with
illness, and even the death of loved ones, and we grieve as a
community with them. Amongst our girls, there have been
heightened levels of anxiety, exacerbated by the curtailment of sporting activities which usually provide a welcome
release of mood enhancing endorphins. We yearn for life as
we knew it to be before the imposition of the state of disaster in March this year, when our smiles were not hidden
behind masks and greetings not physically distant.

As part of our digital technology strategy, we introduced
the subject of Information Technology to the FET phase
this year. Mr Keith Gibson, with a passion for computers,
programming and education second to none, joined our
computer department to drive the subject of IT. Already the
demand for the subject has more than doubled in Grade Ten
for 2021. Still largely male-dominated, the world of IT offers
many career opportunities to females, and the subject will
without a doubt grow in the next few years.
In the more traditional language sphere, Mrs Louise
Lightening joined us again, after a two-year break, to teach
French on a part-time basis. We are most grateful to her and
for her commitment to the girls.

Without an inkling of what was to come, the year began on a
high note with the Class of 2019 delivering a 100% pass rate,
a 95.5% bachelor pass achievement, nine girls with seven or
more distinctions each, 331 distinctions in the group and
many personal victories. In the words of Nelson Mandela, “A
good head and a good heart are always a formidable combination. But when you add to that a literate tongue or pen,
then you have something very special.”

Congratulations to Mrs Anneke Nel who was appointed as a
Department HOD from 1 January 2020. I have no doubt that
in the years to come, Mrs Nel’s passion and ability to get the
job done, will be an asset to the School Management Team.

Collegiate girls are indeed very special and so it was with
delight that we welcomed two old girls to the staff: Ms
Sarah Walmsley, an award-winning sculptor, took up residence in the Art Room, and Dr Cathy Kilroe-Smith, crossed
the Atlantic Ocean from the USA where she had been living,
to come home and teach our brass musicians.

Then in the second week of the first term, our beloved
Principal of nine years, Mrs Melita Bagshaw, announced that
she would be retiring mid-year, and the year took on a different spin. No longer would the year proceed with the usual
sense of predictability; in fact, one could not even predict
whether or not there would be a Principal appointed by the
beginning of the third term!

Closer to home, Mr Günther Marx relocated from St Andrew’s
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bonds amongst the girls.

But life still went on. The Matric Dance was held in the
Tramways Building again and the Grade Twelves had a wonderful evening. Little did they know that Collegiate would
be the envy of other schools when lockdown and social distancing curtailed gatherings, thus eliminating Matric Dances.

Creating bonds and a unified sisterhood in a year of positivity
was the core of the vision of the Prefect and RCL group this
year. In a time of global polarisation and uprising around
issues of diversity and discrimination, be it racial, gender,
sexual-orientation or cultural diversity, I am reminded of the
objective of our “Comfortable in our Skins Policy” created in
2017 by the Transformation Task Team:

When COVID-19 made its way into South Africa in March,
and a longer March holiday was declared, we reaped the
benefits of our intentional investment over the past eight
years into IT infrastructure, applications and skills. We were
able to transition to online learning and teaching through
the use of Microsoft Teams, even though the learning curve
was steep and rapid for most educators. Mrs Jeneé Moreton
is to be applauded for the key role she played in this process and for her patience in teaching and assisting the older
generation of educators who were clearly not born in the
digital age!

to create and maintain an integrated and harmonious
learning environment in which difference is embraced
and all members of the school community (learners, educators, management, parents and visitors) feel physically
and emotionally safe; are protected from demeaning and
disrespectful behaviour and expressions; are treated with
due care and sensitivity, and are adequately counselled
and equipped to communicate and thrive in a diverse and
multi-cultural society.

Further applause must go to the School Governing Body, in
particular the COVID Management Team, for the supportive
and strategic role that they played during this year of disruption. This team spent many hours in online meetings
with the School Executive to ensure that the correct policies,
protocols and procedures to minimise risk would be in place
when schools would be permitted to reopen.

This year has shown us that not all Collegiate girls nor all staff
at Collegiate are comfortable in their skins, feel embraced
and emotionally safe, and feel protected from demeaning and disrespectful behaviour and expressions. Nor is
Collegiate truly unified in our diversity. However, the School
and the SGB has committed to intentional transformation
and change driven by dialogue, reflection and courageous
action. I am grateful for this and I look forward to working
with our girls of the College, staff and parents to create a
school that embraces and celebrates diversity for the benefit
of the broader South Africa in which we live.

As the second term marched on and lockdown continued,
we realised that many of our favoured events of the year
simply would not happen – or at least not in their traditional
form. The Head Girl, Phelele Bula, then took a leading role
in ensuring that we had a “Founders’ Day”. She facilitated
the creation of a Founders’ Day video message which was
then played on Teams by the classes and uploaded to social
media. In addition, each Matric girl donned her uniform on
the day, snapped a photograph, and now a canvas collage of
the Covid-19 Matrics hangs in the Ivy Leaf for posterity.

As I draw my first annual letter to a conclusion, I wish to
thank Collegiate’s thirteenth Principal, Mrs Melita Bagshaw,
for the nine years of dedicated service that she gave to the
school. Under her leadership, Collegiate has grown in so
many spheres – academic, facilities, technology, sport, staff,
cultural activities – and her management of the school was
exceptional. I feel deeply privileged to have been mentored by Melita, to have worked alongside her, to have been
Acting Principal for four months after her departure, and
now to have been appointed her successor at the beginning
of this month.

Fortunately, we were able to hold the various awards ceremonies – sport, cultural and academic – during October in
the Stevenson Hall, albeit with prize-winners, Grade Twelves
and Staff only. Gazing over the Hall from the stage, I thought
to myself how strange it was to see masked girls on chairs
spaced a metre apart, but at the same time I was so grateful
that we could provide the Grade Twelves with some of the
traditions “loved so of old” in a year in which so much had
fallen away.

Finally, may you enjoy reading the 2020 School Magazine,
a product of many hours of dedicated labour by the Editor,
Mrs Luiza Dos Santos, and her Assistant Editor, Mrs Lynn Van
Dyk. I am grateful for their precise documentation of a most
peculiar year.

There was a sadness, too, as we were not able nor permitted to include parents and special guests at these ceremonies, as well as at the Matric Valedictory Ceremony and
the Prefects’ Induction Service. Fortunately, the digital age
enabled us to live-stream all ceremonies on our Facebook
page for all to watch. The Grade Eights who watched the
Valedictory Service together in their classrooms took delight
in seeing their Old Pots receive prizes and bid farewell to
the school. This has made me reflect on how many of
Collegiate’s traditions are relationship-based and create

I wish you all a pleasant holiday and a blessed festive
season. May God bless you and keep you safe until we
meet again.
Affectionately yours,
Louise Erasmus
11 November 2020
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MEMBERS OF STAFF
Academic Staff
Principal:
Deputies:
		
Heads of Department:
		
		
		

Mrs M Bagshaw, BA(Ed)Mus, ACE (until June)
Mrs L Erasmus, BA(Hons), MEd, HDE
Mr G P Marx, BCom, BEd (Hons), HDE
Mrs H Carter, BA(Hons), PGCE
Mrs L Dos Santos, BA(Ed), BA(Hons), TEFL (until October)
Mrs A Nel, BEd(FET)
Mr L Raynor, BA, MEM, PGCE
Teachers

Mrs G Agenbag, MMus, LTCL
Mrs M Allen, MSc, PGCE
Mrs S Arthur, BSc(Hons), PGCE
Mr J Batista, BA, PGCE, CELTA
Mrs S Booyse, BComEd, BEd, ICDL
Mrs T Botha, BSc(Hons), HDE
Miss L Coetzee, BA, PGCE
Ms E Dodd, BA(Hons), PGCE, TESOL
Mrs B Douglass, BA(Hons), HDE
Miss L du Preez, MMus
Mrs M Elferink, BSc(Hons), MEd, HDE
Mr K Gibson, BSc(Hons), HDE
Mr P Greenway, BJourn, MFA, PGCE
Miss L Hayward, BSocial Work, PGCE
Mrs G Helmie, BA(Hons), HDE,
Couns. Cert
Mrs L Hemingway, MMus, LTCL, UTLM

Mrs D Human, BCom Acc,
BEd(Hons), PGCE
Mrs J Jooste, HDE(HE)SEC
Ms D Keiso, BCom, PGCE
Dr C Kilroe-Smith, BMus, PDip, MA,
DMA (Music)
Ms J Kromhout, BA(Hons),
MEd, PGCE, ATCL
Mrs R Lotz, BTech, PGCE
Mr R Marriott, BSc, HED
Ms G Mohohole, BSc (Internship)
Ms K Monaghan, BEd(FET)
Mrs C Nefdt, BPsych, PGCE (until July)
Mrs M Nel, BSc, PGCE
Ms S Purchase, BSc, PGCE
Dr C Radue, PhD, PGCE
Mrs C Range, MMus

Mrs L Riley, BCom Acc, PGCE
Mrs H Shaw, BAEd(Hons)
Mr G Snyman, MMus, LTCL
Mrs E Stoltz, BA, HOD
Mrs R Taylor, NatDip(CID)
Mr P Tendayi, BA(Hons), PGCE, NatDip
Miss N Timba, MA, HDE
Miss N van Weesel, BSc(Hons), HDE
Mrs S Vanderlinden, BA, PGCE
Mrs A Vincent, BA, HDE
Mrs H Vlok, HOD(MB)
Ms S Walmsley, NatDip (FA),
BTech (FA), MTech (FA)
Mrs D Weideman, BA, HDE, TEFL
Mr H Wienand, BA, HDE
Mrs N Winchester, BA, BEd, ACE

Non-Academic Staff
Mrs R Barkhuizen
Mr A Beynon
Mrs B Brooks
Mrs H Davids (until February)
Mrs E Grobbelaar

Mr A Müller
Mrs C Posthumus, NatDip
Mrs M Riordan, MA, HDE
Mrs Y Smith, NatDip
Mrs N Unwin

Ms S Keet (until September)
Mrs S Marriner
Mr D Marshall
Mrs J Moreton, A+, MSCE,
NDipIT

Mrs L van Dyk
Mrs D van Oudtshoorn,
BCom

Support Staff
Ms P Dinca
Ms Z Gxamza
Mr Z Lali

Mr E Lamani
Mr Z Makhosi
Mr L Mapapu

Miss N Mgubasi
Miss V Mhakana
Miss N Mphati

Mr D Mtetwa
Mrs N Nohana
Mr W Sobantu

Hostel Staff
Housekeeper:
Caterer:
Stooge:

Superintendent: Mrs J Jooste, HDE(HE)SEC
Matrons:
Mrs D Dell (Enrolled Nurse);
Mrs B Glisson;
Mrs A Jansen van Rensburg (until June)

Mrs L Cooper
Mrs M Haarhoff
Dr C Radue, PhD, PGCE

Support Staff
Miss Z Booi
Mr M Goyi
Ms N Gentsu

Mrs B Mapu
Mr A Mbabela
Mrs F Mdingi

Ms Z Goyi
Miss I Heshu (until July)
Mrs N Khohliso
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T

held in the quad, with the girls and staff remaining socially
distant. We wish Mrs Bagshaw all the very best as she
returns to Pretoria in order to take care of her aged parents
and hope to see her back here in order to give her the sendoff which she so richly deserves.

his year has been one of the most turbulent and stressful years that we, as the staff of Collegiate have faced,
both personally and as a staff. We have discovered hidden
strengths which have enabled us to stand together and deal
with whatever has come our way.

August was a very happy month as both Keke
Keiso and her fiancé welcomed the birth
of their beautiful baby daughter, Milani
Sopazi, on the fourth of August and
Andrew Beynon and his fiancé welcomed their gorgeous son, Zac
into the world. Andrew and Ruth
announced their engagement
earlier in the year and Keke and
her fiancé are due to tie the knot
in December.

We have found ourselves teaching online for the
first time after only a day or two of training. However, undaunted we managed
to put aside our fears and managed
to put together online lessons
quickly and efficiently for the
most part. There were some hiccups when various staff realised
that they had taught a whole
lesson without having unmuted
their microphones!

Our
voice
teacher,
Liske
Hemingway, will be welcoming her
new baby later in the year. We wish
her every blessing as she looks forward to
welcoming a new little person to her family.

This year we welcomed Gũnther
Marx as our Deputy Principal and no
sooner had he arrived than the Covid19 pandemic and Level Five Lock Down
began. Mr Marx had previously been at an
all-boys school in Grahamstown and found being
in an all-girls school very different to begin with.

Congratulations are in order as Mrs Eunette Stoltz
became a grandmother again – this time to little
Meyer Eugene.

It was with great joy that Liske du Preez announced her
engagement in January. Unfortunately, her plans to have
her wedding in June had to be postponed to a later date. We
wish her much happiness.

Unfortunately, we have had to say goodbye to three members of staff this year: Carmen Nefdt who left to follow a
different career path, Sam Keet who has taken up a position
in East London and Michelle Allen who will be taking up a
position at St Dominic’s Priory in 2021. We also have had to
bid farewell to Gontse Mohohole, our intern student who
has been with us for two years, and we congratulate her on
having secured a post at Pretoria Girls’ High School for next
year. We wish them all well.
Mrs N Winchester

We were extremely proud of both Liske Hemingway and
Jacques Batista who were awarded Showtime awards
this year.
At the end of June, we said a very sad good-bye to our
Principal, Melita Bagshaw, who kept an eagle-eye on all
things Collegiate related for several years. Due to the restrictions of the pandemic a very different formal farewell was
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WELCOME
Welcome, Mr Günther Marx

G

rowing up in a family of boys, attending a boys’ school
and spending the majority of his teaching career educating boys, must have made the prospects of moving over to a
girls’ school as Deputy Principal, quite daunting. Having said
this, Mr Marx’s transition into our school has been remarkably effortless, as he very quickly learned how systems work
in a girls’ school. Mr Marx has expressed how he was awestruck by the magnificence of our premises as he entered the
campus for the first time for his interview.

Mr Marx matriculated from St Andrew’s College in 1985
and went on to study at Rhodes University where he
obtained a HDE in BCOM (Economics and Legal Theory) in
1992. Subsequently he has completed his Honours in B.Ed
at Rhodes and LDP through Wits Business School.
Mr Marx returned to St Andrew’s College in 1996 after having spent four years teaching at St John’s College in Harare,
Zimbabwe. He taught Business Studies and coached
Hockey and Cricket at St Andrew’s. He was appointed as the
Housemaster of Mullins House in 1999 where he “created an
environment which allowed the boys to thrive and express
themselves in a non-judgemental environment, forging
strong lasting relationships with the boys in the House”.
On his appointment as Deputy Head of St Andrew’s College,
Mr Marx also took on the Pastoral Care portfolio. Under his
guidance, the Wellness Centre, which looks after the interest of the boys who need support, was established. Being a
keen cyclist, he enthusiastically involved himself in the cycle
leg of the annual Fish River Journey.

at NMU. His love for the outdoors, sport and deep Christian
faith, keeps Mr Marx grounded.
We welcome Mr Marx to Collegiate Girls’ High
School. Although 2020 has been a very difficult year for all,
we are grateful for the contribution he has already made to
the school, hostel, staff and girls of the college.
Jenny Jooste

Mr Marx is passionate about family. He has relocated to
Port Elizabeth with his wife, Kelly, and two sons, William,
currently studying at Rhodes and Joshua, who is a student
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I

n July 2011, Collegiate welcomed her thirteenth Principal,
Mrs Melita Bagshaw. Hailing from Pretoria High School for
Girls, where she had spent almost all of her teaching career,
Mrs Bagshaw brought a wealth of experience in and a solid
commitment to monastic girls schooling. Her stated aim
was to maintain a tradition of excellence in the technological era of today whilst positioning Collegiate as a school of
international repute. Today, Collegiate is just that – a school
of excellence, able to hold its own in the world.

people! A commemorative aerial photo of both Junior and
High School pupils and staff in a 140 formation now hangs
in the Ivy Leaf, and a 140 badge was given to every pupil
and staff member. The Legacy 2020 Project was launched
which will hopefully bring much support to the school in the
years to come. Finally, Legally Blonde: The Musical provided
the theatrical highlight of the 140 celebrations and garnered
twelve Showtime Awards!

There have been many highlights during Mrs Bagshaw’s tenure as Principal. Arguably, the highlight must be 2014, the
year Collegiate turned 140 years. Always thinking ahead,
Mrs Bagshaw secured the hosting – for the third time – of
the National All Girls’ Sport and Cultural Festival as part of
the 140 celebrations and established a 140-planning committee in 2013. This was a huge undertaking and proved to
be a memorable event. Who can ever forget the Bedouin
tent that spanned the upper and lower quad, the amazing
Opening ceremony – and the tent’s partial collapse during the rain, drenching the Principal of Potchefstroom Girls’
High School!

Her vision,
to pursue excellence
through holistic
education, is now
embedded in the ethos
of the school

Other highlights from the 140 year, included the commissioning and unveiling of a painting of the Parsons Hill School
building, which now hangs alongside that of the Bird Street
School painting in the entrance of the school. The 25m
swimming pool was opened. Significantly, this replaced
the original centenary pool, opened 40 years earlier. A
massive birthday cake was constructed in the Stevenson
Hall, resplendent with 140 candles and which fed over 900

Collegiate turning 140 was not the only milestone reached
during Mrs Bagshaw’s tenure. In 2012 we celebrated 100
years of Carols Services with two sold-out performances in
the Feather Market Centre. What a wonderful tradition to
continue into generations to come. In 2016, we marked 50
years on the Parsons Hill Campus, and it was fitting that in
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the vision, to pursue excellence through holistic education,
were developed in 2013 and adopted by the Collegiate
community in 2014. These values are now embedded in
the ethos of the school. Each one of these values was lived
out daily by Mrs Bagshaw, from working hard – first to arrive
and last to leave – to showing compassion to staff and girls
when needed.

this year the De Wet Gray Resource Centre, the staffroom,
front offices, staff work room, printing room, and second
computer laboratory were all upgraded.
Of course, what would a school be without its academic
curriculum and as part of the long-term vision of positioning Collegiate as a school of excellence and of relevance
in the technological era, two subjects were added during
Mrs Bagshaw’s time: Dramatic Arts in 2013 and more
recently, Information Technology in 2020. As part of the
STEAM subjects (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and
Mathematics) the addition of these subjects will certainly
give Collegiate girls the edge. In 2018, the Dramatic Arts
Department created and staged Edge of her Earth, which
travelled to the National Festival of the Arts in Makhanda
the following year, yet another milestone achievement
under Mrs Bagshaw. Further academic highlights were the
100% Bachelor passes in 2013 and our Dux Scholar in 2015,
Theresa Brummer, being placed first in the Province.

Girls will also remember for years to come Mrs Bagshaw’s
Monday morning assembly stories chosen carefully for their
message. The addition, too, of a musical item to assemblies
added to the cultural education of the girls, while giving
the girls opportunities to shine. Her presence at all the
activities at school, be it in the hockey dugout, alongside
the netball court, in the debating room or at a Choir performance, showed the girls that they matter and helped to
spur them on.
Finally, Mrs Bagshaw’s commitment to Collegiate being a
school where all are comfortable and celebrated, has led
to girls’ artworks being displayed around the school, to the
commissioning in 2018 of the magnificent painting, Xhosa
Wedding, by Lizo Pemba, which now hangs in the main
foyer, and to the ongoing work of the Transformation Subcommittee of the School Governing Body.

In the last few months of her teaching career, Mrs Bagshaw
witnessed Collegiate being catapulted into the world of
online learning and teaching. When schools were closed for
an extended period of time, we had to ensure that teaching continued. Mrs Bagshaw’s vision for an investment in
technology from the time that she arrived in 2011, meant
we were ready, with the infrastructure and skills in place, to
transfer our method of curriculum delivery so quickly to the
online platform through MS Teams.

On 30 June this year, nine years after her arrival as Principal,
Mrs Melita Bagshaw took her leave of the school. A special
farewell assembly on a windy day was held in the quad
and many tears were shed. Owing to restrictions for the
management of COVID-19, only staff and Grade Twelves
were present. However, once COVID-19 is behind us and
we are able to hold unrestricted gatherings once more, Mrs
Bagshaw will return for a farewell from the greater community that befits a life of service to education.

It is not only on Collegiate that Mrs Bagshaw has left her
mark. During her nine years in Port Elizabeth, she served
on the Eastern Cape Committees of SAGSA (South African
Girls’ Schools Association) and SAPA (South African Principals’
Association). As a member of the SAGSA Committee, she
played a key role in the organisation of the 2015 SAGSA
National Conference, when it was hosted in Port Elizabeth.

Until then, Mrs Bagshaw, thank you for your service to the
Collegiate Community, and “May you always find, new roads
to travel, new horizons to explore, and new dreams to call
your own.”
Louise Erasmus

However, a Principal’s legacy is not only about achievements
and changes. It is also about the person and the impact
she had on those in her care. The five values of good work
ethic, responsibility, respect, compassion and integrity, and
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A

t the start of 2020 we were all expecting a “different”
kind of year. A new decade, a leap year, the year of the
Olympic Games and, interestingly enough, 2020 had been
designated as the Year of the Nurse and Midwife by the World
Health Organization.

With the Schools’ 140th birthday in 2014, we launched the
2024 Legacy Fund at the annual Reunion Dinner at The
Grand Hotel. The Old Girls are always an integral part of
the present-day Collegiate and many have supported this
Legacy Fund as we edge closer to Collegiate’s 150th birthday.

How very differently 2020 unfolded. We all had to reinvent
ourselves, both at work and at home. None of us could have
envisioned schools to become such unnatural places of distancing. It affected every staff member, every learner and
every parent.

Collegiate also hosted the National All Girls’ Sport and
Cultural Festival as part of the 140-year celebrations. An
enormous stretch tent spanned the upper and lower quads
in order to host the opening and closing ceremonies for
over 1000 people. The opening ceremony was a wonderful success and the tent kept the rain at bay for most of the
ceremony. Unfortunately, the rain became too heavy for
the funnels and it split, dousing the Principal and Deputy
Principal of the High School for Girls Potchefstroom, Mrs
Eliza Meyer and Mrs Zinnette de Wet. Fortunately, they took
it in their stride, announcing that water from the heavens
was definitely a blessing. The closing ceremony had to be
diverted to the school hall, as the safety engineer indicated
that the high winds which had come up would put people
at risk under the tent.

I want to thank all the girls and their parents for their support,
not only in this year and in this difficult time, but throughout
my time at Collegiate. The nine years have flown by and I
have experienced so many wonderful things at this school.
I arrived in July 2011 to find a beautiful Astro Turf, completed
in 2008, which could, unfortunately, not be used once the
light had faded. The first thing that the newly elected SGB
of 2012 tackled, was putting up the lights at the Astro. This
proved to be very well received as the short winter days of
the hockey season could be extended to the early morning
and late evening practises. We also agreed to let the Old
Collegians Hockey Club make use of the Astro.

All that is gold does not glitter,
Not all those who wander are lost;

It was, and still is, an amazing asset to have such a strong
Music Department at Collegiate. We enjoyed two momentous musical feats in 2012. The first one was the combined
efforts of Collegiate High and Junior Schools, as well as Grey
High and Junior Schools. Together, the four schools put on
the musical The King and I at the Opera House. What an
amazing success it was and definitely a highlight during my
time at Collegiate.

The old that is strong does not whither,
Deep roots are not reached by the frost.
~JRR Tolkein
As part of the 140 celebrations we showcased Legally
Blonde: The Musical in August of 2014. We were delighted
when the production received twelve Showtime awards at
the start of the following year.

The second special event was the celebration of 100 Years of
Carols. In 2012 we put on two performances to mark this
occasion. Each year it is heart-warming to hear the Old Girls
sing along in harmony to their favourite carols. It is always a
touching and uplifting experience.

New on the sporting front was the introduction of Cricket
as a school sport. This has certainly taken off at Collegiate
with most recently yielding an Eastern Province player, and
the same girl, Twané Slabbert, being selected for the South
African Indoor Cricket team.

2013 brought the sad passing of our beloved Laboratory
Assistant, Ms Yoliswa Madwayi, who succumbed to cancer on 10 February. She had been a faithful employee of
Collegiate for 23 years.

In 2015 Collegiate began a new Facta non Verba tradition, this time in celebration of Nelson Mandela’s 67 minutes. Every girl needed to knit five squares which would
then be sewn into 67 blankets. These would be donated
to the needy. The project was so successful, with so many
mothers and grannies pitching in, that Collegiate managed
to donate 150 blankets at the end of the project. Long may
this tradition continue.

At the start of 2014 we celebrated with the 2013 Matric
Group who achieved 100% Bachelor passes. This is, indeed,
a phenomenal achievement and we are incredibly proud
of them.
A facility which urgently needed repairs was the 50-metre
swimming pool. The bonding agent in the pool was
eroding and causing the tiles to cut any foot or hand that
touched them. The combined decision of the Junior and
High Schools, was to redo the pool and to change it into
a 25-metre pool. This pool was officially opened on 13
February 2014 by Jessica Roux, an Old Girl and Olympic
Open Water Swimmer.

A highlight every year is the annual Art Exhibition, whether
it takes place in the Stevenson Hall or in the Ivy Leaf. The
exceptional talent displayed by the girls is a joy to
behold. The many, many hours of hard work are sincerely
appreciated by all that attend the exhibition, which serves as
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who embody the school’s five values: good work ethic,
respect, responsibility, compassion and integrity.

inspiration to budding artists.
On 19 September 2016 a protest was held by Concerned
Black Parents and Learners. A memorandum was handed
to the Principal of CGHS. This created an opportunity for
Collegiate to embark on intentional transformation.

I have enjoyed witnessing the introduction and extensive
use of technology in the school in these nine years. It started
with the Matric French girls piloting the use of devices in
the classroom. Now, every girl has her own device and the
educators were able to teach online using Microsoft Teams
during the COVID-19 Lockdown. This teaching tool has set
Collegiate apart from many other schools in the Eastern Cape.

At a parents’ meeting on 12 October 2016 the Transformation
Task Team was formed. This team consisted of parents,
School Governing Body members, Old Girls, present learners
and staff members of the School. They set up six sub-committees which reported back to the whole team. After a
year’s work, the team reported their findings to the School
Governing Body and made many recommendations. Most
of these have been implemented, but the school needs to
continue to look for new and different ways in which to create
a safe and inclusive space for all girls who attend Collegiate.

In 2013 the subject of Dramatic Arts was introduced at CGHS
and in 2020, Information Technology. It has been encouraging to see how these subjects have been embraced by
the girls.
The Grade Eight and Ten camps are highlights in the girls’
time at Collegiate. It is amazing to witness the growth
and change which happens during these times. Both have
brought great value to the lives of the girls. It has been
lovely to observe the girls during these times.

Then on 12 November 2016, our superb Accounting teacher,
Mrs Ingrid Scholtz, passed away from cancer, after a brave
battle fought for most of the year. In her 17 years at the
school she left a legacy of excellence in the Accounting
Department, and of living out one’s passion for educating
young people. It was most fitting that her daughter, Dr
Lindsay Scholtz, who was the Head Girl in her Matric year
at Collegiate, was the guest speaker at Founders’ Day in
2016. Fortunately, Mrs Scholtz was still able to attend this
special event.

It has been a privilege to work with Gill Robinson as Head
of CJS and most recently with Shelley van Rooyen. The
collaboration between the two schools is of utmost significance. Likewise, working with Neil Crawford and then Chris
Erasmus from Grey High, as well as with Lindsay Pearson and
now Grant Butler from Grey Junior, has been of great value to
me as a Principal. May the four schools continue their partnership as they serve many of the same families.

In the same year Collegiate celebrated 50 years on campus
at Parsons Hill. Moving from the Bird Street campus was
a dream come true. The Headmistress of the time, Miss
Waterfield, worked tirelessly to make this happen. It is very
fitting that the Hostel was named after her: Waterfield House.

Thank you to the girls for sharing their musical or dramatic
talent on Monday mornings at assembly. It was always
inspiring and food for the soul.
The Old Girls have a special place in my heart as they
embraced my appointment as Principal with open hearts. I
have enjoyed all the reunion luncheons, dinners, Matric High
Teas and Senior Teas. What a special group of women who
embody the true spirit of a Collegiate Girl.

Furthermore, internal renovations saw a change to the front
offices of the school, the staff room, the staff workroom, the
printing room, the Laboratory Assistant’s office and one
computer laboratory.
It was with pride and pleasure that we were able to open
the newly renovated De-Wet Gray Resource Centre on 8
February 2017, which was made possible by the generous
donation from an Old Girl, Gill Gray. She had also donated
funds for the building of the same Media Centre twenty years
ago. It is still one of the most beautiful spaces in the school.

Over the years I have admired girls and staff who have faced
incredible hardships, risen above them and been an example
to the rest of us. I think of them when I reflect on the words
of JRR Tolkien:
All that is gold does not glitter,
Not all those who wander are lost;
The old that is strong does not whither,
Deep roots are not reached by the frost.

It was with much sadness that we learned of the passing
of Miss Pam Cameron Ellis, former Principal of Collegiate
Girls’ High School, on 26 November 2017. Miss Ellis started
her teaching career at Collegiate in 1967 as a Mathematics
teacher. She was the Principal for 27 years and retired at
the end of 2009. She had poured her heart and soul into
Collegiate, serving the school for over 40 years. The effect
that she has had on staff and girls will last a lifetime. We
salute this remarkable woman.

From the ashes a fire shall be woken,
A light from the shadows shall spring;
Renewed shall be the blade that was broken,
The crownless again shall be king.
As I bid farewell to the Collegiate Community, I shall carry
you all in my heart and keep you in my prayers until we
meet again.
Facta non Verba for aye.
Melita Bagshaw

In 2018 we unveiled Lizo Pemba’s painting, Xhosa
Wedding. This painting now hangs in the foyer, balancing
the old with the new, together with our courageous women
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"My gratitude
goes to all the
staff, girls,
parents and Old
Girls of
Collegiate
who have
embraced my
coming
into the school
with love and
support."

MRS MELITA BAGSHAW 2012

2011-2020

"It was with great
delight that both
Collegiate Schools
could combine to
celebrate the
raising of the Flag
on Founder's Day.
In spite of the
rain, new and old
(girls) stood and
watched
together."

M E L I T A

2012
BAGSHAW
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"May the
Matrics look
back at their
school days and
see them as
happy and
carefree times.
I know they will
carry with them
the Facta non
Verba motto
into their lives."

MRS MELITA BAGSHAW 2014

2011-2020

"I want to salute
Collegiate on 140
years of
excellence, and to
all who have had
any association
with the school.
Let the Light that
burns brightly
never falter, so
that others may
believe."

M E L I T A

2014
BAGSHAW
140th
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2011-2020

M E L I T A

2015
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"No activity
would be
possible and no
lessons learned
without the
committed staff
of Collegiate.
They go the
extra mile and I
want to express
my sincere
thanks to them."

MRS MELITA BAGSHAW 2016

2011-2020

"2016 has been a
year of
tremendous
growth for
Collegiate Girls,
Staff & Parents.
Growth can only
happen once we
are challenged to
move out of our
comfort zone."

M E L I T A

2016
BAGSHAW
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MRS MELITA BAGSHAW 2017

2011-2020

M E L I T A

2017
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"The girls this
year have
continued to
receive an
excellent holistic
education, which
will give them
the best chance
to succeed in life
once they leave
Collegiate."

MRS MELITA BAGSHAW 2018

2011-2020

"Collegiate
remains an
institution of the
highest calibre,
building on the
past & preparing
our girls for the
future. Remember
that the bad
memories will
fade and the good
ones remain."

M E L I T A

2018
BAGSHAW
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MRS MELITA BAGSHAW 2019

2011-2020

M E L I T A

2019
BAGSHAW
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"My wish is that
all the girls who
leave Collegiate
are not only
educated and
inspired, but are
also enriched by
their time here
before they leave
these walls."

MRS MELITA BAGSHAW 2020

2011-2020

"Es ist jetzt so
weit. Die Zeit ist
angekommen, um
Ihre neue Reise
anzufangen und
weitere Hohen zu
erreichen.
Wir hoffen daß
Sie uns, Ihre
Collegiate

M E L I T A

2020
BAGSHAW

Freunde, und die

Farewell, Mrs Bagshaw.

vielen besondere
Erinnerungen
nicht vergessen.
Wir wünschen
Ihnen alles Gute."
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G

the Maker of heaven and earth.

ood morning, Grade Twelves, Staff and mostly importantly, our beloved Principal, Mrs Bagshaw,

3. He will not let your foot slip—
he who watches over you will not slumber;

To say that this year has been quite bizarre is probably an
understatement. Firstly, Mrs Bagshaw announced at the
beginning of the year that she would be retiring at the
end of the second term. This in itself was rather strange
and unexpected, but not quite bizarre. Then, when Mrs
Bagshaw should have been enjoying her last All Girls’, last
Founder’s Day, last school Musical, last sports fixture, final
assembly, along came coronavirus, and out went normality. How bizarre it is to be standing outside in the sun and
cold, wearing masks when we should be in the magnificent
Stevenson Hall paying a fitting tribute to a fine educator who
has had an exemplary teaching career.

4. indeed, he who watches over Israel
will neither slumber nor sleep.
5. The LORD watches over you—
the LORD is your shade at your right hand;
6. the sun will not harm you by day,
nor the moon by night.
7. The LORD will keep you from all harm—
he will watch over your life;
8. the LORD will watch over your coming and going
9. both now and forevermore.
Nine years ago, Mrs Bagshaw arrived at Collegiate, and the
Lord watched over her coming and I know that the Lord will
watch over her going, too. For me, it is interesting that in
her letter in the School Magazine at the end of 2011, Mrs
Bagshaw observed that Collegiate does more charity work
than any other school she had known – true . Furthermore,
this has increased during Mrs Bagshaw’s time to include the
Mandela 67 Blankets project, St James and EP Children’s
Home tutoring, and charity involvement of each House. This
says much of Mrs Bagshaw’s caring and compassionate heart.

But life holds its own mysteries and the mystery for now is
that covid-19 has perched upon our shoulders and deemed
today to be very different from what it should have been. So,
before I pay tribute to Mrs Bagshaw, I am going to ask
Lathitha Xapa, our Deputy Head Girl, to read Psalm 121, a
psalm which speaks of what we need in the time in which
we are living:
Psalm 121
1. I lift up my eyes to the mountains—
where does my help come from?

But what has happened during Mrs Bagshaw’s time at the
helm? A great deal, including the following:

2. My help comes from the LORD,
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helm of the Collegiate ship. So I am going to conclude with
a few thoughts:

• The school turned 140 and a birthday cake to feed 900 was
assembled in the Stevenson Hall
• Mr Jordan, the first male Deputy Principal, was appointed,
spent some years at Collegiate and then headed for the
younger ones at Clarendon Park Primary
• A new 25m swimming pool replaced the condemned 50m
pool opened in Collegiate’s centenary year, 1974
• Legally Blonde: the Musical was staged and reaped twelve
Showtime awards
• The 2013 Matrics scored 100% passes AND 100% bachelor
passes – something for the Class of 2020 to match
• In 2015, we had the top Grade Twelve learner in
the province
• The celebration of 100 years of Carols – and we had two
performances that year which makes up for the one we
will not be able to have this year
• The School reached the milestone of 50 years on the
Parsons Hill campus
• There was the upgrading and modernisation of the
Resource Centre and second computer lab.
• The drive for introducing technology into teaching and
learning – ebooks, ipads and tablets and now, full online
learning and teaching through the platform MS Teams
• Dramatic Arts was introduced to the curriculum in 2013
and now, this year Information Technology has been added
• First Matric High Tea was hosted by the Old Girls – Hat
and Heels
• Peaceful protest took place in 2016 by the Concerned Black
Parents group
• Mentor groups started in 2017, and ended in 2018
• Musical Revue: Through Time
• The All Girls’ Festival and the tent that collapsed mid
opening ceremony and releasing a deluge of water on
the audience.
• 2018 – year of difficulties – the drought gripped the province and city, ill-health as cancer struck both girls and staff
and one of our Matrics was in a horrific accident – and
through all this Mrs Bagshaw showed the utmost compassion and care to her staff and girls
• But 2018 was not only filled with sadness and difficulty;
we also had a joyous occasion when the artist, Lizo Pemba,
unveiled his painting Xhosa Wedding which hangs so
proudly in the blue area, bringing brightness and life to a
traditionally austere and possibly foreboding foyer.
• And in the past two years you have seen stunning art works
of our talented and artistic girls being hung in the corridors,
foyers, Ivy Leaf and various offices – a tradition started by
Mrs Bagshaw and one which speaks of her always putting
you girls first, of celebrating your talents, and of “updating”
Collegiate.

Firstly, Grade Twelves, this is Mrs Bagshaw’s farewell day to
you. She will be back to take her leave formally of the rest
of the school, the Collegiate Community and the greater
education body in Port Elizabeth, but you will most likely
have moved on by then. However, when you return in ten
or twenty or more years’ time for a reunion, you will see her
portrait hanging resplendent in our beautiful Stevenson Hall,
and you will be able to say, with fondness and pride, I hope,
that was our Principal.
Secondly, as stated earlier, Mrs Bagshaw remarked in her
2011 Principal’s letter on the extensive charity work that
the girls of the College do; in her 2019 Principal’s letter, Mrs
Bagshaw again wrote of how the “girls of this school – that
is you – continue to live out the motto of Facta non Verba in
so many ways”. And this is not always through charity work
beyond the boundaries of the School, but also in caring for
each other at School and helping one another. What a tribute from Mrs Bagshaw to you.
Finally, in the same letter, Mrs Bagshaw wrote: “May all the
girls who leave Collegiate do so having been enriched by
their time here”. In turn, it is my wish and I am sure that of
all your girls and staff, Mrs Bagshaw, that as you take your
leave of Collegiate, and as the good memories stay and the
bad ones, fade, you leave Collegiate having been enriched
by your time here.
Please bow your heads in prayer to your own God for
Mrs Bagshaw:
Lord, we thank you for the very special person that Mrs Bagshaw
is and for the role that she has played in all our lives. We thank
you for placing her at Collegiate for the past nine years so that
she could guide the school into the 21st Century as it adapts to
an ever-changing society. We thank you for her compassionate and embracing nature that has carried many a girl and staff
member through difficult times. We thank you for her belief in
the good of people and her wish for all to thrive and find their
path in life.
We thank you for calling Mrs Bagshaw to a life of service of
thirty-four years in education and we pray a blessing upon the
thousands of girls, boys and adults whose lives she has touched
and enriched during those years.
May your blessing be upon Mrs Bagshaw as she enters the next
stage of her life. May she rest, and once rested, may she find
great joy and fulfilment in caring for her aged parents, which
speaks greatly of the caring person that she is.
And may your blessing be upon us all as we remain at Collegiate
and continue to carry out her vision of pursuing excellence
through holistic education.

There is so much more that I could tell you about Mrs
Bagshaw’s time at Collegiate, but I would not be able to do
justice to all that she has achieved during her time at the

We ask this in your name, Oh God of all goodness.
Louise Erasmus
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There are many more differences, but I will add only one
more – the weather. Nobody knows what wind is, until they
have lived in Port Elizabeth. I was initially very surprised
that no one complained, sport just continued, even tennis,
where the wind factor has to be calculated into every shot. I
see the girls just hold onto their dresses and carry on as
normal. Fortunately, you do not have to hold onto a hat as
well, as hats used to be a compulsory part of the uniform. I
learned that no one in Port Elizabeth uses an umbrella, as
the rain does not fall vertically. Furthermore, the wind will
whip the umbrella inside out. And then in winter it does not
get that cold here. I was used to temperatures below five
degrees in the winter.

Dear Girls of Collegiate

T

hank you for giving me this opportunity to speak to you
today. It is wonderful to see the Matrics in front of me. I
believe that the Grade Eight to Eleven girls are watching us
(or not) on MS Teams. Good morning to you all.

Today is the last day of my career which began in
1982. However, I was in Grade Two when I decided to
become a teacher and I never changed my mind. Teaching
is in my blood, it is part of my heart and soul. I must tell
you that there have been times when I thought that I should
change what I do for a living, but I just could not do it. My
path was mapped out for me.

So for those of you that will move away from Port Elizabeth,
beyond the Eastern Cape or even beyond the South African
borders – an exciting adventure awaits you. Grasp it with
both hands and give yourself the time to adapt. It will
enrich your life and the lives of others.

I began as a teacher of Mathematics and Music at Pretoria
High School for Girls. After five years of teaching I took five
years off to be with my young children and then returned to
the same school. In June 2011, I left Pretoria High School for
Girls as Deputy Principal, to take up the position of Principal
of Collegiate Girls’ High School.

Thank you to all the girls of this school for enriching my
life. Thank you for teaching me new and different things
and for encouraging me to be open to change. I really
enjoyed teaching Mathematics to one Grade Ten class every
year. You gave me more joy than you realised. It never mattered to me if you were good at Maths or not – I loved being
in the class with you and having personal contact. Thank
you for allowing me to do so.

It took me at least two years to become accustomed to the
ways of Collegiate. I expected the two schools to be similar, being girls only schools, but what I did not realise is that
that the culture of a school can be so very different. I want
to share this with you, as many of you will work in different
towns and even countries at some point in your lives. Give
yourself the space and the grace to learn the new culture
and customs.

I love the tradition of having House Captains and five House
Days every year. The House Spirit has grown incredibly over
the years, as has the Spirit of the School. I am always the
envy of other principals when we host a Derby Day, as the
cheerleaders sweep up the girls into song and cheering. I
am so proud of you and may we soon be allowed to play
and cheer again.

One thing that is so very different here at Collegiate, is
that there is a Junior School which feeds into the High
School. The dynamic of that factor alone is huge. Many
of you encountered it when arriving here in Grade Eight. It
takes effort from the school and the girls themselves to
become a cohesive group. I must commend all the grades
on their unity. The interaction starts at the Grade Eight camp,
is solidified during the Grade Ten camp and by Grade Eleven
all girls know one another. Once you leave Collegiate, the
one thing that you will remember, is the girls in your Grade.

The performances at Monday morning assemblies always
lifted my soul at the start of a new week. I applaud the girls
who have had the courage to perform and share their talent
with us on a Monday.
I am so proud of the community outreach in which
Collegiate engages. Much of this happens through the
Interact Club, but there are others that are Collegiate traditions: knitting squares for blankets for Mandela Day, the
Charity Bazaar where the funds go to Christmas Cheer,
the annual Carols Performance, which brings in funds for
Community Chest and many more. Keep the selfless contribution going girls, even once you have left the school.

The second thing that is so different, is that Port Elizabeth,
in spite it being the sixth largest city in South Africa, is small
enough for everyone to know everyone. In Pretoria that is
not the case. Very few principals get to know one another,
a limited numbers of parents are friends, teachers only get
to know one another at the school and hence it is a fairly
anonymous society. That is not the case in Port Elizabeth or
at Collegiate. People are very connected in this city.

The annual National All Girls’ Sport and Cultural Festival has
always been a highlight for me. The girls who have had
the privilege of participating in this Festival will know what
I mean. The camaraderie of about 20 State Girls’ Schools is
unparalleled. It has been a pleasure to travel to other Girls’
Schools in South Africa and to be part of the Festival. Long
may it continue.

Thirdly, Collegiate is a coastal town, whereas Pretoria is in the
very busy and fast-paced Gauteng. In general, people are
far more relaxed at the coast. This shows in parental support of co-curricular activities, be they at school or elsewhere
in the country. Because of this, I was able to meet many
more parents.
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success. The words “nothing in life’s to be won without trying” should be ringing in your ears. Success comes to those
who work hard, never give up and keep getting up after
every setback. Show your strength, bring our that resilient
Collegiate Girl and show everyone what you are made of. I
am proud of all your achievements so far and I look forward
to hearing about you in the future. You are the last Matric
group of my career – you will always have that place of honour in my life.

I have loved to watch performances and matches, rehearsals
and competitions of all sport and culture. I am constantly
amazed at the talent of the girls of Collegiate and the hours
of practise that they put into their extramural activity. I have
always felt pride and admiration.
The most important accolade which has carried the School
through decades, is the academic excellence. There are very
few girls that need to repeat a grade and when they do, it is
always for a very good reason. The Matrics always make us
proud by getting 100% pass rate and a very high percentage
of Bachelor passes. Keep it up, Girls of the College.

I leave you with an Irish Blessing:
May the road rise up to meet you.
May the wind always be at your back.
May the sun shine warm upon your face,
and rains fall soft upon your fields.
And until we meet again,
May God hold you in the palm of His hand.
May good luck be with you wherever you go,
And your blessings outnumber the shamrocks that grow.
May your days be many and your troubles be few,
May all God’s blessings descend upon you,
May peace be within you,
May your heart be strong,
May you find what you’re seeking wherever you roam.
May you have the hindsight to know where you’ve been
the foresight to know where you’re going
and the insight to know when you’re going too far.
May God hold you in the palm of His hand.

Matrics, we are all very grateful that your Matric Dance was
not scuttled by COVID-19. Many other schools will not have
a Matric Dance, which to many, is their most important rite
of passage. Please keep this in mind when you mourn the
other events which may not take place this year.
We do not know when we will be allowed to have a
Farewell Assembly. The lockdown regulations will determine this. It might, however, be after the Matrics have
left the school. Hence, I am taking the opportunity to say
goodbye to the Matrics today. At some point in the future I
hope to see all the other Grades together in the School Hall
and to hear the singing of the School Song once again. To
see all your faces without masks so that I can witness your
smiles. “Dear girls’ faces we loved so of old.”
When out of the darkness of this pandemic they throng forth
to meet us, when we again shall have bright eyes and laughter to greet us and when we can once again be the girls of
the games.

So let us fly after and win to our goal. Follow on, follow on,
follow on, follow on, follow on, let’s follow that old college
cry, for its “Facta non verba” for aye.

Matrics, your climb up the steep hill of knowledge is indeed
being tried and tested this year. It is your inner resolve that
will set you apart from others and which will determine your

Thank you.
Melita Bagshaw
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D

say thank you for all the Kit Kats and juice boxes that you
gave us at every Wednesday meeting. Secondly, we have
had the honour of working with you, being guided by you
and witnessing you leading the school with such grace. In
Xhosa they would say “ulifezile idinga” which means, you
have played your part and excelled.

ear Mrs Bagshaw, also known as “Baggy” amongst the
girls, I have been tasked with the very difficult job of
saying goodbye to a woman that has dedicated nine years
of her life to make Collegiate the amazing institution it is
today. You have spent 32 years of your life bettering the lives
of others and you have impacted students in ways that you
wouldn’t even realize. I stand here not only on behalf of the
Matric Class of 2020 and the Collegiate family as a whole, but
also on behalf of all the students who have been through
your hands and your teachings. Albert Schweitzer writes, “At
times, our own light goes out and is rekindled by a spark
from another person. Each of us has cause to think of deep
gratitude for those who have lighted the flame within us.”
You have played the role of rekindling the sparks of the Girls
of the College and we will forever be grateful.

You are going to be entering a new phase in your life which
might be daunting, but hopefully very exciting for you. It is
time for you to focus on yourself and simply live your best
life. It is time to rekindle your own spark. Mrs Bagshaw, I
hope you find and experience all the things that set your
soul on fire. I hope you dance into the light because joy is
waiting for you and joy is what you deserve.
We can never thank you enough for your contribution to the
school and the role you have played in our lives. You will be
dearly missed Ma’am. We wish you happiness and may God
bless you abundantly, we love you.
Phelele Bula

Monday mornings will never be the same without your inspirational stories and your famous birthday bookmarks will be
dearly missed. Lathitha and I have had the opportunity to
get to know you on a more personal level. Firstly, I want to
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STAFF FAREWELL
IRIS HESHU RETIRES

I

ris, the Cook at Waterfield House, was due to retire this year
in July but, due to health risks with Covid-19, had to leave
earlier and ended her time at Collegiate in April 2020.

She began her career at the Hostel in 1972 under the
Headmistress, Ms Jenkins. Her first job around the age of
fifteen was as a waitress earning R15 per month. In those
days, the meals were served to the girls at their tables by
the waitresses.
She started her shift at 6 AM and then, after work, went to
night school at St James in Schauderville until 9 PM and then
back to the Hostel to finish her shift.
In 1977 she was moved to the position of Assistant Cook and
so gave up her night school, but still managed to complete
Std 10. In 1978, she took over the position as Cook where
she stayed until retirement. This brings her total number of
years at the hostel to 48!
She remembered the time when there were no swimming
pools on campus and the girls were walked across to the
Newton Park swimming pool. She was here when the Junior
School girls also stayed in this Hostel before moving across
the road. She remembered how Ms Jenkins was so strict
and would cut the stitching of a girl’s hem if her dress was
too short.

When asked what she will miss about the Hostel, her reply
was, “the people and the girls”. She has seen little girls go
through the Hostel who later came back as moms themselves, with their daughters, and has always felt like she was
their Xhosa Mama.

Her goal from the early days was to buy her own house and
she worked very carefully with her money, managing to save
where she could, with the result that she now has her own
home where she has time to plant a vegetable garden which
is producing very well.

Iris will be sorely missed by the girls and all the staff at
the Hostel!
Mrs Lesley Cooper
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LONG SERVICE AWARDS

Anne-Marie Vincent
20 years

Nolokoza Vivian Mhakana
20 years

Faniswa Mdingi
11 years

Louise Erasmus
15 years

Beverley Douglass
10 years
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ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS
ACCOUNTING AND EMS
Mrs T Nqini, Mrs L Riley, Mr G Marx
Absent: Ms D Keiso

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
Back Row: Mrs L van Dyk, Mrs S Marriner,
Mrs R Barkhuizen, Mrs B Brooks
Front Row: Mrs D van Oudtshoorn,
Mrs Y Smith, Mrs J Moreton, Mrs N Unwin

AFRIKAANS
Ms L Hayward, Mrs A Nel, Mrs H Vlok,
Mrs E Stoltz, Mrs G Helmie

COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS
TECHNOLOGY AND ITS
Mrs D Human
Absent: Mr K Gibson

CONSUMER STUDIES
Mrs J Jooste, Mrs R Lotz,
Mrs R Taylor
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ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS
DRAMATIC ARTS
Mrs D Weideman, Mr J Batista

ENGLISH
Back Row: Mr P Greenway,
Mrs L Erasmus, Ms J Kromhout,
Ms L Coetzee
Front Row: Mrs D Weideman,
Ms L Dodd, Mr P Tendayi
Absent: H Carter

FRENCH
Mrs L Lightening, Mrs L Dos Santos

LIFE ORIENTATION
Ms L Hayward, Ms K Monaghan,
Mrs B Douglass, Mrs G Helmie
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ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS
LIFE SCIENCES
Mrs M Allen, Mrs S Arthur
Absent: Mrs A Elferink

MATHEMATICS AND
MATHEMATICAL LITERACY
Mrs A Vincent, Mr H Wienand,
Ms S Purchase, Mrs T Botha,
Mrs S Vanderlinden, Mrs M Nel
Absent: Mrs S Booyse

MUSIC
Mrs G Agenbag, Dr C Kilroe-Smith,
Mr G Snyman, Ms L du Preez, Mrs C Range
Absent: Mrs L Hemingway

PHYSICAL AND NATURAL
SCIENCES
Dr S Radue, Mrs M Nel, Mr R Marriott,
Ms G Mohohole, Mrs M Allen,
Mrs S Arthur, Dr V Wagener
Absent: Ms N van Weesel
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ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS
SCHOOL COUNSELLORS
Mrs M Riordan, Mrs G Helmie,
Ms L Hayward

SOCIAL SCIENCES
Mrs H Shaw, Mr L Raynor,
Mrs N Winchester, Mr P Greenway,
Mrs H Carter

SPORTS DEPARTMENT
Mrs E Grobbelaar, Mrs C Posthumus,
Mr A Beynon
Absent: Ms S Keet

TECHNOLOGY
Mrs R Taylor, Mrs S Vanderlinden,
Ms K Monaghan
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ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS
VISUAL ARTS AND CREATIVE ARTS
Dr C Kilroe-Smith, Ms S Walmsley,
Ms L Coetzee, Mrs G Agenbag

ISIXHOSA
Ms N Timba, Mrs B Douglass

ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW PRINCIPAL

T

erm 4 began with much excitement on campus as
Mr Zamisa, our Circuit Manager from the Eastern
Cape Department of Education arrived to officially
announce Collegiate’s new Principal. It was with
much joy and excitement that our very own Mrs Louise
Erasmus was appointed to serve as the 17th Principal of
Collegiate Girls’ High School from the 1st of November
2020. Mrs Erasmus studied at Rhodes University and
holds a Masters Degree in Education. She arrived
at Collegiate as an HOD in 2006, was appointed
as a Deputy Principal in 2016 and has since July
2020 been our Acting Principal. Some of Mrs
Erasmus’s interests include reading, gardening and
music. She is married to Anton and they have two
sons, one in Grade Eleven and one in 2nd year tertiary
studies. We are extremely proud of Mrs Erasmus
and we look forward to many years of growth under
her guidance.
Mrs S Marriner and Mr L Raynor
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SUPPORT STAFF

SUPPORT STAFF
Back Row: Mr D Marshall, Mr E Lamani, Mr Z Makhosi, Mr L Mapapu
Front Row: Mr M Bonya, Mr Z Lali, Mr D Mtetwa, Mr W Sobantu, Mr A Müller

SUPPORT STAFF
Back Row: Ms N Mgubasi, Ms N Mphati, Ms V Mhakana
Front Row: Mrs N Nohana, Ms P Dinca, Ms Z Gxamza
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GOVERNING BODY

GOVERNING BODY
Back Row: Kiara Bouw, Phelele Bula, Zimasa Mamase
Third Row: Mrs Y Smith, Ms C Xundu-Bula, Mrs R Lotz, Mrs P Bransby
Second Row: Mrs S Marriner, Mrs G Agenbag, Mr C Luckman, Mrs A Nel, Mr M Fourie, Mr A de Beer
Front Row: Mr R Preller, Mr G Marx, Mrs L Erasmus, Mr M Olivier, Mr S Sharp, Mrs D Harvey Absent: Mrs L Nienaber, Vuyolwethu Landzela

2020 SCHOOL GOVERNING BODY MEMBERS
Chairman:		
Vice Chairman:		
Treasurer:		
Secretary:		
Principal:		
		
Deputy Principals:		
		
Parent Reps:		
		
		
		
		
		
OCGG Rep:		
Staff Reps:		
		
		
		
Minuting Secretary:		
RCL Reps:		
		
		
Head Girl:		
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Mr M Olivier
Mr S Sharp
Mr R Preller
Mrs D Harvey
Mrs M Bagshaw (until 30 June)
Mrs L Erasmus (acting from 1 July)(Principal from 1 November)
Mrs L Erasmus (until 31 October)
Mr G Marx
Mr A de Beer
Mr M Fourie
Mr S Sharp
Mr C Luckman
Mrs L Nienaber
Ms C Xundu-Bula
Mrs P Bransby (co-opted)
Mrs G Agenbag
Mrs A Nel
Mrs R Lotz
Mrs S Marriner
Mrs Y Smith (co-opted)
Ms K Bouw
Ms V Landzela
Ms Z Mamase
Ms P Bula (co-opted)

REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL OF LEARNERS AND PREFECTS

REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL OF LEARNERS
Back Row: J Witthuhn, D Coltman, A Koumbarakis, A Ioannides, J Löest, S Ntlama
Third Row: H Germishuys, S Tom, K Preston, K Nienaber, L Venter, M Hart, K Broadbent,
Second Row: L Ngwane, O Gomomo, E Fourie, A Lacey, G Hoffman, M Mpepo, K Nketane, D Reddy
Front Row: A Qeqe, K Bouw, P Bula, Mrs L Erasmus, L Xapa, J Booth, T Essack

PREFECTS
Back Row: C Outram, T Essack, L Bovungana, L Faltein, J Booth, D Reddy, K Bardien, A Cudin
Front Row: V Landzela, T Evezard, J Fraser, P Bula, Mrs L Erasmus, L Xapa, K Bouw, Z Mamase, K Louw
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LEADERS AND MATRIC DANCE COMMITTEE

LEADERS
Phelele Bula (Head Prefect), Mrs L Erasmus (Principal), Lathitha Xapa (Deputy Head Prefect)

MATRIC DANCE COMMITTEE
Back Row: J Fraser, O Senatle, T Essack, E Roode, Y Somdaka, Z Mamase
Front Row: E Gouws, N Ngonela, Mrs R Lotz, L Ngwane, D Moir, C Outram
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MATRICS
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MATRIC CLASS OF 2020

E1

Aimee Jacobs

Caitlin Harris

Cara Paulsen

Charneá Xesha

Courtney Davidson

Hayley Legg

Jenna Merrington

Jordyn Cunningham

Judith Naude

Juliette Bradshaw

Justine Evans

Kelly Chester

Kiara Bouw

Kristine Greeff

Lathitha Xapa

Libhongo Faltein

Logan Roux

Luthando David

Marlé Steyn

Natalie (Mercy) Ngonela

Nicole Weideman

Phelele Bula

Sipenati Thompson

Urooj Mollah
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Vuyolwethu Landzela

Zandile Plaatjies

MATRIC CLASS OF 2020

E2

Abongile Gotyana

Andrea Jack

Caitlin Forword

Cara Roodt

Elizabeth Lightley

Emily Blow

Emma Roode

Eryn Renze

Farren Pienaar

Hannah Platt

Jade Biggs

Karina Bhagattjee

Kyra Brown

Kyra Evans

Logan Robinson

Mia Miedema

Naso Yako

Nelia Lötter

Noluthando Sokhulu

Ofentse Senatle

Okuhle Mbete

Sonwabise Tukwayo

Tayyiba Essack

Tenielle Delport
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Yonela Somdaka

Zahrah Solomon

MATRIC CLASS OF 2020

E3

Azania Booi

Brooke Kruger

Danielle Viljoen

Erin Broadbent

Hayley Smith

Inga Bavuma

Irene Tyropolis

Jaime Alcock

Jami Fraser

Jessica Oosthuizen

Jordynn Human

Kaitlyn Williams

Kaylen Louw

Kouthar Bardien

Libanathi Ngwane

Morgan Pullen

Natalie (Joy) Ngonela

Paxton Barnard

Rachel King

Rebecca Lötter

Samantha Berrill

Sarah Foster

Tamsyn Evezard

Taryn Webb

Zimasa Mamase
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MATRIC CLASS OF 2020

E4

Aimee Bown

Anabelle Davids

Avile Macingwane

Carmen Outram

Dakota Neale-Shutte

Dipuo Matiwane

Drianca Reddy

Gemma Oosthuizen

Georgina Meek

Jaidyne Mac Lachlan

Janell van Niekerk

Jessica Parker

Jessica van der Mescht

Lisakhanya Zozi

Lufezo Bovungana

Megan Kirkman

Melany Meyer

Razina Khan

Sarah Hort

Shakira Laher

Shelby Roelofse

Sinovuyo Sola

Taryn Lee

Tasfia Hossain

Zainub Kamel
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MATRIC CLASS OF 2020

E5

Abongile Peter

Andrea Cudin

Anna van den Bergh

Anné Potgieter

Chloé Sharp

Dannah Moir

Eileen Claassen

Erin Gouws

Jayde Stubbs

Jenna Mulder

Jessica Booth

Karabo Orleyn

Megan Joubert

Megan Nyabvudzi

Mieke Viljoen

Morgan Villet

Nicola Cooper

Sage Saunders

Shavonne Purvis

Sinovuyo Matomela

Tamaryn Wagner-Welsh

Taryn Vimpany

Tersia Du Raan

Unaisah Pillay

Zukhanye Mdyogolo
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MATRIC DANCE

25

January 2020 – A night described as glamorous, glittery and golden! The Matric Dance was held at the
Tramways Building, where each and every girl was warmly
welcomed onto the red carpet by the screaming and cheering of friends and family. We felt like such celebrities! Words
cannot describe the beauty of our girls and I am certain that
everyone was blown away by how each girl carried herself
with such elegance and class. The “cherry on the top” to
complete our looks were the handsome gentlemen dressed
in their best suits beside us.
The evening began with refreshing welcoming drinks, harvest tables filled with eats and the loud screeches of girls who
could not contain their excitement after seeing their friends
dressed up like princesses. Opening speeches were made
by Mrs Bagshaw and our Head Girl, Phelele Bula. Thereafter,
a delicious dinner was served - everyone had built up a good
appetite from all the nerves and after spending a long time
dressing up!
At last, the most exciting moment of our Matric Dance
arrived when our Head Girl and Deputy Head Girl opened the
dance floor. We took off our high heels, felt the beat in our
hearts and let the dazzling lights shine on us, as we danced
the night away! Despite the sore feet and blistered toes, we
made memories to last a lifetime.
From the months of preparations, to booking appointments,
and the stresses of finding the perfect date and pair of shoes,
every second was worthwhile.
Our Matric Dance would not have been a success without
Mrs Lotz and her committee. They once again outdid themselves and we thank them for making our night magical! This
eventful evening will be cherished in our lives forever.
“Sometimes you will never know the value of a moment until
it becomes a memory” – Dr Seuss
Karina Bhagattjee
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MATRIC DANCE
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MATRIC DANCE
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MATRIC DANCE
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MATRIC DANCE
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MATRIC DANCE
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MATRIC DANCE
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MATRIC DANCE
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MATRIC DANCE

This page is sponsored by Georgie Meek – Matric 2020
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MATRIC DANCE

Night of All Nights
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MATRIC DANCE FASHION SHOW

T

he Matric Fashion Show was an opportunity for the
Matrics to show off their outfits and conclude a spectacular weekend. The evening was a display of all the shimmering sequins and vibrant colours one could ever dream
of seeing. All the girls waited nervously in the passage,
crossing their fingers and mentally reciting the layout of the
school hall, whilst waiting to go on and strut their stuff. As
each girl’s name was called, they began walking down those
stairs, their nerves faded away and they confidently posed
on the catwalk.
The cheering crowd and excited MCs made the whole experience so memorable. After each class had done its display,
all the Matrics joined together for one last walk down the
catwalk. The colour run was an opportunity for everyone to
see the myriad of different outfits and colours all together,
and for the grade 11s to get their last bits of inspiration from
the event. The evening was truly delightful and will be a
hard act for the grade 11s to follow, so I wish them good luck.
Tamaryn Wagner-Welsh
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MATRIC DANCE FASHION SHOW
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OLD COLLEGIATE GIRLS’ GUILD MATRIC TEA

W

hen the 2020 Matrics were asked to reflect on the highlights of the first term, many said that they enjoyed the
Matric Tea. Having the chance to dress up, spend time with
friends and listen to an inspirational speech is a recipe for a
lovely morning.

about Collegiate and why she feels a loyalty to the school
as an Old Girl. She even brought tears to her mother, Pat
Bransby’s eyes!
Thato Ruselo was the guest speaker. She matriculated
in 2017 and is in the process of completing a BCom Law
Degree at Nelson Mandela University. She also enjoys modelling, and her poise and confident sense of self did not go
unnoticed. She encouraged the Matrics to push themselves,
but also to know their limits. She was truly inspiring, and we
believe that Thato has a bright future!

The Old Collegiate Girls’ Guild’s intention at the Tea is to provide the Matrics with information about the Old Collegiate
Girls’ Guild, and in doing so, encourage the Matrics to
become life-long members. Being part of a group such as
this one gives Old Girls the chance to maintain ties made
in high school by connecting with one another as the years
go by.

Thus, one can conclude by saying that it was a wonderful
morning that highlighted what a special school Collegiate is.
Ms J Kromhout

Catherine Waudby (née Bransby) spoke passionately
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OLD COLLEGIATE GIRLS’ GUILD MATRIC TEA
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MATRIC DAY
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MATRIC DAY
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MATRIC DAY

F

mask of course - as characters walked straight out of iconic
movies and into our quad. The day began with a walk down
memory lane, as classes watched the “glow-ups” happen
before their eyes with pictures dating back to Grade Eight,
even the ones girls often expected to be buried and forgotten were in our Flashback Friday video.

rom our last Inter-House Athletics Day being watered
down, to our Aquatics Day being scorched to the point
of no continuation, the Matriculants of 2020 encountered
experiences unlike any other. What affected us the most
were the months in lockdown when we were unable to
celebrate things such as Founders’ Day, derbies and just
simply enjoying the last memorable moments with each
other. Despondence filled the corridors at school, making it
hard to enjoy what we had left and before we knew it, the
year was almost over.

We then set out to strut our stuff for our audience, the Grade
Eights, who were eagerly awaiting our arrival, as this was
their first experience of a Matric Day. It was heartwarming to
hear the cheers echoing from the quad and the gasps as they
recognized the characters. We came to impress and that we
did! Break time held a few surprise visits and dances and a
hint of normality was enjoyed amongst the girls.

After strenuous brainstorming, our girls demonstrated resilience and put together a proposal with social distancing
incorporated into every nook and cranny of it, in order to
celebrate Matric Day. Days before, energy levels were lifted
and this was evident in every class on hearing the words,
“What are you wearing?”. Photographs flooded the passage
outside Mr Greenway’s classroom and shaped their way
into our new reality. There were 40 school days left until
our Valedictory.

Looking back, despite all the challenges we encountered as
a grade, we truly made the most of every opportunity and
eliminated any chance of losing out on what we had waited
for during our whole high school career.
My wish for the girls is that they keep that same fighting
spirit in all their future endeavours.
Kiara Bouw

The 28th of August arrived and although our annual parade
had to be so spaced out with designated pegs, we had never
felt more united. Smiles filled the corridors – behind every
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GRADE R TO MATRIC
Back Row: S Roelofse, S Hort, R King, N Weideman, P Barnard, S Foster, S Laher, T Evezard, Z Mamase Third Row: N Cooper, M Viljoen, L Roux, J Bradshaw, J Human, K Bardien, L Bovungana, M Kirkman, M Villet, Z Plaatjies.
Second Row: J Parker, J Merrington, J Biggs, G Meek, I Tyropolis, J Fraser, J Mulder, J Cunningham, Z Solomon. Front Row: T Essack, G Oosthuizen, E Gouws, D Viljoen, C Roodt, A Cudin, B Kruger, C Davidson, E Blow, E Renze

GRADE R TO MATRIC
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HEAD GIRL’S VALEDICTORY ADDRESS

G

ODSPEED Mama, I’ll try my best not to cry. Matrics, how
did we even get here mates ?

How does one even begin a speech of this magnitude?
I guess I’ll begin it the same way my brother began his
Valedictory speech five years ago at Queens College. He
wrote: “I learned a valuable lesson about a month ago and
that is that no speech is just a speech. It is much more than
just a period of time during which one flexes one’s vocabulary. It’s a doorway to the hearts, souls and minds of all those
in attendance.” Today I’m just going to speak my truth and I
hope you are able to take something out of it.
Good morning Mrs Erasmus, Mr Marx, Staff, Parents, Girls of
the College and a special greeting to the real MVPs, izinja
zegame; the Matric Class of 2020.
My name is Phelele Sazikazi Bula. I thought I would introduce myself for all those who do not know me, but also
to make sure that I am fully present in this very surreal but
glorious moment.
My journey with these ladies started in 2018, in Grade 10,
when I moved to Port Elizabeth. Never in a million years
would I have thought that I would be standing before you
as your Valedictorian. You welcomed and accepted me
with warm hands and for that I’ll always be grateful. I’m
honoured to have been entrusted with the livelihood of
our beloved Collegiate. You believed in me and I hope I’ve
made you proud. Never will I forget all the cringe, funny and
sweet memories we have made together at this fine institution, especially at the Grade 10 Camp – I hope you still jog
on the spot, or the Matric Dance when we were all bopping
to our favourite TikTok song Renegade. This year has been
weird to say the least. Ladies, I don’t know why the year we
have been waiting for our entire high school career had to
be like this.

long as you keep on trying. My favourite Xhosa quote says,
“Umzingisi Akanashwa,” which means, one that keeps on
trying will eventually achieve their dreams at the right time.
I’ll miss it all, the Drama tours, long Choir practices, Debating
rants, the Derby Days and the Hockey nights at Grey, walking
around with our Spur chips.
It was a long journey but it wouldn’t be one without all the
amazing people in my Life:
Ndinombulelo (grateful) to all the Collegiate Staff; Mrs
Erasmus, Mr Marx and Mrs Bagshaw in her absence; thank
you for all the guidance and support; Matric teachers and
Mrs Winchester the best History teacher and Grade Head;
Mrs Lotz for all the support; Miss Timba, thank you for being
umama wethu. Xhosa class was always the best lesson;
Drama class and Mr Batista for giving me space to be vulnerable; all my friends, (Lufezo and Libhongo ) thank you for
allowing me to vent and for being my biggest supporters;

But 2020 wasn’t all bad, I mean half of the grade became professional TikTokers during lockdown! That was fun. Beyoncé
released Black is King. But most importantly for me, 2020 has
afforded me the opportunity to find my way back; my way
back to the parts of me that I have neglected, forgotten or
was even too afraid to let free. And that’s really what I want
to leave you with Matrics. We are about to embark on a journey. We are leaving our comfort zones and safe spaces. As
we enter through those doors of life where we will experience many things and life will take us in many different directions, I hope that you find your way back to your true self,
your essence; remind yourself of where you come from and
all the values you’ve been taught at home and at this school.

Lathitha, you were my first friend when I got to Collegiate,
who would’ve thought we would be leading this school
together. I wouldn’t have had it any other way mntase;
Nindiphiwe my best friend all the way in eKomani.
To my family; my family has suffered a great loss. My father’s
brother passed away last week. Family, I hope this brings
you a bit of joy, uPhesta is leaving high school and you
have shaped and moulded me into the young woman that
I am today.

Upile Chisala in her book “Nectar” writes: “I hope you never
stop talking about your dreams and what you want out of
this rough beautiful life.” Cherish your dreams and protect
them because you are the only one that can do that for
you and the only one who knows them as well as you. But
there will be dreams you don’t attain and that’s okay. As

Mama notate, thank you for all your teachings, untondo
wenu has made it.
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HEAD GIRL’S VALEDICTORY ADDRESS
My siblings, Twaki, Namhla and Qhawe, I am because
you were.

We will forever be cauliflower and ice blocks girls.
My sisters, come bask in this joy with me. I am here because
your sisterhood has carried me. Because I’m a drama student; it’s the last curtain call ladies:

Matrics, I hope this was your high school musical experience. On that note, there is this very perfect song by Frank
Ocean that I want to dedicate to you. I don’t normally do
this, but here goes:

My name is uPhelele Sazikazi Bula and I thank you.
Phelele Sazikazi Bula

Nothing. I am wishing you Godspeed glory.
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PRINCIPAL’S VALEDICTORY ADDRESS

D

ear Matrics, Parents, Staff and Girls, but especially Matrics,

It is now time for me to bid my farewell to the Class of
2020, a very special class who have been through the height
of excitement and euphoria when you walked into the
Tramways building in January, looking absolutely beautiful
and then enjoyed a wonderful Matric Dance. But you have
also experienced the depths of despair, to varying degrees,
as the Covid-19 pandemic took its grip on the world and
slowly made its way into our country, our town and our
homes. Suddenly, your Matric year, the pinnacle of your
high school career, took on a different form.
You were then plunged into a different world of online
learning, and living a restricted life, not allowed to leave your
homes, nor socialise, nor exercise beyond your boundary
wall. When eventually we crept back to school in June, it
was to a changed physical environment and distant reconnecting, barred from being in each other’s company without
a mask. Whilst we have since moved from alert level three,
to two and now one, life is still not as we knew it in March
and before.

We all have our own story which has led us to our view on
the world;
See things from the perspective of another and then see that
we are all people, with a common humanity.
If we are kind, we honour one another and our god.
The fourth is: Always seek to do the right thing:

And now you have to guard yourself to keep yourself
healthy so that you can get through your final examination and matriculate in February next year when the results
are released.

Be honest;
Be responsible;
Be respectful of others and ALWAYS, ALWAYS act from a
position of integrity.

So what pearls of wisdom can I give to you, who have been
through such an extraordinary time of change?

The fifth and final pearl of wisdom I am giving you today
is: Strength comes from within:

I am going to give you five pearls:

Get to know yourself;
Look within your heart and soul;
Draw from your inner being and you will be able to take on
the world with confidence.

The first is: Remember your roots:
Your family whose blood runs in your veins and who have
raised you to be the women you are today;
Your education which has shaped you and given you
the skills to think, be curious, to learn, and has instilled
values in you;

To end, I will leave you with two thoughts. The one is from
the French philosopher and writer, Albert Camus, who lived
in the first half of the previous century. He wrote: In the
depths of winter, I finally learned that within me lay an
invincible summer. I trust that as we emerge from the winter of the Covid-19 pandemic, we have all found that “invincible summer”, that resilience and optimism that can carry us
through any future hardship.

Your friends with whom you have shared so much;
And your country which has given you a place in the world.
If you remain loyal to these – your family, your education,
your friends and your country, you will remain grounded and
part of a community.

Finally, there is an African, Sudanese, proverb which states:

The second is: Breathe, pause, reflect:

We desire to bequeath two things to our children; the first
one is roots, the other one is wings. — Sudanese proverb

When you are overwhelmed;
When you are anxious;
When you are stressed;
and when you face complex situations and conflict.

You have your roots firmly grounded not only in your family, but also in the values that have shaped you. Hold onto
these. If you do, you will then have the freedom to fly, to
leave the nest and explore, knowing that you will always
have your roots and the canopy of your family tree to be
there for you when needed.

If you do this, you give yourself the chance to become calm
and not to take rash action that could lead to damage and
hurt. Only once you have done these three things – breathe,
pause, reflect – should you act.

Class of 2020, I salute you and I wish you well. Go into the
world and live your life as strong women who can make a
difference in the lives of others.
Mrs L Erasmus

The third is: Treat all with kindness:
We are all living life as best we can;
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GRADE HEAD’S VALEDICTORY ADDRESS

G

ood morning, Mrs Erasmus, Guests, Staff, Parents, and
most especially, the Class of 2020. It gives me great
pleasure to welcome you all here today.

This year has been turbulent, chaotic and different from anything we have ever faced before. There have been many
occasions when the class of 2020 has had to forfeit a great
many of the ‘lasts’ to which they have looked forward to for the
full five years of their high school careers. It is heart-breaking
to be placed in a situation where one’s last opportunities to
celebrate all one’s accomplishments, hardships and triumphs
were taken from one. However, I challenge you all to conceptualize your predicament in a slightly different light. I
believe that this pandemic has given you the most important
lesson of your high school career: Life is full of surprises, but
we have to believe that the past five years have instilled you
with the tools to navigate any curveball the world throws at
you: like a global pandemic or online lessons!

as photos on Founders’ Day, which adorn the Ivy Leaf —
which is a part of 2020 you will always have — but in so
many other ways too. Is your face amongst your classmates;
is your name on the Honour Board or does your art illuminate
our stairwells?

You are no longer those wide-eyed and clueless Grade 8s
with no idea of how to find the bathrooms, comprehend
why classes end at odd times, or have to climb those flights
of stairs to get to Mathematics. You are the graduating class
of 2020.

Maybe your impact was subtle — the unsung heroes who
held open doors or you told the teacher when the screen
froze in the virtual lesson. No matter your actions, permanent or ephemeral, you have changed Collegiate, and
Collegiate has changed you.

As you climbed that staircase as seniors, many of you have
never looked down to see when the next step was coming, but you all had faith that it would be there. This is why
Martin Luther King Jr’s quote — “You don’t have to see the
whole staircase, just take the first step”, — is meaningful
to each of you. It emphasizes that you do not have to know
where life will take you, you just have to start on the journey.

No matter what direction you go, your steps will keep rising, taking you on diverging paths and making each of
you distinct and exceptional human beings. Valedictory is
about having the courage to take the first steps, facing an
uncertain future, your heads held high, and transitioning to a
new beginning. It is about saying goodbye, and letting the
staircase transition into new and exciting adventures with
each stride.

Before you toss your metaphorical caps in the air, I feel there
are a few things that must be said. Every single one of you
has endured experiences and garnered knowledge that has
allowed you to develop into young adulthood, and therefore,
I am not going to pretend I have all the answers. Instead, I’m
going to let you all in on a secret that became abundantly
clear with each passing day: You do not have to have it all
figured out, you just have to aspire to have the confidence
that you will.

Even though this is your official send-off, and it was not
entirely how you anticipated it, you are not unprepared for
this daunting beginning. You are ready. You are prepared
even if the staircase has no railing. You are prepared even if
it skips every second step. You are even prepared if the staircase moves underneath you.

Even though at this moment the future is very unclear, and
you may be frightened by what comes next, you also know
that you have the teachings and support of a magnificent,
interwoven community. Parents you have overcome many
hardships and climbed many stairs to support your daughters in their journey, and are also probably experiencing one
of the most petrifying transitions of your life. Even though I
am aware that no amount of words can replace the experience of being present at your daughter’s Valedictory I hope
you find solace in knowing that you are not alone, so thank
you for listening and supporting us.

To the educators who have played such an important role in
the lives of the Class of 2020: thank you for always sticking
by the girls, and fostering their imaginations and creativity
and learning so quickly how to unmute yourself before you
begin your online lessons. For the many who filled the gaps
and stepped up to the plate and just helped out where necessary, such as Mrs Weideman, Mrs Lotz, Mr Wienand, Mr
Batista, Ms Walmsley and Mr Marriott, I thank you. To the
register teachers, Miss Dodd, Miss Kromhout, Dr Kilroe-Smith
and Mrs Elferink, who was here in Term One and in her place,
Mr Wienand, thank you for always having my back. I could
not have done this without you.

Furthermore, you can never forget the part of the staircase
that is behind you, as Collegiate will always be a part of your
journey, and there will always be a part of you here. Not just

Today is yet another occasion which is so very different from
years gone by. Despite the disappointments and altered
circumstances in which many, but yet important, milestones
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where everybody knows your name

Where to find us:

Kragga Kamma Road
Sunridge Park
www.sunridgevillage.co.za
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GRADE HEAD’S VALEDICTORY ADDRESS
a pleasure to get to know, I wish you all the very best now
and always.

have come and gone, the class of 2020 has remained positive
and has maintained a ‘never-say-die’ attitude, no matter what
was thrown your way. Your ability to adapt and to be constantly cheerful despite the adverse circumstances in which
you find yourselves has amazed me at every turn. For this I
applaud each and every one of you. Having come to know
you all so well during the last few months, I am convinced
that you will approach every challenge boldly and with the
fierce determination with which you have embraced all situations to date.

To the E2s, E3s and E4s, thank you for making a difficult year
so much easier to cope with.
I must make mention of the E5s who had a number of register teachers during this period of time. Thank you for being
so accepting of the situation and for coping extremely well
when you did not know which teacher you would be faced
with on a particular day!
Thank you for allowing me the honour of being your Grade
Head and for the opportunity to address you today. To the
Class of 2020, I wish you love, laughter and success and for
the very last time: You’ve got this!
Mrs N Winchester

To my History girls, thank you for being so entertaining and
engaging in every lesson so enthusiastically. I shall miss
you all.
To the very special E1 register class, who have made sure
that I haven’t lost the plot completely and who have been
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QUEEN ALEXANDRA HOUSE
House Captain:

Tamsyn Evezard

House Head:

Ms N Timba

which was organised for a later date.
A number of Queen Alexandra House girls enjoyed visiting
the Animal Welfare Society, where we played with the puppies and helped to take photos for Animal Welfare’s website
to find homes for them.

House Committee: Anabelle Davids, Avile Macingwane,
Dannah Moir, Emily Blow,
Nicola Cooper, Shakira Laher
Staff:

Then Covid-19 arrived…

Mrs G Agenbag, Mr J Batista,
Mrs B Douglass, Ms S Keet,
Ms D Keiso, Mrs R Lotz,
Ms K Monaghan, Mr L Raynor,
Mr G Snyman, Mrs L van Dyk,
Mrs N Winchester

Unfortunately we were not able to wow an audience at the
Inter-House Plays, impress the teachers with our intelligence
at the Inter-House Quiz and Debating, or even to compete
in the Inter-House Cross Country, Netball, Hockey, Squash
and Tennis.
We definitely made the most of this year considering our
circumstances, even as far as celebrating Queen Alexandra
House Day in a different way.

T

he year started off in a busy and exciting way as always,
with the Alex All Stars eager to make their House
proud. Little did we know that this year was not exactly
going to be what we expected…

Despite the many challenges along the way, the amazing
Queen Alexandra girls have helped me overcome them
with laughs, spirit and determination. I am very proud of all
the girls who participated and cheered at the Inter-House
Events. A big thank you to Ms Timba and the wonderful
House Committee who have stood by me this year with
support, enthusiasm and positivity: I could not have done
it without you.

Our All Stars showed great determination and spirit on
Athletics Day, while it lasted… (it literally “rained” on our
parade). Even in the pouring rain and blinding lightning, our
girls united and all the Houses decided to make the most of
the experience by literally ‘singing in the rain’. I think we can
all agree that it was an Athletics Day to remember.

It has been a privilege to be a part of something as special
as Queen Alexandra House and to lead it with pride and
honour. I will always cherish the memories made with my
House Family.

Going from stormy skies to extreme heat: Aquatics Day was a
success. Our girls cheered throughout the day in the blazing
heat while our swimmers swam their hearts out. As everyone was watching the amazing Synchronized Swimming
display, it was announced that the rest of the Aquatics Day
would need to be postponed due to the heat. However, I
am proud to announce that Queen Alexandra House was
undefeated at the Inter-House Water Polo competition

To all the Alex All Stars: keep flying the yellow flag high.
Tamsyn Evezard

QUEEN ALEXANDRA HOUSE COMMITTEE
Back Row: S Laher, E Blow, A Davids, A Macingwane Front Row: N Cooper, Ms L Timba, T Evezard, D Moir
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QUEEN ELIZABETH HOUSE
House Captain:

Kaylen Louw

House Head:

Mrs D Human

cries were uploaded to the Collegiate Facebook page, Queen
Elizabeth House got the most likes! We were so proud and
happy and the whole House was treated to donuts on the
following Monday.

House Committee: Paxton Barnard, Jade Biggs,
Luthando Davids, Sarah Foster,
Farren Pienaar, Hayley Smith
Staff:

Next up was the Inter-House Aquatics Day. Again we practised our war cries during the House Assemblies and sorted
out entries for the swimming events and for the Water
Polo team. When the day came it was absolutely boiling
hot! Regardless of the heat, the girls did so well in keeping
the spirit high the whole day. The swimming events ran
smoothly and one of our Grade Eleven swimmers, Paige
Brombacher, even broke a record! The participation was
amazing and everyone was thoroughly enjoying themselves. At the end of the swimming events, all the Matrics
jumped into the pool in their pyjamas to celebrate their last
Aquatics Day with fun music playing in the background.

Mrs S Arthur, Mr A Beynon,
Mrs T Botha, Mr K Gibson,
Mr P Greenway, Mrs R Marriott,
Mrs J Moreton, Mrs A Nel,
Mrs C Range, Mrs S Vanderlinden,
Mrs D van Oudtshoorn, Mrs A Vincent,
Mrs H Vlok

T

he year started off in a fresh and exciting manner! At the
end of 2019 the Committee, Mrs Human and I started
vigorously planning for 2020. By January 2020 we had all
our outfits ready, our House poster was up in the corridor,
our war cries were creatively thought out and executed so
well during the House Assemblies and we were all sorted
for our first House event of the year – Inter-House Athletics
Day! The House Committee looked so amazing in their Black
Ops outfits on the day. Glasses on and lungs prepped for
some serious shouting, we got ready for our first war cry
of the year. The House did extremely well and our two
committee members in charge of spirit, Farren Pienaar
and Luthando Davids, did a wonderful job hyping the girls
up. Unfortunately, about halfway through the day lightning
and thunder starting hitting close by, accompanied by rain
and all the girls were told to stay under the stands until they
were able to go home. When all the different Houses’ war

We moved over to the Water Polo pool and watched a
wonderful Synchronised Swimming display in which
one of our committee members, Paxton Barnard, participated. Finally, it was time for the Inter-House Water Polo
competition. Our team was ready and keen to play. All the
girls settled into the stands and by this time the heat was
scorching. Unfortunately the Water Polo competition had to
be called off as the temperature was too high to play safely,
but the girls were happy to be there and our Water Polo players had a quick jump into the pool to cool off.
After our two big House events we started planning for charity work and the famous Inter-House Plays. Queen Elizabeth
House had planned to work with the Animal Welfare Society
and we were ready to visit them. Our Inter-House Play

QUEEN ELIZABETH HOUSE COMMITTEE
Back Row: F Pienaar, L David, J Biggs, P Barnard Front Row: S Foster, Mrs D Human, K Louw, H Smith
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was Queen Mary House Day, we were very saddened to find
out that we could not have our own House Day. However,
the House was given the opportunity to create a video showing all of our memories for the year and to give a little motivation to the House, as well as to wear little white flowers to
make Queen Elizabeth House Day special.

rehearsals were going well and everything was running
smoothly. Then in March, our President, Mr Cyril Ramaphosa,
announced that all schools would close, as everyone was to
stay home to keep safe from the rising numbers of Corona
Virus infections. The Girls of the College were heartbroken,
especially our Matrics who wanted to make the best of their
last year. Nonetheless, everyone carried on with online
schooling and the girls remained strong with the wonderful
help from all the teachers.

The year has been wonderful and weird all in one! I was so
blessed to work with an amazing House Committee and a
wonderful House Mother, Mrs Human. I was so proud of the
House this year for staying so strong and enthusiastic. It has
been one amazing journey.
Kaylen Louw

Eventually after about two months, the Matrics were allowed
back to school with masks on and social distancing was
enforced. It was strange, but we were extremely happy to
see each other again. As the only House Day the school had
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QUEEN MARY HOUSE
House Captain:

Lufezo Bovungana

House Head:

Mrs C Nefdt

our cheer to the best of our ability, and at this point in time
we were super hyped! And ready to take the Cup home, until
it started pouring with rain. Who would have thought; the
day was going so well. I don’t know why we thought Port
Elizabeth wouldn’t disappoint us in any shape or form.

House Committee: Juliette Bradshaw, Libhongo Faltein,
Jenna Merrington, Jessica Parker,
Ofentse Senatle
Staff:

I think every Queen Mary House Captain of the past, present
and future will know that our House has the very first House
Day. The preparation towards this event is very stressful
because you want to set the tone and ensure that, since it
is the very first one, it goes extremely well. We had Sesethu
Gqomo, an Old Collegiate girl come speak to us about how
important it is to cherish your dreams, and that as women, it
is important to support each other and to stand up for one
another. Her message touched our hearts dearly and it was
a very eventful morning. Who would have thought it would
have only been Queen Mary House that would celebrate
their House Day.

Mrs M Allen, Mrs R Barkhuizen,
Ms L du Preez, Ms L Dodd,
Mrs E Grobbelaar, Mrs L Lightening,
Mr A Müller, Mrs L Riley,
Ms S Purchase, Mrs H Shaw,
Mr P Tendayi, Mrs D Weideman

T

he moment I found out I was going to be the Queen Mary
House Captain in 2020 I was super excited! In the junior
school I was part of the House Committee. Queen Mary has
always had a special place in my heart. To the extent, that
before I was announced, I had already told myself that if I
were to be the House Captain, we were going to be “Mary
Military”. This theme was chosen because my Committee
and I wanted to ensure that all the other Houses knew that
we were a force. Queen Mary House has always been the
underdog - this year we wanted to make our mark.

As we prepared for Aquatics Day, we sang our war cries and
once again we were ready to go to war. It was scorching
hot, and I remember that the spirit was not as fervent as we
wanted it to be, but we kept on going. Although the Water
Polo was cancelled, the Matrics enjoyed their Pyjama Race
which was my personal highlight of the whole afternoon.

Libhongo, who was in charge of spirit, came up with a
great theme song. At the first House meeting all we did was
scream “COME ON MARY NOW LET’S GET IN FORMATION”.
Eventually we were all on the same page - this year was
going to be one of the best. As we prepared for the first event
of the year, Athletics Day, we put on our army gear, got ready
for war with the other Houses. The girls had their green shirts
and their loudest cheering voices ready to rumble! We did

We prepared for the House Plays! As a drama student I
was so excited to pitch in my ideas where I could. We went
into National Lockdown, I never thought I was ever going
to experience any of my “Lasts”, not only as a Mary girl, but
as the House Captain. It was with great sadness that we
could not have our Inter-House Netball, House Plays and
many more other big events. We were all so heartbroken,

QUEEN MARY HOUSE COMMITTEE
Back Row: J Merrington, J Bradshaw, L Faltein, O Senatle Front Row: J Parker, Mrs C Nefdt, L Bovungana, S Hort
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and could not come to terms with the feelings of not being
able to experience our last moments together, not only as a
school, but as a House. It has been a great privilege to be the
House Captain of this lovely House. It brought me so much
joy while it lasted.

I am wishing the new House Captain for next year the best
of luck. I trust you will carry this brilliant House to victory.
Remember that our blood is green, and we will forever be
champions, no matter what. It has been the greatest journey.
Lufezo Bovungana
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QUEEN VICTORIA HOUSE
House Captain:

Andrea Cudin

House Head:

Mrs M Nel

Queen Victoria House. We secured First Place overall and
Third Place for spirit - my heart was filled with pride when
they announced the results! The supporters, athletes and
committee truly showcased what the Queen Victoria House
girls were capable of and gave their all despite the sweltering heat. We took a well-deserved Second Place at the InterHouse Water Polo, so it is safe to say that we had a successful
first term!

House Committee: Jaime Alcock, Karina Bhagattjee,
Erin Gouws, Gemma Oosthuizen,
Rachel King, Yonela Somdaka
Staff:

Mrs H Carter, Mrs L Dos Santos,
Mrs M Elferink, Ms L Hayward,
Mrs G Helmie, Mrs L Hemingway,
Dr C Kilroe-Smith, Ms J Kromhout,
Mrs S Marriner, Mr D Marshall,
Mrs C Posthumus, Mrs E Stoltz,
Mrs R Taylor, Ms S Walmsley,

The Inter-House plays were also scheduled to get underway
and a big thank you must go to Eileen Claassen and Erin
Gouws for the hard work and dedication that went into writing the script and the holding the auditions. Due to COVID19, the House Plays were unable to take place, however congratulations must go to the girls who were cast!

I

t has been a great honour to lead Queen Victoria House
throughout 2020. Wow, what a year it has been! I cannot
believe that the time has come to pass on the purple flag
to the next House Captain. I have truly loved the work we
have been able to do with the time that we have had, and I
could not have done it without the help and support of my
committee and the Queen Victoria VSCO girls! A big thank
you must also go to our House Mother, Mrs Nel, for all of her
support and guidance throughout this journey.

Our charity for the year was the Sustainable Sea Trust. I
chose this non-profit organization because I am passionate about climate change and protecting our Earth and its
oceans. The Sustainable Sea Trust supports and connects
communities across Africa and aims to grow awareness
about ocean conservation and plastic pollution. Two representatives were able to come and speak to the House and
tell the girls more about the organization and how we, as the
youth, can contribute to this worthy cause.

The first term began with the Inter-House Athletics Day on
21 January. The Queen Victoria House girls started off with a
bang, with loud cheering and our athletes being highly competitive in their respective events. Unfortunately, the rest of
the Athletics Day was cancelled due to the unfavourable
weather conditions.

Victoria House Day took place on 17 October. The pillars
were wrapped with purple material and treats were given
to the girls. I am grateful that we were given a day to celebrate this magnificent House and its girls, especially after the
year that we have had. A special thank you must also go to
Hannah Sadiki, who was set to be our guest speaker at the
Queen Victoria House Day.

The Aquatics Day on 4 March was truly one to remember for

QUEEN VICTORIA HOUSE COMMITTEE
Back Row: J Alcock, K Bhaggatjee, Y Somdaka, R King Front Row: E Gouws, Mrs M Nel, A Cudin, G Oosthuizen
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Girls, you have shown great resilience in adapting to the
new protocols and way of life. Once again, keep the purple
flag flying high as always and good luck for the years ahead
– I know you will all do well! I would like to leave you with

an unknown quote which I think relates well to this year “Trust the wait. Embrace the uncertainty. Enjoy the beauty
of becoming.”
Andrea Cudin
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ST MICHAEL AND ST GEORGE HOUSE
House Captain:

Carmen Outram

House Head:

Mrs J Jooste

or public area in Port Elizabeth to pick up litter once a
month. This opened our eyes to just how much the beaches
and parks need our help. Not only did the girls help our
environment, they made some awesome memories walking
and talking with their sisters and our brother school.

House Committee: Emma Roode, Anné Potgieter,
Jayde Stubbs, Kristine Greeff,
Tersia Du Raan, Nelia Lötter
Staff:

As I’ve stated, 2020 has not been an easy year for us, but with
the help of all the staff at the Hostel, they have made it a
whole lot better. To all the groundsmen and women, the
mamas and the matrons, we thank you for feeding us, looking after us and keeping the Hostel safe, clean and sanitized.

Mrs S Booyse, Mrs B Brooks,
Ms L Coetzee, Mrs L Erasmus,
Mr G Marx, Ms G Mohohole,
Dr C Radue, Mrs Y Smith,
Ms N van Weesel, Mr H Wienand

Mrs Jooste, you have been the best House Mother we could
ever ask for. You always have our best interests at heart and
you are forever going out of your way to be on our side. You
have carried us through this difficult year. Thank you for all
the guidance and support you have shown me, it has been a
tremendous honour to work alongside you this year.

2

020 has proved to be one of the most interesting years
I have ever experienced! It brought along exciting times
in the first months but then hit us with a curve ball later on
in the year. It brought us some difficult and challenging
moments, but I can honestly say, with a pride-filled heart,
that the girls of St Michael and St George House faced those
challenges head on.

To all my Boarder girls, it will be difficult saying goodbye to
all of you at the end of the year. Thank you all very much for
making my year very memorable and for putting in all the
hard work. It has been a privilege to lead you this year and I
wish you all well for your final years at high school.

We started off with a bang last year; the girls were all
super excited to get going and the brainstorming from
the Committee, was nothing like I have ever experienced
before. Jayde Stubbs took on the role of Cheerleader with
full force and brought the spirit to both Athletics Day and
Aquatics Day. Although both sports days were cut short as
a result of rain and heat, the Boda Baseballers really put their
all into the cheering, making that a highlight in my school
years at Collegiate.

Lastly, to my Matric sisters, thank you for supporting me and
for making my load a lot lighter. We have all come a long
way and I am very excited to see what the future holds for all
you wonderful ladies. You have made my high school experience such a pleasure and I wouldn’t trade it for anything!
Remember to stay passionate and courageous in all your
endeavours because through this, I know you will keep our
flag flying high!
Carmen Outram

Our charity this year was WESSA (Wildlife and Environment
Society of South Africa). A group of girls went to a beach

QUEEN VICTORIA HOUSE COMMITTEE
Back Row: E Roode, K Greeff, N Lötter, T Du Raan Front Row: J Stubbs, Mrs J Jooste, C Outram, A Potgieter
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WATERFIELD HOUSE

HOSTEL STAFF
Back Row:~ Mr A Mbabela, Mrs D Dell, Mrs M Haarhoff, Dr C Radue, Mrs L Cooper, Mrs B Glisson, Ms V Booi, Mrs N Kholiso
Front Row: Ms N Tose, Mrs N Gentsu, Mrs M van Dyk, Mrs J Jooste, Ms Z Goyi, Ms F Tame, Mrs F Mdingi

HOSTEL PREFECTS
Back Row: A Potgieter, T Du Raan, E Broadbent, L Xapa, E Roode, Z Mamase Front Row: M Nyabvudzi, K Bouw, Mrs J Jooste, C Outram, J Stubbs
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D

lives. Our journey over the past five years has not always
been easy, but I confidently say that they are well-equipped
to embark on life’s journey, having being able to ‘do life’ with
their fellow hostel sisters. I’m hugely honoured to be part
of these wonderful girls’ lives - a responsibility I’ll never take
lightly. I continue to urge everyone at Waterfield House
to “Leave everyone you meet better than when you found
them. Become an encourager of potential, versus a destroyer
of confidence” ~ Anonymous.

espite 2020 being a year fraught with challenges and
disappointments, all at Waterfield House have been prepared to run with the new protocols and systems to make
the most of what we have been allowed to do during this
pandemic. If anything, we have learned that we are stronger
than we thought, that we are all able to learn new skills and
that we are adaptable.

Our team of Hostel Prefects for 2020, under the capable
leadership of Carmen Outram and Kiara Bouw, were paramount in ensuring the successful, happy year that we experienced. From welcoming our new Hostel girls to our family
at the start of the year, to guiding the New Pots through the
year – thank you, Lathitha, and to rallying together as we
dealt with various crises, these Matrics were always available
to assist the staff.

The following awards were made at our recent
Boarder Banquet:
• Sam Beynon Floating Trophy – hostel fellowship award
for the girl who is loyal, has time for everyone, loves the
hostel and the girls, has enthusiasm and is loved and
respected by the girls: Carmen Outram
• Ena Quin Cup for the Most Courteous and
Helpful Boarder: Taryn Lee
• Heidi Berrington Trophy for the Boarder All
Rounder – This Includes Academic As Well As
Sports Involvement: Emma Roode
Mrs J Jooste

Gratefully, our Matric boarders have been able to remain
on campus, in order for them the complete their Grade 12
academic year. Lockdown was especially difficult for our
boarders, as they missed their Hostel sisters terribly. Having
our Grade12s return on the 1st of June was quite an emotional experience and again a reminder of the incredible
bonds and relationships the girls have established over
their time at Waterfield House. Even though activities were
restricted, our boarders made us proud with their achievements in academics, sports and culture. We are very proud
of Carmen Outram who was awarded the Stephen Honour
Prize for 2020.
We continue to make improvements to the hostel, always
considering the needs of the girls and with the intent to
create an environment that is warm, welcoming and userfriendly. Our computer hub now sports nine new laptops;
the data projector and Apple TV were moved to the upgraded
TV lounge; we replaced the old boiler with two new boilers,
connected our three rainwater tanks to our watering system
and completed repainting all our dormitories, foyers and
stairwells. We are blessed to have such wonderful facilities
for our boarders. I thank Mr Marx and our parents on our
Hostel Committee, for their valued involvement in the hostel.
Our hostel staff have been an incredible team this year. Being
able to ensure that all COVID-19 protocol is being followed
along with the usual duties that need to be fulfilled, takes
much dedication and may I add, a sense of humour. I salute
Mrs Cooper, Mrs Dell, Mrs Glisson, Mrs Haarhoff and all our
support staff. Sadly, Mrs Antonette Jansen van Rensburg
(fondly referred to by the girls as “Mrs Fun-Fun”), has been
medically boarded. We are grateful to her for her five years
of hard work and dedication to our girls. Also, our dear cook
Iris Heshu, has retired after an incredible forty-seven years of
service at Waterfield House. We wish Iris a wonderful retirement and hopefully rest from any kitchen duties.
Shortly our Matrics will pack up their belongings along
with their years of friendships and memories and walk
out of Waterfield House to start the next chapter of their
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ATHLETICS
Back Row: S Bisiwe, E Ngcwabe, K Cloete, J Witthuhn, N Lister, J Orrey, T Moreton, C Swart, R Hechter, L Keinhans, S Douglas-Henry, M Hart, S Qeqe, N Mokhele
Third Row: T van der Merwe, R Kamau, T McNamara, L Mdliva, J Lubbe, L du Toit, E van Niekerk, T Malahlela-Qaka, T White, R De Villiers, J Oosthuizen, J Brown
Second Row: E Ngqoza, F Ferg, T van der Merwe, L Stofile, M Pullen, S Hort, Z Pikoli, S Naidoo, R Parker, D Mandimo, A Aluko,
W Jikela, L Krisjans, S Scout, M Ngqoza
Front Row: K Mfiki, S Mbanguta, S Ndabeni, H Griffen, Mrs E Grobbelaar, A Davids, K Villet, Z Mdyogolo, A Preston

T

past the proverbial “first hurdle” to go and compete at the
NMMHS meeting. From there, they went to compete at the
Eastern Cape High Schools meeting held in Cradock.

he Athletics season kicked off as soon as school started in
January with the Grade 8s trying out for a spot to compete
at the Inter-House Athletics. The rest of the school signed
up in their respective houses. Unfortunately, our InterHouse Athletics Day was cancelled due to the bad weather
on the day.

Mia-Cara Hart, Tanith Moreton, Lara Kleinhans and
Celma Swart did exceptionally well in their respective
events. These girls were selected to represent the province
at the SA Championships. But due to the global pandemic
that came to be, these events were cancelled before they
could compete.
Mrs E Grobbelaar

The girls were then given the opportunity to voluntarily sign
up for the zonal meeting and give it their best shot to progress to the PEHS meeting. We had a big team participating
at the zonal meeting. The majority of our athletes made it
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INTER-HOUSE ATHLETICS DAY

O

ur House Captains made sure that all the girls were ready
for “battle” with their opening acts of cheers, songs and
dancing. It definitely set the tone for the rest of the day.
The first session of events started off in perfect conditions. It
was overcast, cool and there was no wind. All the staff also
appreciated the idea of not having to officiate in the blistering sun. Unfortunately, soon after the first gun went off,
Mother Nature had other plans, as lightning and thunder
started rolling in from afar. The situation was carefully monitored, while the athletes continued giving their all on the
track and on the field.
As the weather got worse and the lighting became a real
threat, all the staff and girls were evacuated to the pavilion. A light rain also started to fall on and off by then. This
did not dampen the girls’ spirits, as they fell into renditions of
the likes of “Sweet Caroline”, “Mama Mia” and “Thunder”. Mrs
Nel, Mr Beynon and Ms Keet then started showing off their
dance moves doing the “Macarena”. The girls loved it and
obviously joined in.
Unfortunately, after all the fun on the pavilion, the InterHouse Athletics had to be cancelled, as the rain came pouring down and the lightning was not far off.
Mrs E Grobbelaar
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CHESS
Back Row: A Qeqe, O Gwili, L Mazwane, R Kamau, P Mnyamana, M Nyabvudzi, E Wedderburn Second Row: O Mkuhlu, M Ngqoza, E Reddy,
K Bouw, M Tendayi, C Duri Front Row: D Tembeni, N Sokhulu, U Mollah, Mr P Tendayi, D Reddy, S Goba, O Mle

W

“Life is like a game of chess. To win you have to make a move. Knowing which move to make comes with insight and knowledge,
and by learning the lessons that are accumulated along the way. We become each and every piece within the game called life.”
~ Allan Rufus, The Master’s Sacred Knowledge
Fast-forward, a week later, three of our girls, Drianca, Urooj
and Evania participated in the Pearson Open Tournament,
which was a reminder that Chess is one of the few sports
that transcends across all ages.

hile others would like to regard 2020 as a wasted year
in Chess circles, to us it was quite eventful. For us, the
Chess girls, this year started off with a bang. With an increase
in players, a female international Grandmaster for a coach
and the Dunkirk spirit to take on any player who would have
had the folly to stand in our path to victory, 2020 was promising to be a successful year.

A few hours after the completion of the tournament,
President Cyril Ramaphosa’s announcement of the closure
of schools signified the end of many sports. However, Chess
continued online and was more of an improvement for some,
as they could play with a creative username to hide their
identity, making losing a game less embarrassing.

In order to prepare for the strenuous league matches that
were to be played in July/August, we competed against
some of Nelson Mandela Bay’s strongest players at the
Nelson Mandela Bay Chess Union Trials 1 and 2, the Nelson
Mandela Bay Chess Union Fundraiser Blitz and the prestigious Boardwalk Pearson Open Chess Festival.

Due to the COVID-19 restrictions, we could not participate in
our annual derbies against Clarendon and Oranje Meisies nor
could we participate in the Spar National All Girls’ Festival for
which the girls had been seriously training.

A record number of nine girls represented Collegiate at the
first tournament of the year, Trials 1. The weekend was a
much needed wake-up call for us, as we were introduced to
higher sections with even higher rated players. Nonetheless,
the sunny weekend was much enjoyed and prepared us for
the next tournament: the NMBCU Fundraiser Blitz. For those
who are not familiar with the term, ‘Blitz’ is a normal game
of chess played with a much shorter time control. The Blitz
tournament was a first for all of us, but we did not let this
get the better of us.

Unfortunately, the School League matches were cancelled
and Collegiate could not prove that they are a force to be
reckoned with, but once tournaments, league matches and
derby days resume, ‘The Blues’ will show everyone what it
means to be a chess player.
For me, the Chess girls have been my family since Grade
Eight. We have been through many losses and wins together
and along the way we shared numerous laughs and tears.
Besides learning about various openings, endgames and
tricks on how to intimidate your opponent, I have learned to
never give up… even when my King is the only piece I have
left on the board.

After a rigorous eleven games, the afternoon ended with one
of our very own, Drianca Reddy, being awarded a medal and
the title of ‘Best Female Player’ of the tournament for winning 6/11 games.

A big thank you must go to Mr Tendayi for the support, transport and rapport. It has been a memorable journey indeed.
And to the Chess girls, Chess is not just a sport: it is the sport.
Don’t let anyone else tell you otherwise. Farewell to you girls
and good luck.

Trials 2 took place on the 7th of March and with a smaller
army, we once again took on the Chess celebrities of Nelson
Mandela Bay in the hopes of joining this esteemed group.
Special mention has to be made of three of our Matric girls
for holding their own in the male-dominated U18 and U20+
Adult Open.

Adieu, from Nolu, Megan, Kiara, Urooj and Drianca.
Drianca Reddy
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t was another fruitful season for Collegiate’s cricketers as the
sport continues to grow from strength to strength.

in the second half of the season is always the tour to East
London. For the first time, Hudson Park took on the challenge of hosting a Festival and they must be commended on
a fine performance. The weather was absolutely appalling
in East London and so being creative was a must. Hudson
Park assembled three mini courts in their Indoor Centre in
order for the girls to play some Action Cricket. The weather
was consistently poor throughout the weekend, but the girls
had a blast and we cannot wait for the 2021 edition.

The summer cricket season is somewhat different to most
sporting codes in that the season runs from October through
until the end of February.
The First Team, under the leadership of the new coach, Mr
Rob Marriot, were keen to impress and begin the season
in the correct manner. The girls played some exceptional
cricket to win their opening three fixtures during the first half
of the season. The fixtures included victories over Victoria
Park, Gelvandale and DF Malherbe with the match against
Framesby being rained out.

The Second Team lost many senior players and so this season was all about building confidence and introducing some
younger players to the beloved game. The girls played seven
fixtures, home and away, with many lessons being learned.

Special mention must be made of Twané Slabbert for her
fine century (103 runs) in the fixture versus Victoria Park –
well done Twané!

We say goodbye to three Matrics and we thank them for
their service to Collegiate Cricket. A special mention must
be made of our Captain, Ofentse Senatle, for her dedication
to the sport and effort to always ensure that the younger
players felt supported and appreciated.

On the Provincial scene, a special word of congratulations
must go to Twané Slabbert (EP 16A) and Onika Vapi (EP 19A)
on being selected to represent their respective age groups at
the National weeks in December.

Finally, a huge thank you must go to Mr Marriott and Mr
Lindsay for their continuous efforts to improve the cricketing
standards at Collegiate. We are so fortunate to have such a
supportive and passionate coaching group.
Mr A Beynon

The season once again restarted in February after two weeks
of preparation with some mixed results: Collegiate beating
Gelvandale, losing to Framesby and unfortunately losing the
fixture against Alex to inclement weather. The highlight
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1ST CRICKET TEAM
Back Row: T Slabbert, P Tshofela, T Malahleha-Qaku, J Maas, K Killian, G Tait, M du Preez, L Skepu
Front Row: L Salie, O Senatle, Mr R Marriott, N Yako, B Kruger

2ND CRICKET TEAM
Back Row: C Duri, K Rudman, S Makalima, L Uys, H Elfick, K Wiehahn, L Gibson, A Maling Nel, Z Debeshe
Front Row: S Punyamurthy, S Naidoo, Mr L Lindsay, S Sola, Y Peter
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hat should have been a season of many new things for
the CGHS Cross Country team turned into our avid runners having to wait until next season.

plans when a pandemic we all know as Covid-19 hit it soon
after our trials were held and the 2019 All Girls’ Festival
was cancelled.

The excitement was palpable when it was announced that
CGHS would for the first time ever enter a Cross Country
team into the All Girls’ Festival that was to be held in
Bloemfontein in May. The list was put up for trials and many
hopefuls enlisted, knowing there was only a spot for eight
of them. So off we went on a Wednesday afternoon for the
trials to be run along the Port Elizabeth beach front. As the
weather gods would have it, they kept the most gruelling
weather for the trials. The girls had to weather terrible gale
force winds. Yet they showed what determination and guts
could do if they wanted that elusive spot in the top eight
badly enough. Unfortunately, the world had different

Furthermore, CGHS would have also hosted league meetings for the first time during the 2020 season, hosting other
schools’ teams from Port Elizabeth. The Cross Country Team
also had a tour scheduled during what would have been the
July holidays, before the school calendar was amended. This
would also have been a new first for our school.
As we look back at a season that never came to fruition, we
look to the 2021 season with much anticipation for what
could hopefully be these “firsts” once again.
Mrs E Grobbelaar
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EQUESTRIAN
Back Row: J Grobler, J Boonzaier, K van Jaarsveld, S Safwan
Front Row: H de Kock, Mrs M Allen, J Oosthuizen, B Nel

2

the SANESA core league Qualifier 2 held in February of this
year. The competition was tough, but our girls still managed
to come out on top while also having a lot of fun.

020 has been a year like no other. It has been a year
filled with many challenges that our girls had to face as
all school sport was prohibited due to the Coronavirus outbreak in March. This meant that our girls were unable to
participate in some of their usual events. This year saw a
small but exciting group of girls, old and new, taking part in
various events including Show Jumping, Dressage, Showing,
Eventing as well as Western Mounted Games. Despite the
short season, our girls still managed to fly the Collegiate flag
high and achieve excellent results in all their events.

Juliet Grobler competed in some of the graded shows, jumping 90cm and achieved many First and Second Places in
the various classes. Well done and congratulations to all
the riders!
Due to the Coronavirus, all other SANESA events were postponed until further notice.
I would like to thank all the girls and their parents for all their
time, patience and dedication, as horse riding is not an easy
sport like everyone thinks. There is much more to it than
“just sitting on a horse” and I think all the girls can agree. This
year has been a very short but memorable year and none
of it would have been the same if it wasn’t for all the willing
and helpful Collegiate riders and especially our enthusiastic
moms! Thank you to everyone who helped throughout the
year and for making 2020 a year to remember.

The 2020 equestrian season started early in January which
saw Jorja Boonzaier competing in the Western Mounted
Games Qualifier 1 on her horse Blue Sky Tuko. This was then
followed by the SANESA Stadium Eventing and Eventing
Qualifier 1 in which two girls competed, namely Sofia
Safwan and her horse Kateland’s Jupiter Symphony as well
as Hanna de Kock and her horse Guinea Fowl Stables Far Hills
Zarco. Congratulations to these girls for participating and for
achieving wonderful results as Eventing is not an easy event!

Lastly I would like to thank our teacher in charge and our
Equestrian mom, Mrs Allen, for all her help and guidance. A
lot goes on behind the scenes that we are not aware of and
I thank Mrs Allen for everything she has done for Collegiate’s
Equestrian team.

Congratulations to Brigitte Nel who was once again awarded
her Senior National Protea colours for Saddleseat in both
3 gated and 5 gated divisions at the National Saddleseat
Equestrian trials in January this year.
Four girls, namely Sofia Safwan, Kristen van Jaarsveld riding
Guinea Fowl Stables Rob Roy, Hanna de Kock and myself
riding Guinea Fowl Stables Apache Moon, competed in

I wish everyone all the best for the future and happy riding!
Jessica Oosthuizen
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t has been an extremely disappointing season for the
Hockey girls of Collegiate. The excitement of the winter
season always brings about a certain energy. This year, however, we were met by another wave; namely COVID-19. The
2020 season will always be remembered, but unfortunately
not for hockey reasons. Nevertheless, there was some
hockey played in this short window and so we look forward
to a magical and lengthy 2021 season.

Festival, the team arrived in East London to participate in the
Greg Beling Festival in fine spirits. After losing the first game
on Friday afternoon to Menlo Park from Pretoria, the team
bounced back brilliantly to claim three victories from three
over the weekend. Again, the force of COVID-19 brought an
abrupt halt to sport and all school life on 18 March and effectively ended the winter season.
Over 100 First Team Caps: We must congratulate Jessica
Parker (First Team captain) on reaching 100 caps to bring
some light to a difficult season. Jessica’s positive leadership
and energy has been a fine example to future captains; she
has always put the team first and has been a true asset to
Collegiate Hockey over the past five years.

The U14A and U14B teams participated in the Annual Alex
Festival. This Festival sees our girls introduced to the High
School stage of Girls’ Hockey. Well done to the girls on a fantastic set of results and for the spirit with which they played
the game.
Coaches: Ms Zimasa Dunywa and Ms Monahagn

We bid farewell to four Matrics in the First Team and we
thank them for their excellent commitment throughout their
time at Collegiate. It was definitely not the ending that they
had in mind, but we, as a school, are extremely proud of their
efforts during their time at Collegiate, nonetheless.

The U16A and U16B teams participated in the Annual
Westering Festival. This Festival is seen as the ideal preparation for the season and once again, our girls did the
Collegiate badge proud. Sadly, this Saturday Festival was to
be the beginning of the end before our country came to a
grinding holt due to COVID-19.

Finally, we thank our committed staff who always give of
their time graciously and go the extra mile. Virtual team
meetings and WhatsApp video calling formed a major
part of the COVID-19 period and once again, the staff has
been brilliant in trying to keep the girls motivated and hungry. We are extremely blessed to have such a capable and
talented coaching group.
Mr Andrew Beynon

Coaches: Mr Dalan Phillips (16A) and
Mr Mike Abrahams (16B)
The First Team endured an extremely frustrating season. After all the hard work of pre-season and re-building a
First Team squad after losing eight Matrics, this 2020 group
were set for an exciting season. After a successful EP Trials
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HOCKEY 1ST TEAM
Back Row: J Olivier, E Schady, L Sharp, E Porter, I Bisdée, R Fincham, C Cooke, E Stow
Front Row: M Keun, D Moir, J Alcock, Mr A Beynon, J Parker, J Stubbs, C Burmeister Absent: A Breetzke

HOCKEY U16A TEAM
Back Row: T Marks, L Kleinhans, G Fourie, G Tait, N Dames, K Nienaber, M Du Raan
Front Row: H van Heerden, J Hobson, J Peltenburg, Mr A Beynon, R Hechter, S Venter, C Preller
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HOCKEY U16B TEAM
Back Row: C Scribante, G Stone, H Booysen, M Bright, JT Harris, D de Lange, E van Niekerk, G Stone
Front Row: L Krisjans, D Barclay, J Grobler, Mr A Beynon, T Moreton, L Henen, A Stofile

HOCKEY U14A TEAM
Back Row: A Adams, L Upton, Z Ingold, T Finnis, S Graham, R Ivings, T Mc Namara, L Stemele
Front Row: J Witthuhn, A Mahlathi, J Byrnes, Mr A Beynon, K Wiehahn, H Griffin, H Shearer
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HOCKEY U14B TEAM
Back Row: J Smith, D Coltman, J Swans, L Goudin, J Hains, M Coley, L Nongqoto, T Henderson
Front Row: A Pearse, A Cornelius, D Erasmus, Mr A Beynon, K Gush, E Mhlontlo, S Von Waltsleben

Dream the impossible.
Achieve the impossible.
Michelle Lloyd-Austin: Audi Sport
CGHS class of 2002
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With many positives taken from the tournament everyone was excited for the season ahead. As we all know by
now, the world had different plans for us and sport and our
2020 season was cancelled. It is with much anticipation
that we wait to see what the 2021 netball season holds for
Collegiate Netball.
Mrs E Grobbelaar

etball was off to an early start this year with the trials
and team selections done and dusted at the beginning
of March. Our under 14A, under 16A and First Team participated in the pre-season Madibaz Netball Tournament hosted
by our local university during the first weekend in March. As
this is a club tournament, the girls played against teams with
much more experience.

Our under 14s were off to a rocky start, not being used to
the physicality of Club Netball. They quickly had to adjust
and get their heads around it. By the end of the weekend
they were definitely stronger and wiser as a team. The under
16As only lost one match and were selected as the most
promising U16 high school team at the tournament.
Collegiate’s First Team also did very well. With four new
members to the team, all eyes were on the First Team to
see what they would deliver. Anyone who might have had
a doubt was in for a big surprise. The attack passes were
delivered with accuracy and fed into the circle with much
precision and flair where our shooters turned them into
points on the board. At the back end our defenders were
solid and produced good turn over balls. The girls rose to
the occasion and stepped up. As a unit the team played
exceptionally well.
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NETBALL 1ST TEAM
Back Row: A Qeqe, J Miller, A Ngutyana, F Brummer, S Qeqe, R King
Front Row: A Potgieter, K Louw, Mrs E Grobbelaar, M Joubert, E Roode

NETBALL U16A TEAM
Back Row: N Lister, M Botha, I Madlingozi, M Hart, D Scott
Front Row: J Maas, M Vermaak, Mrs E Grobbelaar, O Oliphant, P West
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NETBALL U16B TEAM
Back Row: C De Beer, A Busakwe, K Cloete, M Erasmus
Front Row: N Ponoshe, M Evans, Mrs E Grobbelaar, M Goddard-Ford, T van der Merwe

NETBALL U14A TEAM
Back Row: J Esau, A Ioaniddes, O Makinana, A Aluko, S Mbanguta, B Melariri
Front Row: N Mokhele, J Löest, Mrs E Grobbelaar, S Vumenjani, Y Oliphant
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NETBALL U14B TEAM
Back Row: A Bomvana, H Adebisi, M Munshi, C Lion
Front Row: A Matiwane, Mrs E Grobbelaar, L Mazwane, I Buwa Absent: A Mandlana
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SQUASH TEAM
Back Row: N Heuer, R du Plessis, J Byrnes, B Burley, T Slabbert
Front Row: T Moreton, R Kievit, Mrs D Human, C Outram, O Gomomo, C Naik Absent: J Brown, L Uys

2

020 began with a bang! Our squash courts were
revamped this year with a fresh coat of paint and we were
introduced to our new coach, Ms Hannah Knott-Craig. She
improved our level of squash tremendously and kept the
girls fit and healthy. Thank you for enhancing our mentality
and sportsmanship, on and off the court. It was an awesome couple of months in which we could learn and spend
time together.

our Squash team will encourage many other girls to join this
amazing sport, as it is a game that can be played for many
years of your life.
To my Oodles, thank you for all the laughs and memories we
have shared. You girls are the best and I wish you good luck
for your final years on court!
Carmen Outram

Even though we were not able to take full advantage of
the Squash year, the girls all enjoyed their First Term on
the court. We were thrilled that Squash became more recognized, as we were included in the fixtures of the Derby
Days. Many new friendships were made and I could not
think of a better way to spend my afternoons, than with all
these girls on the court!
We started our season at the annual Dave Hodgeson
Tournament in Makhanda. This tour has always been a highlight for the Top Six Squash girls. A lot of fun was had and
it was a great way to start our Squash year. I commend all
of you for showing your best, even though we didn’t come
out on top. Thank you Mrs Human, Ms Knott-Craig and Mrs
Moreton for taking us on this exceptional tour and for always
supporting us!
I am very excited that there is a young group of girls coming
through and I wish you all the best for your years to come. I
sincerely hope that the enthusiasm that has been shown in
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SWIMMING TEAM
Back Row: K Schmelzer, A Young, P Brombacher, K Meyburgh, A Cudin, R Harcombe, J Witthuhn
Second Row: Z Ioannides, C Forward, J Hains, A Swanepoel, T Njezula, G Stone, A Ioannides
Front Row: T Finnis, J Booth, Ms Keet, S Saalie, C Davidson

I

results. Many of the Collegiate swimmers swam their way
into South African squads and were also acknowledged at
the NMB Aquatics awards. They were Zoe Ioannides, Kayla
Schmelzer, Paige Brombacher, Abigail Swanepoel, Alexia
Young and Jessica Booth.

n general, 2020 has been an interesting year and the same
could be said for Swimming. The girls have been extremely
busy in the pool. Our swimming year started with the
Inter-Provincial Gala in January, followed by the CANA
Zone 4 Championships that was held in Botswana. Abigail
Swanepoel and Alexia Young competed at this event.

A huge congratulations must go to all our swimmers who
achieved this year.

The school’s Aquatics Day saw our swimmers having fun
and breaking records. Congratulations must go to Queen
Victoria House who secured First Place. Next up was the
Pearson Gala that was enjoyed and supported by many, as
they huddled together on the stands to keep warm in the
pouring rain. Unfortunately, as with many other sporting
events, the National Championships were cancelled this year
due to COVID-19. However, two of our open water swimmers competed in the OWS Nationals and achieved great

One of the highlights of this year was the General Swimming
at school. The girls’ love for swimming was great to see.
After a long day at school, there were many smiling faces
that jumped into the pool on Mondays and Wednesdays
during the General Swimming sessions. It has been a tough
year, but just keep on swimming!
Jessica Booth
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GENERAL SWIMMING
Back Row: K Comely, C Wenborn, T Thomas, J Grobler, K Walker
Third Row: H Levack, J Marriott, Z Tyropolis, K van Niekerk, J Cambier, C Schwind
Second Row: O Mle, S Scout, K Williams, O Ngxongane, M Vermaak, S Ross, M Collins, J Nogcantsi
Front Row: O Mbete, Z Booi, Mrs H Shaw, Mrs H Vlok, A Gotyana, D Matiwane
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SYNCHRONISED SWIMMING

SYNCHRONISED SWIMMING
Back Row: A Kockott, Z Verster, G Bonner, L Mndayi, R Pugh, R Taylor, T Catterall, S Safwan
Second Row: C Kinglsey-Hall, G Hoffman, O Ngxangane, M Mangqengwana, H Guest, L Nongqoto
Front Row: P Barnard, Ms Z Ingram, Mrs S Arthur, Mrs M Norden, G Oosthuizen Absent: L Qwane

2

020 involved exciting events for the 2020 Synchronised
Swimming girls. The girls arrived at each practice eager
to learn a few new tricks in the water. Catching a tan on the
side of the pool was an added bonus.

Our second event of the year allowed us to showcase our
hard work and talent at the Inter-House Aquatics Day. Our
girls produced excellent displays and left the spectators
wanting more.

We started the year off with our annual Inter-School’s
Competition where we faced our rivals, Pearson High
School. Our junior team consisting of Gemma Bonner,
Hannah Guest and Taylor Catterall walked away with their
first win. Our senior team, consisting of Paxton Barnard and
Gemma Oosthuizen, placed Second in the group events
and Rachel Taylor placed First in the advanced category.
The girls performed exceptionally well and the hard work
and effort definitely paid off.

We had excellent coaches guiding us under the leadership
of Mrs Moira Norden and Mrs Arthur. Together the 2020
Synchronised Swimming Team achieved great results and
can be justifiably proud.
I am sad to leave this team behind, but I know that they will
continue producing exceptional results, and I can’t wait to
see their progress.
Paxton Barnard
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TENNIS 1ST TEAM
Back Row: Z Ioannides, E Slater, M Goddard-Ford, C Zietsman, I Pringle
Front Row: M du Raan, Mr R Bulbring, J Biggs, Ms S Purchase, G Fourie

I

t is in the bounce of the ball, the swoosh of the racquet
and the silent anticipation of the return when the court is
most alive. The 2019/2020 season, although cut short, was
brought to life at each practice and match by the dedication
and comradery of the tennis players this year.

drew 1

lost 3

2 Team:

won 1

drew 0

lost 2

lost 0

drew 0

lost 3

5th Team:

won 0

drew0

lost 3

I am very proud of the girls and was honoured to congratulate individuals on their Scrolls, Silver Bar and Blazer
awards. All these accolades would not be possible without the upbeat leadership of the Tennis Captain, the staff
members that sacrifice many hours to support the girls and
drive them to their fixtures and the dedicated coaching staff
headed by Mr Richard Bulbring.
Miss S Purchase

The girls participated in the local league matches every
Tuesday and the results of each team were as follows:
won 1

drew 2

won 2

We were very proud of Erin Slater and Caitlyn Zietsman for
being selected to represent the Eastern Province in the High
Schools’ National Teams’ Tournament at an U15 and U19
level respectively.

The highlight of our summer season was our annual tour
to East London to play in the Selbourne/Clarendon Mixed
Doubles Tournament together with Grey High School. Our
team did incredibly well and narrowly missed First Place by
two matches. Many players were ranked as the top seeded
player, which is testament to the commitment of the team
this year. We also had a few Friday fixtures, where the First
Team won 1 and lost 1 and the U15 Team won all three of
their fixtures.

nd

won 1

4th Team:

Although the number of tennis teams were fewer than last
year, it was very promising to see so many girls embrace
the opportunity of trying something new. We welcomed
many Grade Eight girls to the tennis family at the start of
the year. It was wonderful to see the senior girls take them
under their wing and become their friends.

Venus Williams once said “Tennis is mostly mental. You win
or lose the match before you even go out there.” The tennis players embraced all the mental challenges and worked
towards being the best version of themselves both on and
off the court.

1st Team:

3rd Team:
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TENNIS 2ND TEAM
Back Row: T Moodaley, A Ioannides, H Germishuys, K Heny, Z Mostert
Front Row: H Shearer, Mr R Bulbring, J Peltenburg, Ms S Purchase, A Cornelius

TENNIS 3RD TEAM
Back Row: I Hensberg, R Botha, N Mokhele, C Kwong See, A Pearse
Front Row: Mr R Bulbring, J Knight, Ms S Purchase Absent: S Stone, M Chowles
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A

prepare for the season. The girls finished in a disappointing
tenth position. The St Peter’s Tournament is regarded as one
of the premier tournaments in the country, alongside the
St Stithian’s Tournament. The team had a brilliant tournament and finished in our best ever placing, ending in sixth
position which was a remarkable turnaround from the Brian
Baker Tournament.

nother jam-packed season of Water Polo has come
and gone. The Water Polo season traditionally runs
from September through until the beginning of March the
following year.

No other sport condenses so much into such a short space
of time, with the Water Polo season only lasting a combined
total of ten weeks. It turned out to be the only sporting term
of the 2020 year before the pandemic arrived at our shores.

A special mention must be made of Tamsyn Evezard, Rachel
King and Emily Blow on their selection to the SA U18 HP
squads, as well as Iman Akomolafe who was selected to represent the SA U15 side to play matches in Namibia during
the month of February. Rebecca Fincham was also selected
as a non-travelling side to the SA U15 side – well done girls!

The season has seen our teams compete in many traditional derbies and attend a number of festivals across the
country. In Port Elizabeth, our teams competed against the
local teams such as Alexander Road, Woodridge, Kingswood
and DSG.

The following girls were selected to represent the Eastern
Province during the Nationals in December:

In terms of tours, our 14A, 15A, Second and First teams have
all been involved. The season started with our First and
15A sides participating in the annual Stayers Tournament
in East London. The respective tournaments provided the
teams with an opportunity to rebuild without the Matrics
and they pave the way forward for the next generation to
step up. The girls played very well to finish with Bronze and
Silver medals respectively. Next up on the calendar was the
prestigious U15 Collegiate Girls’ High School Tournament
which is always a highlight of the season. The Collegiate
family along with Ms Keet put on a fine spectacle with our
very own U15 side finishing in a respectable eighth position
out of sixteen. The U14A side completed the first half of the
season by taking part in the annual Roedean Tournament
in Johannesburg which is traditionally a very tough tournament. The girls played their hearts out to finish in tenth
position out of twenty schools.

EP 19A — Tamsyn Evezard, Rachel King,
Emily Blow and Emma Roode
EP 16A — Madison Meyer, Alex King
EP 15A — Iman Akomolafe, Rebecca Fincham,
Megan Foster and Ogi’yonke Oliphant
EP 15B — Kerry Broadbent, Holley van Heerden
and Paige West
EP 14B — Madison Bright and Nina Van Bochove
Inter-House results:
Congratulations to Queen Alexandra House on winning the
2020 Inter-House Water Polo competition.
Over 100 First Team Caps: We must congratulate the
following girls on achieving over 100 caps:
Tamsyn Evezard (162 caps)
Emily Blow (130 caps)

First up on the 2020 calendar was the Jason Murray
Tournament, where our U14 girls travelled down to East
London. Our new Grade Eight girls played some lovely
Water Polo to finish in sixth position.

Emma Roode (130 caps)
Rachel King (130 caps)

We bid farewell to five Matrics in the First Team and we thank
them for their excellent commitment throughout their time
at Collegiate. These girls have been tremendous assets to
Collegiate Water Polo throughout their time at Collegiate.

Our 14A girls also attended the Dave Pitcairn Tournament
hosted by Reddam in Cape Town. With this tough tournament being so early, it was the first opportunity for the girls
to really get a taste of what High School Water Polo was all
about. The girls played some superb Water Polo and did
really well to finish in fifth position.

Finally, a big thank you must go to all our staff and coaches
who dedicate so much of their time and energy to the sport
they love. Thank you to all the players and parents too, for
your commitment and enthusiasm towards the sport.
Mr A Beynon

Next up was the Second Team’s participation at the Oakhill
Chukka Fest which is played in the cold waters of the Knysna
Waterfront Harbour. The girls played 7, won 6 and drew 1 to
remain unbeaten at the Festival - an impressive set of results
considering most of the schools sent their First teams.
The U15A team played some lovely Water Polo at the annual
Shaun Fuchs Tournament in Johannesburg and were only
able to match last year’s fifth place finish.
Our First Team took part in both the Brian Baker Tournament
hosted in Grahamstown and the St Peter’s Tournament
hosted in Johannesburg. The Brian Baker Tournament is the
first test of the calendar year and is a super tournament to
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WATER POLO

WATER POLO 1ST TEAM
Back Row: H van Heerden, I Akomolafe, S Foster, E Roode, R King, M Foster, M Meyer, E Blow
Front Row: R Fincham, Ms S Keet, T Evezard, Mr J Nel, S Venter

WATER POLO 2ND TEAM
Back Row: J Miller, P West, J Merrington, H van Heerden, J Olivier, L Sharp
Front Row: J Naude, J Stubbs, Ms S Keet, I Bisdée, E Smith Absent: Ms C Rawstron
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WATER POLO

WATER POLO 3RD TEAM
Back Row: C Forword, C Sharp, J van der Mescht, J Strooh, A Coombes, C Naik
Front Row: C Davidson, J Cambier, Ms S Keet, C Scribante, O Oliphant Absent: Ms K Marriner

WATER POLO 4TH TEAM
Back Row: E Johnson, L Qaba, T Moreton, M Murray, E Lightley
Second Row: E Luckman, L Scott, P Brombacher, Z Tyropolis, A Serfontein, C Clarke
Front Row: K Gleaves, D Kerley, Ms E Fraser, T Tete, G Kerley Absent: A Stone, S Collier, M Ungerer
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WATER POLO

WATER POLO 5TH TEAM
Back Row: A Gotyana, N Lötter, B Nel, M Miedema, J Tanner
Second Row: E Claassen, D Matiwane, P Barnard, H Webb, G Oosthuizen, T Webb, E Blow
Front Row: C Roodt, N Cooper, Mr A Beynon, R King, J Evans

WATER POLO U15A
Back Row: D de Lange, M Botha, S Bradshaw, K Meyburgh, G Wiehahn, N Dames, N van Bochove
Front Row: K Nienaber, Mrs C Posthumus, M Bright, Ms M Maartens, K Heny
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WATER POLO

WATER POLO U15B
Back Row: L Venter, J Ioannides, N Heurer, M Evans, R Field-Kozak, E van Niekerk, J Boonzaier, I Pringle
Front Row: C de Beer, W Jikela, Ms S Edwards, J Scholtz, S Saalie

WATER POLO U14A
Back Row: J Witthuhn, J Löest, A Elliot, L Upton, J Byrnes, J Swans
Front Row: R Ivings, N Schoeman, Mr J Nel, D Martin, H Shearer
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WATER POLO

WATER POLO U14B
Back Row: Y Oliphant, D Coltman, A Gush, O Makinana
Front Row: T Henderson, T Turner, Ms S Keet, J Fuller, M Pienaar Absent: Ms R King
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ACCOUNTING TUTORING

ACCOUNTING TUTORING
Back Row: R Galeboe, K Smith, E Schady, M Mpepo, C Davidson
Front Row: J Oosthuizen, M Steyn, N Ngonela, C Forword, G Oosthuizen
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ART ENRICHMENT
short due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Nevertheless, we
kept out chins up and reflected on the inspiring work the
society has done so far.
From practising artistic techniques, to reusing waste materials for the musical, we made sure each lesson was filled
with education, experience and enjoyment. Many other
things were scheduled to take place as well. For example,
Ms Walmsley dedicated each term to a certain medium, to
help those attending get a glimpse of the type of work done
by active senior art students. We also did research on digital
and other art forms from a technological aspect, equipping
members with the knowledge of art in the modern world
that we live in today. The society made sure that no member felt left behind, so we invited each person to join us in
creating our lively display board that now hangs on the wall
alongside CAT Lab 1.

ART ENRICHMENT
Back Row: S Ahmed, V Ranchod
Front Row: A Abrahmas, Ms S Walmsley, N Ngonela

Despite having to cease joining creative minds with a large
group of talented, like-minded people, our passion for the
visual arts and creativity have kept the society alive in a way,
joining us from wherever we are.
Natalie Joy Ngonela

T

he Art Enrichment Society was incredible this year, with
more than double our usual size of members attending,
and being a part of some very exciting artistic endeavours,
like the school’s musical, “Seussical” that was quickly cut
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BALLROOM DANCING COMMITTEE
Back Row: A Jack, B Njamela, C Hoffman, E Broadbent,
Front Row: J Human, Ms S Walmsley, Ms L du Preez, Dr C Kilroe-Smith, C Harris

2

020 has been a roller-coaster year for the Ballroom
Dancing girls at Collegiate Girls’ High School: from starting off the year preparing for our different bar tests and for
the annual Inter-Schools Competition, to everything being
cancelled due to COVID-19.

Although nothing exciting happened this year, all the excitement that was brought to every lesson and the smiles that
everyone carried on their faces when they either finally knew
a line dance or were able to dance perfectly, brought joy to
my heart as the Head of the Ballroom Dancing Society.

Our year started off well with our “newbies”, the Grade 9s,
learning all about what was in store for them and quickly
realizing that we are a family and not just a Ballroom Dancing
group. The Grade 9s learned all about the “bus stop” which is
a phrase we use to refer to standing in line waiting to dance
with a partner. Music and the sound of school shoes on that
slippery Grey High School’s De Waal Hall floor were not the
only sounds heard, but also that of laughter and joy.

This year’s Ballroom Dancing group was a family where
we helped one another and built each other up. We may
not have accomplished much this year, but it has been an
amazing year of dancing at Collegiate Girls’ High School and
I could not have done it without my lovely committee members: Andrea Jack, Erin Broadbent, Jordynn Human, Buhle
Njamela and Chaniah Hoffman. Thank you for the support
and passion that we shared.

Our Bronze Level dancers got to build on the foundation that
our instructors, Hadrian and Tarin Roberts, had laid down the
previous year, giving them time to learn and perfect the old
dances. Our Silver and Bronze Level dancers were able to
perfect their line dances and the very first dances they were
taught when they started Ballroom Dancing.

As the Head of Ballroom I wish for my beautiful Ballroom
ladies to remain passionate and to never stop dancing. I
hope that this society continues to grow and that the numbers increase as the years go on!
Caitlin Harris
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BIO-SCIENCE ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIETY

T

our environment.

he Bio-Science and Environmental Society is a place where
the adventurous and studious come to mingle. Taking
place every Thursday afternoon under the watchful and
resourceful eyes of Mrs Allen, the society focuses on mixing
learning with having fun.

Although we did not have a chance to explore all of the
planned events as a result of COVID-19, there were some
memorable moments from last year and earlier this
year. Veteran members of the society showcased some
of our staple experiments at the annual Collegiate Open
Day. We fascinated the Grade Sevens and the parents alike
with colourful elephant’s toothpaste, dancing popcorn and
rainbow chromatography. We hope the Grade Eights of
2021 will add to our numbers and carry on the good work
of creative learning.
Tasfia Hossain

Most of our sessions comprise of demonstrating experiments
and learning the science of the reactions. Our sessions are
divided into Biology, Science and the Environment. Every
week, the committee focusses on one topic. This year, we
did quizzes (with prizes, of course) for Biology, chemical
reaction experiments for the Science portion and started
an initiative to collect plastic eco-bricks and recycled plastic
bottles to make bird feeders to hang in the quad to support

BIO-SCIENCE CLUB
A Jacobs, Mrs M Allen, T Hossain
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BRAVA!

VALENTINE’S SHOWCASE

B

rava!, Collegiate’s Musical Theatre Society or “Glee” Club,
that had its debut performance in 2019, was hard at
work early this year to deliver a Valentine’s Showcase.

in a celebration of the differences that make each Collegiate
girl beautiful and unique.
As 2020 certainly has been a unique year for the Arts, we
are glad to have had the opportunity to perform before lockdown, but have missed the stage tremendously and cannot
wait to return to the spotlight because, as they say, “The
show must go on!”.
Liske Hemingway

The performance took place on the morning of Friday 14
February as a special treat for the school. Soloists included
some new faces like Hannah Stiglingh, a Grade 8 pupil, who
enthralled the girls with her rendition of I Can Hear the
Bells from the popular musical Hairspray. Other notable
solos were performed by Head of Society, Lufezo Bovungana,
Luthando David, Danielle Viljoen, Hannah Nel, Hannah
Sieberhagen, Lonalunathi Qaba and the girls were even lucky
enough to have been visited by some guest soloists, James
van der Merwe and Durick Munnick, the two male leads in
what was planned to be this year’s musical, Seussical. The
girls were also joined by some members of the Collegiate
Ballroom Society who added a beautiful touch to Aretha
Franklin’s Natural Woman.
Our girls stunned with striking dances choreographed by
Ogi’yonke Oliphant, Olivia Emms, Robyn Simon and Danielle
Viljoen. The show followed a “get-ready with me” theme,
as the different characters prepared to go on their special
Valentine’s dates. Finally, the cast came together in full costume in a mash-up between RnB girl group TLC’s Unpretty
and Leonard Bernstein’s I Feel Pretty from West Side Story

BRAVA!
Back Row: A Kelemana, C Heukelman, C Lion, M Coley, B Meades, J Esau, A Maling Nel, L Kuboni, L Nongqoto
Third Row: O Emms, L Matiwana, J Smith, A Ward, A Stofile, H Nel, C Critchlow, S Tom
Second Row: B Tiso, L Qaba, H Sieberhagen, O Oliphant, L Damin, A Pramod, S von Waltsleben, K Safwan, P Coltman
Front Row: R Simon, K Walker, L David, Mrs L Hemingway, L Bovungana, D Viljoen, S Sala, M Parris
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VALENTINE’S SHOWCASE
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CHEERLEADERS

CHEERLEADERS
Back Row: O Mbete, L David, E Claassen
Front Row: J Naude, Mrs E Grobbelaar, E Faltein

A

would resume, the Cheerleaders had to start thinking outside the box. “The show had to go on”. The school still had
to be encouraged to keep up its spirit!

s in every other year, the girls were very eager to apply
to be part of the CGHS Cheerleading Squad. In the
first term, when things were still pretty normal in our daily
school lives, the interviews were held with enthusiastic girls
ready to “bring it on”. The interviews were concluded just as
the President announced the big Covid-19 Lockdown and
closed down schools. What a spanner in the works for a
group that was ready for great things with fresh, new ideas!

As the Matric Day approached, the Cheerleaders created
an opportunity to wear their blazers and hats at least once
and led the school with the passion they had bottled up the
entire year. They did a well-executed routine and set the
vibe for the Matric Day in very unusual circumstances that
has become the “new normal” in 2020.
Mrs E Grobbelaar

The Cheerleaders were then introduced to the rest of the
school via the school’s social media pages. Not being sure
when everyone would return to school or when derby days
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COOKERY CLUB

COOKERY CLUB
Mrs R Lotz, J van Niekerk

T

the following week the girls made some pizzas and we all
enjoyed the salty treat. As the weeks progressed into early
March, things got exciting and just as we were moving onto
the next recipe, lockdown was announced. Unfortunately,
this put a sudden end to our Cookery Club year, but I am
sure that Mrs Jooste and Mrs Lotz have great things planned
for 2021.
Janell van Niekerk

his year our Cookery Club started off with much anticipation and enthusiasm. Mrs Jooste, Mrs Lotz and I were
motivated to teach the Girls of the College new culinary
skills. Not only did they learn new techniques, but they left
each session with the fruits of their hard labour.
In our first week we made rice crispy and marshmallow
treats. The girls got their fingers sticky, as it was quite an
interactive lesson, but all the effort was worth it. During
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DEBATING

DEBATING COMMITTEE
Back Row: Mrs D Weideman, Mrs N Winchester, N Goliath, P Bula, Ms D Keiso
Front Row: K Bhagattjee, H Platt, K Nketane

A

for our First Team. Our third speaker would probably get up
with only one point on her page and still run out of time
as she wrapped up with only seconds to spare. However,
the First Team would emerge victoriously following their
Oscar-worthy performance.

t the beginning of the year, the stage was set for the
Collegiate Debating teams to once again wipe the floor
with the opponents they would face-off against in the 2020
Debating Season.

The curtain rose, our debaters took their places, eager to
start... and then the curtain came crashing down!

Following our numerous victories at Provincials, we would
then move on to our various Derby Day Debates, making
minced meat out of our opponents.

As Debating captain, my committee and I had big plans
for 2020 and domination in the PE Debating League was
definitely part of them. We began the League very successfully and were eager to claim the trophy for the fifth consecutive year. Just as we were gearing up for the semi-final,
after thrashing our brother school, Grey, in the quarter final,
COVID-19 brought us to a quick and unexpected halt.

Naturally the Queen Victoria House Debating Team would
sail their way to victory with absolute ease scooping up the
Inter-House Debating trophy!
Naturally none of these wins, real or hypothetical, that the
Debating team have and would win, would be possible without the unwavering support of our three wise women: Mrs
Weideman whose gift is her wit, and who lightens even our
lowest moments, Mrs Winchester who is always ready to
offer hugs, a strepsil and an impressive word to help floor the
other team and finally, Ms Keiso, who is always willing to go
the extra mile, and the one who takes us down the road to
pick up a takeaway in order to the avoid the Derby Day meals.

However, if the year had gone as planned, Collegiate would
have hosted its first Provincial Tournament which would definitely have been a success, with all our Collegiate teams dealing deadly blows to all our opponents and stepping out victoriously. Our world-class First team would definitely have
made it to the finals, with our first speaker delivering a perfect, but deadly speech. Our second speaker would deliver a
speech that would detail how the Collegiate Debating Team
could flawlessly eradicate all world problems and probably
cure COVID-19 in our spare time! After throwing in a few
“status quos”, “intrinsicallys” and “dichotemys” her speech
would be complete and she would still have had time to
embarrass the opposition, as she answered their questions
that were meant to floor our case but would be no match

To our future debaters, we know that you will fly the
Collegiate flag high and continue to come up with new and
better arguments as to why you, the mushroom, deserve the
last parachute on the crashing plane.
Hannah Platt
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FIRST AID

FIRST AID
Back Row: K Bhaggatjee, K Bouw, R Khan
Front Row: Mrs A Elferink, L Ngwane

2

for the challenges they will be facing in the future. With the
help of the professional paramedics alongside these First
Aiders, nothing is impossible.

020 has been a year to remember in all spheres of
life. Even though, the First Aiders have not been able to
put their knowledge to the test during Derby Days or league
matches, we did have a great start to the year in terms of the
Inter-House events (Athletics and Aquatics Day).

Thank you to my fellow First Aiders, for their hard work, dedication and the smiles on their faces, while on duty. I appreciate all your efforts in making First Aid a bigger and better service area at school. Lastly, I would like to thank the teacher
in charge of the First Aiders, Mrs Elferink, for everything. I
will truly miss you so much Ma’am.
Libanathi Ngwane

It is encouraging to witness the growth of First Aid at this
school. The number of girls who have written their Level 1
or Level 3 exams and excelled, is motivating. No words can
describe how proud I am of each and every one of them. I
can say with great pleasure that these First Aiders are ready
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FRENCH SOCIETY

C

as well. All in all it was a thoroughly enjoyable experience
for all who attended.

ollegiate Girls’ High School offers French as a designated
subject for all grades, as well as through the French
Society which takes place every Wednesday afternoon in Mrs
Dos Santos’ classroom. French Society allows girls from different cultural backgrounds to learn more about the French
culture and the language without the stress that what is
being learned will be tested later on.

French Society, on a Wednesday afternoon, will always have
a special place in my heart and I would like to thank Mrs Dos
Santos for being the amazing French mentor that she is and
for always encouraging me to strive for the best. I would
also like to thank the other seniors in the French Society,
Caitlin Illgner and Ashleigh Nortje, for always helping with
activities. I am certain that the French Society will continue
to thrive and provide a positive social environment for the
girls in the years to come.
Eryn Renze

This year we enjoyed playing French versions of games such
as Hangman and Scrabble, but what the girls enjoyed the
most was learning pick-up lines in French to say to their
love interests on Valentine’s Day. There was never a lack of
laughter during our meetings and many made new friends

FRENCH SOCIETY
Standing: A Nortje, E Renze, Mrs L Dos Santos, C Illgner
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INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY (ICT)

ICT MONITORS
Back Row: S Mohammed, T Vehbi, M Mpepo, C Diedericks, H Rama, A Busakwe, M Villet
Front Row: L Salie, U Pillay, U Mollah, Mrs D Human, N Ngonela, S Saunders, K Brown Absent: T Williams

T

has definitely been useful, as we experienced load shedding.

echnology has always played a vital role in most people’s
lives, but even more so this year during the COVID-19
pandemic. Collegiate has always striven to incorporate
technology into the learning experience. This year really put
the spotlight on technology, as we were able to keep up to
date with the school syllabus by means of an online communication tool called Microsoft Teams. This allowed us to
continue with normal lessons through an online platform. It
was an exciting and daunting experience for everyone, but
proved to be very successful under the circumstances. MS
Teams is a platform that allows the teachers to easily communicate with their classes as well as load any additional
learning material onto the class groups. The lessons can also
be recorded and watched later for revision purposes which

In addition to being able to continue with lessons online, the
learners have learned valuable skills that will help them cope
in this ever-changing world of technology. Learning online
during this year has definitely improved the learners’ self-discipline, which will make them better prepared for their future
tertiary studies and careers.
Another exciting development this year was that Information
Technology was introduced into Grade 10 as a new elective
subject. It has been very successful.
We do look forward to what next year has in store for
us and how technology will play a role in solutions to
everyday challenges.
Mrs D Human
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COMPUTER APPLICATIONS OLYMPIAD

T

he Computer Applications Olympiad is a challenge for
those who take CAT or are otherwise computer literate. The participants have to solve a number of problems
using a common office package and the data provided.
Contestants are allowed to use the application of their
choice, such as the Word Processor, Spreadsheet, Database
and Presentation Tool.

Certificate explanation:

ROUND 1

ROUND 2

The annual Computer Applications Olympiad of 2020 had
over 360 schools taking part countrywide. A number of
Collegiate girls received certificates as indicated below:

All the girls who received certificates in Round 1 made it
through to the second round, but only the following girls
chose to take part: Megan Nyabvudzi, Urooj Mollah, Nicola
Cooper, Cara Roodt, Jessica Parker and Unaisah Pillay.

Learner

Grade

Certificate

Unaisah Pillay

12

Bronze

Cara Roodt

12

Natalie Mercy Ngonela

12

Jessica Parker

12

Megan Nyabvudzi

12

Nicola Cooper

12

Urooj Mollah

12

1. Gold: Placed in the top 7% of their age group nationwide;
2. Silver: Placed in the top 21% of their age group
nationwide;
3. Bronze: Placed in the top 50% of their age group
nationwide.

Urooj Mollah was the top learner in the Eastern Cape for
Round 2 and made it through to the final round which is
for the Top Eleven learners countrywide. This is an amazing
achievement and I am very proud of Urooj and of all the
other girls who participated this year.
Mrs D Human

Silver

Gold
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INTERACT SOCIETY
Back Row: S Mohammad, V Ranchod, C Sharp, S Foster, K Bhagattjee, A Oosthuysen
Front Row: K Bardien, Mrs S Vanderlinden, K Peters
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INTERACT

A

s Albert Pike once said, “What we have done for ourselves
alone dies with us; what we have done for others and the
world remains and is immortal.”

time during their December holidays to volunteer at Uncle
Jumbo’s Christmas Party, a fundraiser run by Roteract and Gift
wrapping at Walmer Park on behalf of PE Mental Health.

This year, our Interact girls have been committed to practicing our slogan, “service above self” with sincerity and cheerfulness, and touched the lives of many whilst creating bonds
with people within our community.

The year, 2020 arrived and our girls were eager to get back
into the swing of things and they had a few new ideas for
new projects for the year. We shifted our focus to the elderly
for Term One. During our weekly after school sessions, we
visited Maranatha Old Age Home and played bingo with
the elderly at Nazareth House. Furthermore, our girls spent
time cutting vegetables for Love Story’s soup kitchens and
made maths games and puzzles for a Pre-Primary Centre
in Motherwell.

2019 started off fairly busy, as we focused on literacy and
started our very own project - The Republiek Library and
Scholar Patrol initiative. This major initiative was one of the
biggest projects that our Interact club took on and is definitely one of the highlights of the year, as the girls enjoyed
each day painting and renovating the library, and organizing the books. We refurbished Republiek Primary School’s
library by assembling R150 000 worth of donations through
sponsors, namely: Bill M Signs, Caltex Eastern Cape Marketer
and Diesel and General. In addition, a book drive took
place at school where we donated 400 books to the newly
renovated library.

In the Month of Love, we visited the patients at the Cancer
Care hospital on Valentine’s Day and handed out sweet packs
and cards.
With the help of the entire school, we held our annual Pink
Sock Friday where girls purchased pink socks and all the
money received went to the CANSA Foundation.
Unfortunately, due to the National Lockdown our projects came to a halt, but as soon as the girls came back to
school, we held a Food Drive alongside Grey for the Mozark
Children’s Centre and held a Sanitary Pad Drive for St James
Secondary School for Girls, which we have partnered with
for five years now.

Our girls have been very dedicated, as they have spent their
Wednesday afternoons at the Uviwe Children’s Reading
Centre where we helped Children between ages seven to
twelve with reading, as well as continued our weekly visits to
Parsons Hill Primary school and EP Children’s Home, where
we assisted the children with their homework.

These projects would not have been done so effortlessly
without the help of my Interact Committee, Keri Peters, who
is our helpful Vice President, as well as Mrs Vanderlinden,
who is our guardian angel. Last, but not least, I must thank
our special Interact girls, who generously gave of their time
and energy to make a difference in people’s lives.

We also took part in Smile Week, where we made treats for
the hospital staff and played with the children who awaited
surgery. Some girls were even lucky enough to stand in theatre and witness a live procedure!
Owing to numerous pancake and ice-cream sales during
breaks, we were able to raise funds to donate a wheelchair to
the APD Centre and also take part in Wheelchair Wednesday
where our girls had the chance to experience a day in
a wheelchair.

It has been an honour and a privilege to have served the
Interact Club and I urge each and every member to make the
most of their time as an interact member, as this Club binds
people together through the act of helping the community.
Kouthar Bardien

As the end of the year approached, our girls gave up their
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JUNIOR CITY COUNCIL

“U

skills than before I arrived. A huge thank you goes to Miss
Hayward who would often sit in on our meetings and
observe the proceedings.

mntu ngumntu ngabantu” directly translated means “A
person is a person because of other people”. This is a
saying that I was taught at a young age and have decided
to live by. To me it is a saying which depicts good neighbourliness, humanity and humility. As the human race, we
are all interconnected through the human experience; we
are one and we should strive to serve one another and treat
each other with kindness and dignity through our actions as
human beings.

I encourage girls to get involved with the JCC. This experience is one you will never find anywhere else. The conversations that flow through the City Hall’s walls with your peers
and the weight of every debate is always an exhilarating
experience. The amount of talent, passion and potential
we have within today’s youth will most definitely make us
a force to be reckoned with. We are going to go out and
change the world for the better.

Being on the Junior City Council has given me the platform
to fully live out that motto through our service to the Nelson
Mandela Metropole.

Finally, to my successor, Ovayo Gomomo, I wish you all the
best for your future endeavours on the Council. I have no
doubt in my mind that you will go above and beyond your
duties for the Council. To our junior, Aliziwe Ngutyana, I cannot wait to see you step into the role of a council woman. I
know the two of you will do our school justice on the council
with your bright minds.
Zimasa Mamase

2020 hit us with the shock of the COVID-19 pandemic and
we could not continue with our meetings or follow through
with the many plans we had yet to put into place. We could
not have our traditional JCC Ball as a result of the COVID-19
restrictions. Many projects were put on hold, but delaying
does not mean denial, so as the council, we decided to keep
our heads up and our spirits positive with great hopes for
the future.
I will forever be grateful for the experience of serving my
time amongst such intelligent, well-spoken and humble
individuals who are also part of the council. Thank you to
Junior Mayor Riordan and Junior Deputy Mayor Nelani for
their consistent leadership and to the Board for their organisation and their huge role in making sure the meetings ran
smoothly. Thank you to the Toastmasters who were ever
present and reminded us of our ‘uhms and ahs’. I’m pleased
to say that I have left the JCC with better public speaking

JCC
O Gomomo, Z Mamase
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T

other school club.

he Literary Society is akin to a home away from home for
all those that glide into the Resource Centre on a Friday
afternoon. The last hour and a half spent at school before
the weekend is easily the most memorable part of the
whole week.

We had many things planned for the year, and many literary sessions were well spent simply conversing about the
hopeful near future of the club and idle things that brought
a smile to our lips. Unfortunately, due to COVID-19 many
special events, such as our annual Poetry Evening, had to
be cancelled and we were not able to launch Collegiate’s
much anticipated first Literary Festival. However, we had
some memorable moments in Term One that I, for one, will
always cherish.

As the name suggests, we are a group that is passionate
about the written word and other forms of literature such as
musicals and the spoken word. Every year a throng of new
members encourages the club to think up new ideas and
games to keep things lively – and trendy if the number of
memes discussed at every session is anything to go by! This
year one of our key features was to appreciate our own work,
as each person is unique and everyone’s inner thoughts are
relevant for the maintenance of a society.

We hope that the time at home gave the girls the opportunity to relax and write something from the heart, or read
something that resonated within them. We know that this
year has had more than its fair share of ups and downs, but
we recommend channeling all those emotions into writing;
a method that has been tried and tested and proved to
work. As Stephen King said, “The scariest moment is always
just before you start. After that, things can only get better.”

The widely diverse group of girls that gather every Friday
proves that literature is capable of bringing different minds
together in a place where they can find common ground
and explore ideas they have never considered before. We
take pride in venturing into any subject and genre and even
have little writing games to encourage the girls to pour out
the contents of their hearts. The friendships forged in this
hallowed space surpasses age gaps, as girls from various
grades mingle together and connect on a writer’s level or as
anime enthusiasts. In this regard, the Literary Society truly
has something that cannot be compared or found in any

The committee members and the girls, as well as the
Resource Centre, have keenly felt the loss of our beloved lit
sessions, but the core goal of the club still rings true with
every member, past and present: to appreciate the art of
words and never to stop writing.
Tasfia Hossain

LITERARY SOCIETY
Back Row: C Illgner, N Goliath, T Wagner-Welsh
Front Row: T Hossain, Ms J Kromhout, D Reddy
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MATHS TUTORING

T

Unfortunately, with COVID-19 and social distancing this year,
it was only possible to have Mathematics tutoring in the first
term. This very difficult year, together with learners struggling to cope in Mathematics, has highlighted the necessity
for such a service even more. We therefore hope that the
many talented mathematicians will accept the invitation to
be Mathematics tutors next year.

here were in excess of 40 girls from Grades Nine to Twelve
offering Mathematics tutoring to girls every Monday and
Wednesday from 14:10 to 15:00. The value of peer tutoring
has proven to be invaluable, as it offers a different perspective or method with which the learner can identify, as well as
the opportunity for consolidation of mathematical concepts.

Each year learners from the top performers of the previous
year are invited to be tutors and we are grateful for their dedication and hard work in helping other learners to achieve
better results in Mathematics. A special thanks goes to the
Matrics, as many of them have given four years of loyal service to the tutoring of Mathematics.

The Mathematics peer-tutoring service would not be successful without the enthusiasm and dedication of the tutors,
the support of the assisting Mathematics teachers and
our parents.
Mr H Wienand

MATHS TUTORING
Back Row: A Pillay; C De Beer; M du Preez; S Schulze
Front Row: L Henen; K Walker; J Booth
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MUSLIM STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION

T

“Verily with every hardship comes ease”

~

Quran 94:5

utmost respect to not only myself, but to the motivational
speeches, Islamic stories, educational games and casual
chats surrounding spirituality and religion in our weekly
Monday meetings.

his verse has served as the Muslim Students Association’s
maxim for the year of 2020, appropriately emphasising
the difficulties accompanying the Corona Virus as well as the
challenging circumstances in which we found ourselves face
to face with during these past nine months. It is in these
difficult times that we turn to our Lord for guidance, reassurance and motivation to continue appreciating life despite
the oppositions to the norm that we have grown so accustomed to. In essence, the MSA was able to use the power of
our religion, as well as our love for God to see lockdown as
a blessing in disguise, allowing us to manifest spiritually, as
well as emotionally causing us to grow more as individuals
in society.

Although our year of meetings ended in March, we were still
able to accomplish a few of our goals including our annual
bake sale in which we raised funds for underprivileged
Muslim orphans by selling treats, as well as recruiting members for years to follow.
I would like to thank Ms Keiso for her time in supervising our
meetings and her insightful opinions in our discussions. I
would also like to thank the Matrics for making my job a lot
easier. Lastly, I want to express my utmost gratitude to all of
the members of the MSA for making my last year so enjoyable and so memorable in such a short space of time. I will
always treasure 2020.

The MSA started off brilliantly through the introduction of
many new and diverse faces across the grades all wanting
to learn more about Islam, thereby causing our number of
members to double, with this year having the largest group
of girls. Personally, I felt extremely touched by this. It was
very inspiring to me as the leader to witness the enthusiasm of a bubbly and divergent group all showing the

Good luck to next year’s Head. I wish you all the best
Insha’Allah.
Shakira Laher

MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION
Back Row: D Matiwane, J Cunningham, T Rasdien, E Renze, Z Kamel, L Losi, S Ahmed
Third Row: L Zozi, Y Allie, C Harris, G Carloo, I Fredericks, T Hossain, H Sultan
Second Row: N Moosa, R Davids, R Ebrahim, L Salie, C Fick, A Abrahams, A Daniels
Front Row: A Macingwane, K Bardien, R Khan, Ms D Keiso, S Laher, T Essack, U Pillay
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PEER PROMOTERS

I

t is true that not all heroes wear capes, because the heroes
found at Collegiate Girls’ High School wear blue dresses and
donate blood to save lives.

If you are 16 years old or older and weigh over 50kg, then
you already fit our hero profile. Please visit the SANBS
website at www.sanbs.org.za for more information, as our
country is in desperate need of donors as a result of the
COVID-19 Lockdown.

The Peer Promotion Programme at Collegiate works in collaboration with our South African National Blood Service to
encourage learners to help save lives by donating blood, and
in doing so, ensuring that the citizens of South Africa live
longer and healthier lives.

A big congratulations and thank you to our heroes who
donated in term one and especially to the girls who donated
during the pandemic. Many lives were saved because of
their donations and I urge everyone to continue to donate
blood and save lives.
Aliziwe Qeqe

The 3rd of February 2020 brought many heroic hearts to
the gym hall, where our girls began the heroic process of
donating blood. Many eager and anxious faces from our
newcomers were met by Collegiate’s calming and reassuring
Peer Promoters. We were also thrilled to see members of our
staff, as well as learners who had donated the previous year,
return yet again to save more lives.
The girls were greeted and guided by the warm, friendly
faces of the SANBS staff during their donation process. A
fellow Peer Promoter and Mrs Jooste were with the girls
every step of the way, guiding them and making sure they
were comfortable.
By the end the girls were smiling as warmly as the sun
was shining, and walked away with a sense of purpose
and fulfilment.
An amazing number of 77 girls donated blood that day, and
although only 54 donors bled successfully, Collegiate still
managed to exceed their target of 45 units.

PEER PROMOTERS
Back Row H Price, R Hechter, O Gomomo, C Pautz
Front Row: C Burmeister, R Simon, Mrs J Jooste, A Qeqe Absent: Z Salie
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PRESIDENT’S AWARD PROGRAMME

A

Only he can be a leader who never loses hope ~ Ghandi
much more. Due to COVID-19, only a few events were able
to materialise, such as our annual pancake sale at Water Polo
League and a beach clean-up. Girls such as Ogiyonke Olifant
set out to do their community work at soup kitchens while
others such as Nina Grunewald knitted away.

fter a year such as 2020 hope was one thing I believe
the President’s Award girls maintained. The year started
off on a good note following our first committee meeting
at Theodor Herzl with youth leaders in Port Elizabeth. We
saw interest growing as the number of girls wanting to join
flooded Mrs Arthur’s classroom for application forms. We
welcomed the grade 8s at the Grade 8 Camp by explaining
the importance of the President’s Award and why we felt it
was something every girl should have. The Award evokes
leadership in individuals by taking them out of their comfort zones and encouraging volunteer work while building
character.

COVID 19 impacted our nation and affected girls wanting to
complete their levels, but they remained hopeful by taking
part in motivational videos put together by the foundation,
empowering the youth in this time of uncertainty. I encourage girls interested to join and would like to congratulate
some on their achievements, especially Hannah Sieberhagen
for achieving her Silver Award. I look forward to reading
about you all in the future.
Kiara Bouw

We had several events planned such as beach clean-ups, animal shelter visits, Mandela Day badges, a pancake sale and so

PRESIDENT’S AWARD PROGRAMME
O Oliphant, K Bouw
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THE COLLEGIATE PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB

THE COLLEGIATE PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB
Back Row: U Mollah, N Jacobs, T Wagner-Welsh
Front Row: Mrs M Nel, Mr P Greenway Absent: H Snow, J Bedford

T

it was a joy to go through everyone’s photos with the group.

he Photography Club is a wonderful creative space where
girls can have fun and improve upon their photography
whilst getting to explore their own creativity. We began
this year with enthusiasm and a million plans that did not
come to fruition due to the pandemic. However, I am very
proud of the girls for what they managed to achieve in the
time they had. We began the year by teaching the girls
skills to improve their photography and we held the first,
and sadly the last, competition of the year which was titled
‘Architecture’. The girls produced stunning photographs and

The dedication shown by this year’s members was heartwarming to see and I believe they will do great things when
the Photography Club is able to meet again, hopefully in the
very near future. It has been a joy to be part of this society
and I hope that it continues to grow and be such a wonderful and welcoming space for such creative people.
Tamaryn Wagner-Welsh
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QUIZ CLUB

QUIZ COMMITTEE
Standing: D Reddy, Mr P Greenway, U Mollah

T

We will forever be grateful to this club for broadening our
knowledge on various aspects of the world and will definitely
miss our Monday afternoon meetings, our bus rides to and
from the league matches and most definitely the scavenger
hunt we had.

his year was quite eventful for the Quiz Club despite
COVID-19 ending it a few months after it began. The year
started off with an eager group of Grade 8s flocking to Mr
Greenway’s class every Monday afternoon to indulge in Wild
Card Questions, Chappies and the overall, fun vibe coming
from Room 275.

Although the year did not go as we had hoped, we are proud
of how much we grew in knowledge and for performing so
well in the leagues we participated in. It is safe to say that we
all had a great time despite our short time together. We are
so thankful for getting the opportunity to be part of this club
and honoured to have been able to work together. I hope
Room 275 will continue to be a lively place of knowledge,
learning and growth.
Drianca Reddy and Urooj Mollah

In early February, the Inter-Schools’ Quiz League commenced
and every fortnight, four girls represented Collegiate at the
leagues held at various schools around Nelson Mandela Bay.
We managed to grab the 1st and 2nd positions at the league
match held at Muir College. We, unfortunately, could not
host the Collegiate Inter-House Quiz this year, as mass gatherings were not permitted in order to combat the spread of
the virus.
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“The only thing that you absolutely have
to know, is the location of the library.”
~ Albert Einstein (Theoretical physicist: 1879-1955)
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RESOURCE CENTRE

O

ur library’s digital and manual footprints are so clearly
imprinted that any learner will attest that it is indeed the
heartbeat of the school.

beautiful library had to be limited as per the COVID-19 regulations. We were very disheartened that so many of our plans
and initiatives had to be prematurely shelved. However, the
disruption of the normal library activities served to prove that
the Girls of the College are indeed flexible and techno-savvy
as they seamlessly moved to the Virtual Sora collection. In a
way, it served as a marketing tool for our e-collection, as the
borrowing statistics shot up to unprecedented levels.

The Resource Centre is one of the focal points of Collegiate.
Having undergone a major renovation in 2016, it has now
become a bright, multi-purpose home for the Girls of the
College and teachers alike. Every year, consensus from our
Open Day attendees proves that the Resource Centre is the
highlight of the school tour. It is truly a magnificent place to
spend one’s time - one does not need to be a bookworm to
enjoy all that the Resource Centre offers.

With the Covid-19 social distancing requirements, the
Resource Centre quickly found itself at the centre of the
learning hustle and bustle, as it was quickly turned into a
learning venue - comfortably accommodating a full class
without compromising the social distancing requirements.

The Resource Centre holds a physical library with science
fiction, fiction and language sections, as well as a thriving
online library called Sora which is accessible to every learner.
There are private study tables, printers and computers, and
group-work spaces at the disposal of the girls.
The Resource Centre also serves as the home of the Literary
Society every Friday afternoon.

It is furthermore regrettable that the Matrics were not able
to make use of the Resource Centre one last time. I myself
feel a deep sorrow at the thought of not having been able to
spend my second breaks browsing through the neat shelves
and interacting with the girls.

Heading the team is the brilliant Mr Tendayi, without whom
nothing in the Resource Centre would run as smoothly as it
does. We also have a group of diligent young librarians comprising of girls from Grades Ten to Twelve who help to keep
everything in order and who are always willing to lend a
hand, be it with recommending books or computer-related.

However, looking at the team in place for 2021, I am very
confident that the Resource Centre is in capable hands. I
leave with a light and contented heart knowing that, with the
guidance of Mr Tendayi, they will restore the Resource Centre
to its place of glory as the centre of academic excellence.
Tasfia Hossain

Unfortunately, from Term Two onwards, access to our

RESOURCE CENTRE MONITORS
Back Row: M Milne, A Naidoo, S Tom, A Pillay, C Burton, R Galeboe
Second Row: Z Klaas, S Sala, M Ngundze, R Kamau, U Mollah
First Row: T Essack, R Khan, Mr P Tendayi, T Hossain, D Reddy, S Laher Absent: V Ranchod
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STUDENT CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION

SCA SOCIETY
Back Row: M Ngundze, J Orrey, L Nogampula, D Steyn
Front Row: K Nketane, Mr H Wienand, J du Plessis Absent: M Kirkman

T

The SCA will always hold a special place in my heart, as it has
always felt more like a family and a community than merely
a school society and it has been a safe place for many girls
throughout the years. I wish the girls all the best for next
year and I hope that our family can continue to grow in the
years to come.
Megan Kirkman

he SCA this year has been an incredible experience. In
Term One the members really connected and began to
get to know each other, with our theme of community. We
played games together, worshipped together and listened
to some incredible messages and testimonies. Although
we had to stop meetings for the COVID-19 lockdown, we
still managed to meet online and stay connected via our
WhatsApp group to continue to talk about God together.
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TECRU

TECRU
Back Row: O Oliphant, H Elfick, L Scott, A Nortje
Front Row: M Nyabvudzi, Mrs D Weideman, N Jacobs

S

omething many people do not realise is that the Tecru
girls are the actual stars bringing light (pun intended) to
every show. They are a group of the most dedicated people
I have come across, sacrificing their time behind the scenes
in House Plays, Matric Drama practicals, assemblies and
shows like the Brava musical that took place last year.

am grateful for all the events I got to be a part of throughout
my time in high school.
Thank you to Mrs Weideman for being our “motherboard” and
for your continued support and dedication to Tecru. Thank
you to the Tecru members that made a vital contribution to
the school with your effortless dedication. I have no doubt
that you will continue to be the magical machines that bring
performances to life.
Megan Nyabvudzi

Unfortunately for us, our Tecru parade was rained on this
year so we couldn’t take part in many events and I couldn’t
experience my final year of Tecru to the fullest extent, but I
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TUCKSHOP MONITORS

TUCKSHOP MONITORS
Back Row: A Busakwe, Z Klaas, N Buhle, K Muzzell, J Cunningham,
Front Row: R Lötter, K Bardien, Mrs T Vorster, A Booi, A Davids

A

with a smile and make sure that they have whatever they
need. The tuck shop is not only available at break times but
is also open at Inter-House Days and Derby Days.

s Giada De Laurentis once said, “Food brings people
together on many different levels. It’s nourishment of
the soul and body; it’s truly love.” These words ring true with
Mrs Voster’s hard work in the tuck shop that makes it the
heart and soul of the school. As the girls await the opening of the kiosk, they are served with an array of options to
choose from; starting with the famous Sugar and Cinnamon
Custard Doughnuts, as the top sellout each day, to the delicious daily specials.

The tuck shop is everyone’s favourite place and the girls definitely missed it during the National Lockdown.
We wish to thank Mrs Voster for her loyalty and dedication to
the school and for putting a smile on all our girls’ faces.
Kouthar Bardien

At break, the Tuck Shop Monitors work hard to serve the girls
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XHOSA SOCIETY

M

y committee and I were very excited and had a lot of
exciting plans for 2020.

Unfortunately, it was very short-lived, but we thoroughly
enjoyed the time we had together. We spent most of the
time in the First Term practising for the school’s Open Day.
This was a whole lot of fun and I can assure you, everyone
really enjoyed our performance.
We also had really fruitful conversations about our culture
and the different practices and traditions the Xhosa culture
has. These discussions were very interesting and expanded
our knowledge on some of the things that we were not
aware of in our culture. We played games to get to know the
new members of the Xhosa Society and the Grade 8s.
It has been a privilege to be the Head of a society that
embraces a culture that is full of so many beautiful traditions
that one can carry with oneself for as long as one lives. We
were very excited to host the Cultural Day this year, and I
can’t wait to see this society grow into something beautiful. I
wish the new Head and Miss Timba all the best for next year.
Sazikazi Phelele Bula

XHOSA SOCIETY
Back Row: O Mbete, S Tukwayo
Front Row: S Matomela, Ms N Timba, P Bula
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SCIENCE TUTORING

SCIENCE TUTORING
E Stow, U Mollah Absent: J Du Plessis, J Khuse

THE TRILINGUAL SPEECH COMPETITION

F

or the third year in a row, the Trilingual Speech Competition
proved to be a success. It was held on 10 February. We
had two sections, Juniors and Seniors. The top five speakers
were chosen in isiXhosa, Afrikaans and English. The same
topics were given across these three languages to maintain
an equal standard. Each learner had to prepare and present
her chosen topic.

The Linder Shield for the Best Junior English Speaker was
awarded to Josephine Jacobs, the Best Afrikaans Junior
Speaker was Nicole Lister and the best Junior Speaker for
isiXhosa was Anam Bomvana.
For the Senior section, the Jambela Trophy for the Best isiXhosa Speaker was awarded to Liqhawe Nogampula. The
Audrey Sprenger Trophy for the Best English Speaker was
awarded to Kiara Bouw for the second time in a row. The
Pistorius Trophy for the best Afrikaans Speaker went to
Marlé Steyn.

Three adjudicators were invited for each language and they
were highly impressed with our speakers.
Trophies and certificates were given to the winners of the
competition at the inaugural Cultural Awards Ceremony
in September.

Congratulations to all the speakers.
Ms N Timba
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67 BLANKET DRIVE

C

ollegiate Girls’ High School has always prided itself on its
commitment to charity work and activities, and in spite
of the impact that COVID-19 has had this year, the distribution of blankets to those less fortunate has taken place
once again.

Through the many selfless contributions of the learners,
parents and staff, 298 blankets were knitted, crocheted
and sewn together and eventually distributed to the
following organizations:
•
•
•
•

Missionvale Care Centre
Cuyler Home
Love Story Creches
Algoa Home for the Aged ADP
Once again we lived up to our motto: FACTA NON VERBA!
Mrs L Dos Santos
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EXCHANGE PROGRAMME

C

OVID-19 had a great impact on the Collegiate 2020
exchange programme. Unfortunately, Og’yonke Oliphant
and Paige West were unable to travel to Australia and we
were not able to host any girls in return from St Mary’s.

We look forward one day to being able to continue with this
programme and afford our girls the opportunity to experience this once in a life time adventure and be able to host girls
at Collegiate so they can experience our beautiful country.
Mrs H Carter

Luckily, three of our girls were able to travel to Somerset in
England before the full outbreak of the virus.

Collegiate Exchange to Bruton School for Girls

in-house birthday parties, there was never a dull moment at
the boarding house.

2

020 has been a crazy, chaotic year for all of us, but we
were fortunate enough to travel to England and have an
absolute blast. The trip there was a little nerve-wracking to
say the least, as navigating our way through international airports was definitely a new experience for all three of us. As
we arrived, everyone, especially the Robins family, were so
welcoming. Even though we were halfway across the world,
we felt right at home.

We were lucky enough to go on many adventures outside of
the boarding house, such as trips to Castle Cary and climbing up King Alfred’s Tower along with exploring Wookey Hole,
and roaming the streets of Bath, a nearby town.
Nearing the end of our trip, COVID-19 became a much more
prevalent issue, and on our last day in England, we took a
drive and saw a London that has never been seen before,
with popular tourist attractions like Trafalgar Square, Big
Ben and the London Eye all completely deserted. Although
this was an incredible sight, it made us realise the severity
of COVID-19.

During our time at Bruton School for Girls, we were able to
take part in all that the school had to offer, such as Geography
field trips to Lyme Regis, a trip to the world famous Hauser
and Wirth Art Gallery, race car driving, late-night treasure
hunting around the gorgeous campus, cinema trips and so
much more.

As a whole, this trip was life-changing and gave us a new
insight into the world around us. We are so grateful that we
had this opportunity and would like to thank all who were
involved, especially our parents, Mrs Carter and Mrs Robins
for making it all possible.
Sarah Szuhanyi, Kerry Broadbent and Amy Barrow

The diverse boarding house was full of foreign students
which allowed us to immerse ourselves even further into
new cultures and make life-long friends. From egg-throwing competitions to dress-up days, pool matches and
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GRADE EIGHT CAMP

G

rade Eight Camp was a weekend full of fun
and excitement!

The girls started off the weekend with athletics trials, followed by a fun and informative session learning all about the
cultural aspects of the school. They learned the School Song
and proudly sang the cheers of the school.
They survived the Ghost Walk on the Friday night and
embraced aerobics on the Saturday (even though it was the
early hours of the morning.)
The camp ended off with the annual action-packed Banana
Relay with A5 coming out on top.
Overall, it was an incredibly awesome weekend where all the
Grade Eights got to know each other better, as well as learn
more about our school.

This enthusiastic grade is going to bring spirit and zest to the
school and we, as a prefect body, loved getting to know the
girls and cannot wait to see what 2020 brings!
Welcome Girls of the College!
Jess Booth
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PREFECTS’ DEVELOPMENT COURSE

“W

e rise by lifting others.” - Robert Ingersoll. These are five
words that can be used to summarise the many topics
and different aspects covered over a two-day course with
Mrs Balshaw.

was fun learning the meanings behind everyone’s names
and building a tower out of spaghetti, tape and string that
would be able to support a marshmallow. We discussed our
visions for the future and what we wanted to achieve and be
remembered for as a group. We ended off these amazing
two days by topping up each other’s emotional tanks with
words of affirmation which left everyone feeling closer than
ever before.
Chloe Burmeister

Twelve hours of discourse transformed each and every girl,
leaving each one better than before. We all experienced
a fun-filled and eventful two days of non-stop smiles and
laughter, as well as self-development, strategic thinking
and building deeper connections with one another. It
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ACADEMIC AWARDS CEREMONY

GRADE 12 ACADEMIC AWARDS CEREMONY PRIZES
The Brunhuber Trophy for Consistent and Conscientious Endeavour

Okuhle Mbete
Georgina Meek
Lathitha Xapa

The Prize for Dance Studies

Anna van den Bergh

The Prize for Life Orientation

Erin Gouws

The Langkilde Award for Outstanding Practical Needlework

Janell van Niekerk

The Prize for Visual Arts

Kelly Chester

The Prize for Mathematical Literacy

Libhongo Faltein

The Award for Practical Art

Natalie Joy Ngonela

The Marie Pienaar Prize for Afrikaans

Nelia Lötter

The Downing Prize for History

Shakira Laher

The NMU Prize for the best Practical CAT Task

Urooj Mollah

The Prize for isiXhosa as First Additional Language

Sazikazi Bula

The Prize for Dramatic Arts

SUBJECT AND ACADEMIC AWARDS IN ASCENDING ORDER OF MERIT
Karina Bhagattjee

Grade Twelve Academic Award
The Prize for Consumer Studies

Dannah Moir

The Award for Practical Cooking
Grade Twelve Academic Award and Tenth in Grade

Eryn Renze

Grade Twelve Academic Award and Ninth in Grade
Grade Twelve Academic Award and Eighth in Grade

Sarah Foster

Grade Twelve Academic Award and Seventh in Grade

Anné Potgieter

The Prize for Geography

Jessica Booth

Grade Twelve Academic Award and Sixth in Grade
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The Prize for English
Tamaryn Wagener-Welsh

The Prize for Advanced Programme English
Grade Twelve Academic Award and Fifth in Grade
The Prize for Computer Application Technology

Kyra Evans

Grade Twelve Academic Award and Fourth in Grade
The Prize for French Second Additional Language
The J M Simpson Memorial Prize for Mathematics

Jaidyne Mac Lachlan

The Prize for Life Orientation
Grade Twelve Academic Award and Third in Grade
The J M Simpson Memorial Prize for Physical Sciences
The Prize for Music

Tamsyn Evezard

The Prize for Advanced Programme Mathematics
Grade Twelve Academic Award and Second in Grade
The Anderson Memorial Prize for Bilingualism
The Prize for Life Sciences

Marlé Steyn

The Prize for Accounting
Grade Twelve Academic Award
The Committee Prize for the Best Work in Grade Twelve
HOUSE AWARDS

The Inter-House competitions did not fare well this year. Only two events reached a conclusion – Swimming and Water Polo.
The Hay Cup for Swimming

Queen Victoria

The Steph Jones Cup for Water Polo

Queen Alexandra
SPECIAL AWARDS

The Linda-Louise Swain Trophy for Achievement in Dramatic Arts

Danielle Viljoen

The Hayward Cup for Achievement in Music

Tamsyn Evezard

The Trophy for Achievement in Visual Arts

Natalie Joy Ngonela

The Collegiate Old Girls’ Guild Bursary

Drianca Reddy

The Brock Bursary

Erin Gouws

The National Council of Women Bursary

Kouthar Bardien

The Victrix Ludorum – Best All-Round Achievement in Sport

Rachel King

The Hargood Trophy for Sportsmanship

Jessica Parker

The Odendaal Trophy for Sport and Academic Achievement

Tamsyn Evezard

The University of Pretoria Award to the Dux of the School and
The Glover Trophy for the Dux of the School

Marlé Steyn

The Nicky Armstrong Award for Altruistic Service to the School and Community

Kouthar Bardien

The Sheila Hellman Prize for Courtesy

Tersia du Raan

Lamp of Service

Sazikazi Bula

The Deputy Head Girl Leadership Award

Lathitha Xapa

The Head Girl Leadership Award

Sazikazi Bula

The Whitehead Trophy for Loyalty and Quiet Service to the School

Jessica Booth

The Stephen Honour Prize

Carmen Outram
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ACADEMIC BLAZERS

ACADEMIC BLAZERS
Back Row: F Brummer, A Navsaria, H Britz, E Lucas, E Stow, C Fourie, G Phillips, M Guest
Front Row: J Miller, M Steyn, T Wagner-Welsh, K Evans, T Evezard, J Booth, A Potgieter, H Rama

2019 SENIOR CERTIFICATE RESULTS
Candidates who met the requirements for admission to a Bachelor’s Degree
Abbott, Storm
English HL; Life Orientation; Accounting; Physical Sciences

Bisiwe, Sinesipho
Life Orientation

Alexander, Courtney
Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation; Accounting; Physical Sciences

Blume, Jancke
Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation

Archibald, Kea
English HL; Afrikaans FAL; Mathematics; Life Orientation;
Accounting; Consumer Studies; Physical Sciences

Cavallari, Allegra
English HL; Afrikaans FAL; Geography; Life Orientation; History
Chowles, Angela 
Life Orientation

Argyros, Nikole 
Life Orientation; Physical Sciences

Conway, Emma-Jade
Life Orientation; Computer Applications Technology

Armstrong, Tamara 
Life Orientation

Dalldorf, Madison
Mathematical Literacy; Life Orientation

Baatjies, Caitlyn 
Life Orientation; History

Davids, Ameerah

Badenhorst, Aimée
English HL; Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation

Davis, Erin
De Lange, Jenna
Life Orientation

Bence, Michaela
English HL; Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation;
Physical Sciences; Visual Arts

De Villiers, Mieke
English HL; Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation;
Geography; Life Sciences; Physical Sciences

Bhatti, Mahin
Life Orientation; Physical Sciences
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2019 SENIOR CERTIFICATE RESULTS
Hagemann, Elizabeth 
English HL; Mathematics; Life Orientation; Accounting;
Geography; Physical Sciences

De Waal, Andrea
Dell, Meghan
Delport, Kate
English HL; Life Orientation; Geography; Visual Arts

Handley, Tyler 
Mathematical Literacy; Life Orientation;
Computer Applications Technology; Dramatic Arts; History

Devenish, Reagan 
Life Orientation

Harth, Chanelle

Dos Santos, Leila 
Mathematical Literacy; Life Orientation

Harwood, Kirsten 
Life Orientation; Accounting; History

Du Plessis, Doné 
Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation

Hayes, Jenna 
Mathematical Literacy; Life Orientation

Dugmore, Cailin
English HL; Afrikaans FAL; Mathematics; Life Orientation;
Accounting; Life Sciences; Physical Sciences

Heasley, Edin 
Life Orientation; Computer Applications Technology;
History; Visual Arts

Duncombe, Emily 
Life Orientation; Music

Hill, Kayleigh
Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation;
Computer Applications Technology

Ellis, Cailyn
Erasmus, Elizabeth
Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation

Hofmeyr, Josi 
Life Orientation; History

Fataar, Jesmien
History

Howarth, Kelly 
Life Orientation

Ferreira, Kiana 
Mathematical Literacy

Hughes, Cassidy 
Life Orientation; History

Fick, Cady

Hurwitz, Emma

Fick, Jayna

Ingram, Zania
Life Orientation

Fiebiger, Jade 
English HL; Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation; History;
Life Sciences; Visual Arts

Jacobs, Hlumisa
Life Orientation; History

Foster, Courtney 
Mathematical Literacy

Jacobs, Kaede-Codi
Jansen Van Rensburg, Mia
Afrikaans FAL; Mathematics; Life Orientation;
Accounting; Life Sciences; Physical Sciences

France, Lutho
Fritsch, Amy 
Afrikaans FAL; Mathematical Literacy

Jansen Van Vuuren, Anéke
Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation

Gardner, Taneal
Mathematical Literacy; Life Orientation; History

Jessiman, Sarah 
Life Orientation; Consumer Studies; Geography

Georgiou, Marina 
History

Jordan, Kiara 
Life Orientation; History

Gerber, Hannah 
Life Orientation

Khan, Amina
English HL; Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation;
Accounting; Physical Sciences

Gie, Caylin
Mathematical Literacy; Life Orientation;
Computer Applications Technology; Dramatic Arts

Kinzela, Khanyisa
Dramatic Arts

Gilbert, Taylor 
Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation

Klaas, Iviwe
Life Orientation; Dramatic Arts

Gotyana, Silindokuhle
Graham, Calista 
English HL; Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation;
Consumer Studies; Visual Arts

Lauer, Amber
Le Gras, Natasha
Le Roux, Cari
English HL; Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation

Grant, Caitlin
Mathematical Literacy; Life Orientation; Dramatic Arts; History

Louw, Jenna
Life Orientation

Grant, Lara
Mathematical Literacy; Life Orientation
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Lovemore, Erin 
English HL; Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation; History; Music

Nogantshi, Asemahle
Life Orientation; History

Lyons, Jayde 
Life Orientation; Music

Nojoko, Nqobile
History

Maitland, Scarlett 
Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation

Nyabvudzi, Amy

Makanda, Lonwabo 
Life Orientation; Music

Osmond, Kayla 
Life Orientation; Life Sciences; Physical Sciences

O’Connell, Eve

Malan, Lisa
Afrikaans FAL

Petersen, Maighon
Life Orientation

Maleiba, Haley
Mange, Sinothando
History

Potgieter, Julie-Ann 
English HL; Afrikaans FAL; Mathematics; Life Orientation;
Accounting; Life Sciences; Physical Sciences

Manson-Kullin, Hannah 
Life Orientation; History

Potgieter, Lise
Afrikaans FAL

Masterson, Kelly
English HL; Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation;
Life Sciences; Physical Sciences

Preller, Tasmyn 
Life Orientation; History
Radasi, Anesipho 
History

Mazizi, Liyema
Life Orientation; History

Ramsammy, Sohanaa
Life Orientation; History; Visual Arts

Mbili, Nanette 
English HL; Life Orientation; Dramatic Arts; History

Ranwell, Abigail 
English HL; Afrikaans FAL; Mathematical Literacy;
Life Orientation; Dramatic Arts

Mclagan, Hannah
Metzler, Abbegail 
English HL; Life Orientation; Visual Arts

Reid, Jennifer 
English HL; Afrikaans FAL; Mathematics; Life Orientation;
Geography; Life Sciences; Physical Sciences

Mirk, Jamie 
Life Orientation

Ruiters, Christine 
Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation

Moeng, Tshedimosetso
Mokhele, Inga 
Isixhosa FAL; Life Orientation

Scholtz, Kayla 
Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation; History

Moreton, Taylia
Life Orientation; History; Visual Arts

Schuin-Dorfling, Silky
Life Orientation; Geography

Mtsulwana, Liyemikhaya 
History

September, Nwabisa 
Life Orientation; Dramatic Arts; History

Muller, Demi 
Life Orientation

Shephard, Robyn
Simons, Jade 
Life Orientation

Muñoz, Maya 
English HL; Afrikaans FAL; Mathematics; Life Orientation;
French Sal; Geography; Physical Sciences

Sofianos, Shelby 
Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation

Mzuzu, Sinovuyo
History

Starr, Madison 
Life Orientation

Nel, Jodie
English HL; Afrikaans FAL; Mathematics; Life Orientation;
Accounting; Consumer Studies; Physical Sciences

Stear, Leigh 
Life Orientation; History

Nel, Sidney-Shae 
English HL; Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation; Geography; History

Stephenson, Carma 
Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation

Nelson, Megan 
Life Orientation; History

Stratford, Chloe
Swanepoel, Hannah
English HL; Life Orientation; Music

Ngwenya, Zinhle
History

Swart, Mia 
English HL; Afrikaans FAL; Mathematics; Life Orientation;
Accounting; Geography; Physical Sciences
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Verwey, Trinity-Kay
Mathematical Literacy; Life Orientation

Taylor, Anika
Afrikaans FAL; Mathematics; Life Orientation;
Accounting; Consumer Studies; Physical Sciences

Voigt, Jade 
Life Orientation

Titus, Monique

Warwick, Courtney 
Life Orientation

Titus, Tremaine
Tobias, Hannah

Watkins, Caitlin 
English HL; Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation; Life Sciences

Tshofela, Tsholofelo 
Life Orientation; History

Weeks, Aimeé 
English HL; Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation; Life Sciences

Turner, Ziyaana
Van Der Walt, Mieke
Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation; Geography;
Life Sciences; Physical Sciences

Wenborn, Hannah 
Life Orientation; History
Weyer-Henderson, Jessica
Life Orientation; History

Van Leeve, Alyssa
Life Orientation

Williams, Laaiqah
English HL; Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation;
History; Life Sciences

Van Rooyen, Chloé
Van Staden, Lauren
Life Orientation

Williams, Meghan 
Life Orientation

Van Zyl, Taegan
English HL; Afrikaans FAL; Mathematics; Life Orientation;
Accounting; Geography; Visual Arts

Wilson, Kealynne
History

Vapi, Onikaisiqhamo

Wiseman, Jamie-Lea

Vaughan, Alexea
Life Orientation; History

Wright, Morgan 
Life Orientation

Vermaak, Sharné 
Mathematical Literacy

Xaba, Xabiso
Life Orientation

Verster, Minyonne
English HL; Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation;
Consumer Studies; Geography; Life Sciences

Candidates who met the requirements for admission to a Diploma Course
Alexander, Ashleigh

Rhodes, Nicole
Afrikaans FAL; Life Orientation

Hertel, Tegan

Wilmot, Jessica

Maneli, Zintle
Pikoli, Likhanye

SPORT AND CULTURAL AWARDS CEREMONY

O

n the 20th of October 2020, Collegiate Girls’ High School
had its first live streamed Sport, Cultural and House
Awards ceremony.

Unfortunately, because of limited seating in the hall due to
COVID restrictions limiting numbers, parents and the rest of
the school could not attend. The event was live steamed on
our Facebook page and on our YouTube channel so parents,
coaches and other family members could be part of this special event online.

Due to the impact of COVID 19 on the sporting and cultural
extra mural activities this year, many learners did not meet
the criteria to receive awards. We wanted to recognise their
dedication and commitment to the various sports and societies so we awarded girls with certificates to acknowledge
their contributions.

We are so proud of all our prize and award winners for the
resilience they have shown in this difficult year. It is our sincere hope that in 2021, our learners are able to participate
and compete in extra-mural activities and enjoy the positive
benefits of sport and cultural activities at Collegiate.
Mrs H Carter

Learners who did qualify for House Day Awards were
awarded their Scrolls, Bars, Blazers or Ivy Leaves at a special
ceremony. We combined the annual Sport and Cultural
Awards Ceremony with this event.
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The Webb Trophy for Excellence in Painting

Kaitlyn Williams

The Rugheimer Cup for Excellence in Drawing

Natalie Joy Ngonela

The Brenda Sanderson-Smith Memorial Trophy for Enthusiasm and Flair in
Ballroom Dancing

Natalie Joy Ngonela

The Ballroom Dancer of the Year

Courtney Warwick

The MG Platt Memorial Prize for Service to the Library (Junior)

Arasi Pillay

The Muriel Trudgett Award for Service to the Library (Senior)

Tasfia Hossain

The Nina Holderness Trophy for Service to the Performing Arts

Tasfia Hossain

The Cassie Vernon Trophy for Dedication and Enthusiasm in a Dramatic Performance

Phelele Bula

The AFDA Shield for Theatre Creativity

Lufezo Bovungana

The Jacqui Reed Cup for the Best Improvement in Flute

Melany Meyer

The Music Department Trophy for Clarinet/Saxophone

Rachel Hagemann

The Goldberg Cup for the Best Improvement in Violin

Hayley Britz

The Clancy Cup for Endeavour in Music

Farren Pienaar

The Fyvie Trophy for Outstanding Improvement in Music through Perseverance

Erin Broadbent and
Jami Frasier

The Jean Momberg Cup for the Best Pianist

Tamsyn Evezard

The Shawn Lyon Cup for the Brass Instrumentalist of the Year

Emma Fourie

The Megan Judd Floating Trophy for Excellence in Two Instruments

Tamsyn Evezard

The Taylor Trophy for Exceptional Service to the Band

Carmen Outram
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The Coulridge Cup for Creative Writing in Grade 9 Afrikaans

Delri Steyn

The Townsend Essay Prize (Junior)

Tasnim Hossain

The EP Building Society Trophy for Creative Writing (Senior)

Tamaryn Wagner-Welsh

The Carruthers Trophy for Involvement in Cultural Activities in Grade 8/9

Hannah Sieberhagen

The Natalie Stear Junior Elocution Certificate

Favour Melariri

The Charles Keyser Prize for Elocution

Nelissa Goliath and
Tasfia Hossain

The Linder Shield for Junior Public Speaking

Josephine Jacobs

The Award for Junior Afrikaans Public Speaking

Nicola Lister

The Award for Junior isiXhosa Public Speaking

Anam Bomvana

The Audrey Sprenger Prize for Public Speaking

Kiara Bouw

The Pistorius Trophy for Senior Afrikaans Public Speaking

Marlé Steyn

The Jambela Shield for Senior isiXhosa Public Speaking

Liqhawe Nogampula

The Leanne Cornish Cup for the Best Junior Debater

Josephine Jacobs

The Cebe Cup for the Best Senior Debater

Hannah Platt

The Photography Bowl

Tamaryn Wagner-Welsh

The Literary Festival Art Award

Vishana Ranchod
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SPORTS AWARDS CEREMONY
ATHLETICS
The Trophy for U16 – 100m Athletics

Lara Kleinhans

The Trophy for High Jump Champion

Tanith Moreton

The Trophy for Middle Distance Champion

Mia Cara Hart

The Trophy for Shot Put Champion

Naledi Mokhele

The Trophy for U18 – 100m Athletics

Sarah Hort

The Trophy for Long Jump Champion

Annabelle Davids
CHESS

The Trophy for Chess Player of the Year

Drianca Reddy

The Trophy for Most Promising Chess Player

Evania Reddy
Urooj Mollah

The Trophy for Dedication and Service to Chess
CRICKET
The Trophy for Best Bowler

Naso Yako

The Trophy for Most Promising Cricketer

Joseline Maas

The Trophy for Service to Cricket

Twané Slabbert

The Trophy for Best Batsman

Gabriella Tait

The Trophy for Cricketer of the Year
EQUESTRIAN
The Award for Dedication and Enthusiasm to Equestrian

Jessica Oosthuizen

The Award for Outstanding Equestrian Achievement Junior

Juliet Grobler

HOCKEY
Jessica Parker

Middlebrook Trophy for Service to Hockey

Jessica Parker

The Trophy for 100 1st Hockey Caps
NETBALL
The Trophy for Service to Netball

Rachel King

The Trophy for 96 caps for 1st Team Netball

Megan Joubert
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SQUASH
Lynne Neubert Trophy - Most Improved Squash Player

Cara Naik

Service to Squash

Carmen Outram
SWIMMING

Ingrid Kohler Shield - Most Promising Junior Swimmer

Tiara Finnis

De Villiers Trophy - U16 100m Backstroke

Abigail Swanepoel

U16 100m Breaststroke Trophy

Abigail Swanepoel

Kent Trophy - U16 100m Freestyle
Kayla Schmelzer

Peggy Hodge Trophy - U16 50m Butterfly
Lorrie Smith Trophy - Best U16 Swimmer
Joan Horn Trophy - U19 100m Freestyle
Mackay Trophy - U19 50m Butterfly

Paige Brombacher

Nan Gray Trophy - U19 100m Breaststroke
Sherman Trophy - Senior Victrix Ludorum for swimming
De Villiers Trophy - U19 100m Backstroke

Jessica Booth

The Trophy for 200m Open Individual Medley
Harrrow Trophy - Service to Swimming
SYNCHRONISED SWIMMING

Rachel Taylor

Novice Synchro Champion Trophy

Gemma Osthuizen

The Trophy for Intermediate Phase Synchro Champion
TENNIS
The Trophy for Most Improved Senior Tennis Player

Zoe Ioannides

Jubilee Trophy - Most Promising U16 Tennis Player

Erin Slater

Marchant Davies Trophy - Best Senior Tennis Team 3rd Team

Anthea Ioannides

The Trophy for Most Promising Junior Tennis Player
The Trophy for Tennis Player of the Year

Caitlin Zietsman

The Trophy for Service to Tennis

Jade Biggs

Kingwill Trophy for Dedication and Commitment to Tennis

Maryke du Raan
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WATER POLO
U14 Julia Wentworth Trophy for Most Improved Water Polo Player

Rebecca Ivings

The Maartens Trophy - Best U14 Water Polo Player

Jasmine Witthuhn

Von Wildemann Trophy - Best U15 Water Polo Player

Nina van Bochove

Patten Cup - Most Improved Senior Water Polo Player

Holley van Heerden

Von Wildemann Trophy - Best Senior Water Polo Player
The Trophy for 130 Caps for 1st Team Water Polo and Selection to SA U18 High
Performance Squad
The Trophy for Service to Water Polo

Emily Blow

Emma Roode

The Trophy for 130 Caps 1st Team
The Trophy for 130 Caps for 1st team Water Polo and Selection to SA U18 High
Performance Squad

Rachel King

The Trophy for Dedication and Commitment to Water Polo
Mather Trophy for the Water Polo Player of the Year.
162 Caps for 1st Team Water Polo and Selection to SA U18 High Performance Squad
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Tamsyn Evezard

PROVINCIAL REPRESENTATIVES

EP REPRESENTATIVES
Back Row: L Upton (Water Polo), M Foster (Water Polo), J Witthuhn (Water Polo), E Slater (Tennis), O Oliphant (Water Polo) Second Row: C Zietsman
(Tennis), H van Heerden (Water Polo), R Fincham (Water Polo), K Broadbent (Water Polo), I Akomolafe (Water Polo) First Row: A King (Water Polo), E Roode
(Water Polo), T Evezard (Water Polo), E Blow (Water Polo), R King (Water Polo), P West (Water Polo) Absent: M Meyer (Water Polo), R Taylor (Synchro)

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

SA REPRESENTATIVES
Back Row: T Finnis (Swimming) L Upton (Swimming) Front Row: A Swanepoel (Swimming), J Booth (Swimming), B Nel (Equestrian)
Absent: A Young (Swimming), A Lindoor (Gymnastics)
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SPORTS CAPTAINS
Back Row: T Evezard (Water Polo), R King (Netball), J Biggs (Tennis), O Senatle (Cricket), P Barnard (Synchro), J Oosthuizen (Equestrian)
Front Row: D Reddy (Chess), C Outram (Squash), M Pullen (Cross Country), Mrs C Posthumus (Head of Sport), A Davids (Athletics), J Parker (Hockey), J Booth (Swimming)

SPORTS HEADS

SPORTS HEADS
Back Row: Ms S Purchase (Tennis), Mrs M Allen (Equestrian), Ms S Keet (Aquatics), Mrs S Arthur (Synchro), Mr P Tendayi (Chess)
Front Row: Mr A Beynon (Cricket and Hockey), Ms L Dodd (Pilates), Mrs C Posthumus (Head of Sport), Mrs D Human (Squash),
Mrs E Grobbelaar (Athletics and Netball)
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High School. A number of string ensembles from various
schools assembled together to present this momentous and
very exciting concert. We thank Miss du Preez for her commitment and devotion to the Ensemble.

020 has turned out to be a very challenging and unusual
year for the Music Department. Never in our wildest
dreams had we thought that online practical lessons would
become the “new normal” and that student and teacher
would become even more creative and hard-working
than before. Being exposed to the unusual and different
circumstances, made us stronger as individuals and as a
Department on the whole.

Our musical theatre group, Brava!, entertained us this year
at the Valentine’s Assembly with favourite songs such as “I
can hear the bells”, “Natural Woman” and “I enjoy being a girl”
Since the Fourth Term, last year, many of our Brava! girls had
been rehearsing and working very hard in preparation for
the big show of the year, “Seussical, the Musical” which was
to be presented in May. Sadly, the cast had to bid farewell
to one another and the amazing teachers and directors after
many hours of rehearsing. We commend the whole cast for
their dedication and hard work.

For the Collegiate Choir, things started out on a very exciting
note. The Choir would have entered for the annual ATKV
Choir Competition and would have travelled to Johannesburg
to participate in the Final of the Sing in Harmonie Choir
Competition. The choristers worked very hard during the
First Term and Mrs Agenbag was very impressed with the
Choir’s work ethic and dedication. Unfortunately, nothing of
this was to materialise and all rehearsals were discontinued
for the rest of the year. One thing which we can take from
this experience, is that singing unites people and it helps
us to connect through song and to appreciate one another
even more. As Ella Fitzgerald once said: “The only thing better than singing, is more singing”.

The Trinity Practical examination this year took a different
turn and many of our girls decided to postpone their examinations to next year. A small number of girls submitted
their recorded examination during the June sessions and we
are very proud of them for being committed and dedicated,
especially in these challenging times.
I would like to commend the Music staff and girls for remaining positive and motivated throughout the year. We have
all learned new lessons throughout this difficult time and
it has taught us to be innovative and creative despite the
many changes.

Our Concert Band had a very exciting year planned. A tour
to Kingswood and a Band tour to George were the big
events on the calendar. The Band had a very successful start
to the year when they were applauded at the annual “Proms
‘neath the Tower”, hosted by Grey High School. The girls and
Mr Snyman, once again, made us very proud.

As the Indian author, activist and motivational speaker, Shiv
Khera, once said: “Your positive action combined with positive thinking, results in success”.
Mrs G Agenbag

Our Strings Ensemble, conducted by Miss du Preez, participated in the “Strings Celebration Concert”, hosted by Grey
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BRASS QUINTET

BRASS QUINTET
Back Row: J Miller, E Fourie, H Price Front Row: Dr Kilroe-Smith, E Gouws Absent: A Coombes

A

Brass Quintet is a musical ensemble consisting of five
Brass players. In 2020 the Brass Quintet, coached by
our Brass teacher, Dr Kilroe-Smith, consisted of Erin Gouws
(Tuba), Jaimie Miller (French Horn), Annabel Coombes
(Euphonium), Hannah Price (Second Trumpet) and Emma
Fourie (First Trumpet).

this year, we definitely made the most of each practice that
we had in the first term. We worked hard, but still had fun
and connected and grew as an Ensemble. We are definitely
excited to get back into playing in the Ensemble next year,
coming back stronger and better, and hopefully achieving
the goals we set for 2021. We would like to wish Erin Gouws
all the best for next year and we will miss working with her.
Emma Fourie

It was such a privilege to be a part of this amazing
Ensemble. Although we did not get to achieve our goals for
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Matric group this year, and we were very excited to spend
our last year going on two tours. Choir is our happy place,
and throughout the stress of being in Matric, it was a place
where we could really feel at ease with ourselves and allow
the music to transport us to a different reality.

he moment I found out that I was to be the Choir Leader
for 2020 I was in much disbelief, being a member of
Choir has always been one of my favourite things, and has
played a huge role in my high school career. Mrs Agenbag
had told me that 2020 was going to be ground breaking for
the Collegiate Choir. On top of the fact that we had been
named the best choir in Port Elizabeth on numerous occasions, after winning the Sing in Harmonie Kyk Net competition, we knew that we were now on a completely different
level, and when we found out that we would be competing
at the ATKV Choir Competition, which meant going against
some of the best choirs in the country, was nerve-racking. But it was good to know, in some way, that we are also
one of the best, and that we were prepared to work hard,
and we did in Term One.

One thing about us as a choir is that we are a family; there
is nothing better than coming together as individuals who
share the same passion, and to create beautiful music. That
is what choral singing is about; it is about feeling each other’s souls, and becoming one with the music. Mrs Agenbag
has taught us that there is always room to improve, and that
the minor details are what can make something so beautiful, and for that I thank you Ma’am on behalf of the whole
Choir. I can’t wait to see what this amazingly talented group
of girls will do next. It’s been a beautiful journey that I will
never forget.
Lufezo Bovungana

We practised hard, learning difficult songs, trying to perfect every single harmony to the best of our ability until
COVID-19 decided to knock on our door. We had a very big
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Back Row: E Ngcwabe, A Kula, Y Oliphant, A Maxengana, C Lion, A Kolele, A Bomvana, A Kelemana, H Kuboni, L Nongqoto, Y Peter, I Lusithi, S Nokulila Fourth Row: T Foster, K Matikinca, S Safwan, L Skepu, L Zinto, S Ntlama,
A Gotyana, T Harts, K Sikutshwa, H Nel, P Coltman, Z Debeshe, R Harcombe, P Tshofela Third Row: C Hoffman, C Msimango, T Human, M Ngcakani, S August, S Scout, L Qaba, H Peppeta, A Kula, G Hoffman, B Tiso, C Diedericks,
B Njamela Second Row: L Faltein, P Bula, S Meyer, Z Landzela, A Busakwe, I Ngcwana, M Ngundze, N Zulu, N Vumenjani, C Fortuin, L Maha, K Bouw, L David, C Harris Front Row: S Matomela, A Macingwane, Z Mamase, A Booi,
O Mbete, V Landzela, Mrs G Agenbag, Z Plaatjies, F Pienaar, E Broadbent, L Bovungana, L Zozi, Z Mdyogolo Absent: M Forlee, J Louis, R Wentzel, T Tete, L Nogampula, S Mtywaru, T Williams, M Ngcwabe, Mbali Khuse
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“The end is not your reward.”
evening rehearsals and weekend workshops. Unfortunately,
due to COVID-19, this year didn’t go as expected and we had
to cancel these tours.

hese were the famous words said by our conductor, Mr G
Snyman, whenever we rushed to finish a piece of music
due to over enthusiasm and excitement. The time spent
making music together was the ultimate prize. One particular morning that comes to mind was when we were preparing for the annual concert at Grey High School, ‘Proms ‘neath
the Tower’.

A huge thank you needs to go to our conductor, Mr
Snyman: Sir, you have helped develop the CGHS Concert
Band and we were able to reach levels that we have never
attained before. Your constant enthusiasm and incredible
expertise has been infectious and has driven us to perform
at our best.

The concert, hosted on Sunday 8 March 2020, went
exceptionally well and I pride myself in saying that our
Concert Band received many compliments after the performance. The Concert Band’s hard work and determination could definitely be seen, as our quality of sound and
execution had improved dramatically. I would like to say
thank you to Mr Lyon and his Music Department at Grey
High School for hosting us on that special afternoon. It
was an incredible day, filled with beautiful music and an
awesome atmosphere.

To the Tactical Ten, you have made my five years in this Band
an absolute treat! Thank you for all the laughs, help and
support. These wonderful Matrics consisted of Courtney
Davidson, Erin Gouws, Hannah Platt, Hayley Smith, Jami
Fraser, Libanathi Ngwenya, Melany Meyer, Nicole Weideman
and Paxton Barnard.
I would like to thank all the girls for all their good work and
commitment this year. You have all made me very proud
and I enjoyed every moment playing alongside all you talented musicians. Remember to enjoy every early and late
night practice, to live in the moment and to appreciate the
adventure because the end is not the reward, but the journey you have taken to get there is.
Carmen Outram

The Concert Band had many exciting concerts and tours
planned for 2020. On our itinerary, Mr Snyman had organised a lunch hour performance at Nelson Mandela University
and two tours. The first tour would have seen us off to
Makhanda to perform alongside Kingswood College and
the second, to the town of George in the Western Cape, to
take part in the National Music Band Competition. The Band
girls were all very excited and put in many hours of practice,
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Back Row: J Witthuhn, B Burley, A Kelemana, D Coltman, A Adams, M Coley, A Elliot, L Nongqoto, B Melariri, A Pearce, S Douglas-Henry
Third Row: E J Botha, R Pugh, L Mzuzu, J Lubbe, T Njezula, R Hagemann, H Libbrecht, G Wiehahn, Y Gwija, K Mfiki, H Sierberhagen, S Szuhanyi
Second Row: H Price, T Viljoen, E Fourie, J Strooh, C Burton, R Hermans, D Barclay, C Duffy, F Brummer, E Schady, B Njamela, C Hoffman
Front Row: C Outram, L Ngwane, P Barnard, N Weideman, B Nel, Mr G Snyman, J Miller, C Davidson, H Platt, J Fraser, M Meyer, E Gouws Absent: R Wentzel
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from all. Together we wanted to bring home a few more
new medals to add to Mr Snyman’s collection and return to
the bi-annual Pearson High School Arts’ Festival to improve
on our 2nd place from the previous year. Unfortunately, due
to COVID-19, we were not able to do so and our Thursday
afternoon practice sessions were no longer part of our
weekly routine. A big thank you to the girls and to Mr
Snyman for a fantastic year, regardless of the pandemic, and
for keeping the standard as high as ever!

he Clarinet Ensemble is a group of young women who all
share a love and a passion for music and enjoy nothing
more than their time together learning new pieces and sharing a common interest. Last year we said goodbye to two
of our seniors and welcomed Hayley Libbrecht and Emma
Botha into this hard-working Ensemble. 2020 was off to
a great start: the Ensemble, consisting of Paxton Barnard,
Robin Wentzel, Tristan Viljoen, Hayley Libbrecht and Emma
Botha, was excited to learn the new challenging pieces set
by Mr Snyman and get down to hard work, as there were
plenty of competitions lined up for the year.

I hope that in 2021, the Clarinet Ensemble will grow to
greater heights and continue to perform at the extremely
high standard they are known for.
Paxton Barnard

Thursday afternoons, saw our practices filled with a lot of
laughter, musical jokes and an overall sense of dedication

CLARINET ENSEMBLE
Back Row: T Viljoen, H Libbrecht, E Botha
Front Row: P Barnard, Mr G Snyman Absent: R Wentzel
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JAZZ BAND

JAZZ BAND
Back Row: E Fourie, J Strooh, S Matika, T Naidoo, S Douglas-Henry, K Mfiki, F Brummer, A Swanepoel
Front Row: H Smith, N Weideman, C Hoffmann, Dr C Kilroe-Smith, V Landzela, J Fraser, E Gouws, H Price

T

the Band members for their hard work and enthusiasm while
playing and a special mention must go to Dr Kilroe-Smith
who willingly gave up her mornings to conduct the Jazz
Band, always making it a fun environment, while creating
big and powerful sounds.

his year the Jazz Band consisted of many new musicians
as we welcomed new players and Grade Eights, as well
as new instruments, such as the tuba. The 2020 Jazz Band
was conducted by the insightful and talented Dr KilroeSmith. Under her leadership, the Jazz Band was able to
accomplish newly developed techniques such as improvisation. We also played compositions such as Tuxedo Junction,
a popular song written by Erskine Hawkins and arranged by
Jerry Nowak. One of the band’s favourite pieces was the hit
song September by Earth, Wind and Fire – it always allowed
us to start the day off on a good note.

Thank you to our Matrics for their energy and enthusiasm. Jami Fraser and Vuyolwethu Landzela (saxophone),
Hayley Smith (trombone) and Erin Gouws (tuba) inspired all
of us to reach greater heights and their leadership has made
an impact on the younger members of the band. A special
thank you to Jami Fraser for her gentle leadership and positivity. We wish you all the best as you go forward.
Jami Fraser

The Jazz Band was prepared to play at numerous concerts
this year, but due to the current circumstances (COVID-19),
we were unable to do so. In closing, I would like to thank
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SAXOPHONE ENSEMBLE

T

Competition at the Woodridge Knock-on-Wood Festival, but
due to the current circumstances the group was unable to
do so and thus unable to bring added medal decorations to
Mr Snyman’s office.

he CGHS Saxophone Ensemble consisted of three talented
young musicians who rehearsed every Tuesday afternoon,
creating beautiful melodies and harmonies. Although,
this year they have been faced with many adversities and
hardships, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Saxophone
Ensemble reached great heights. At the start of 2020, Jami
Fraser, Vuyolwethu Landzela and Frances Brummer set off to
work and completed several pieces in just a few rehearsals
which included Sleepers Wake by the infamous J S Bach (this
composition can be regarded as one of his most popular and
sacred cantatas) and the popular Broadway number, Defying
Gravity, a signature song from the musical Wicked composed
by Stephen Schwartz and arranged by Jeremy Corcoran –
this was by far the group’s favourite piece selected for 2020.

In closing, I would like to thank the Saxophone Ensemble
for making my Matric year a memorable one and for all the
laughs and friendships which I will never forget. My Tuesday
afternoons will never be quite the same again. Thank you
for always working hard and persevering through tough
times. Thank you to Mr Snyman, our Ensemble coach, who
gave up many of his afternoons and selflessly gave his all to
the Ensemble to ensure that we succeeded in all aspects of
our music.
Jami Fraser

The Saxophone Ensemble was ready to perform and compete at the bi-annual Pearson High School Arts’ Festival

SAXOPHONE ENSEMBLE
F Brummer, V Landzela, Mr G Snyman, J Fraser
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STRING ENSEMBLE

T

rehearsal of the famous piece Viva La Vida by Coldplay, we
performed, and our passion and enormous sound filled the
hall – it was an amazing experience.

his year, String Ensemble was definitely a memorable
experience, though shorter than anticipated. There is
much talent brewing in our young Ensemble of eight violinists. We were presented with many challenges and obstacles, but we overcame them gracefully and with rhythm.

I will miss the laughter and fun at rehearsals before and after
school. I will cherish the memories of our evening performances and the beautiful music that we created. Thank you
to my String Ensemble Family for such a special experience
and bond, and a very special thank you to Ms Du Preez for
her support and the many hours that she has dedicated to
our Ensemble.
Tamsyn Evezard

Our first (and little did we know, final) performance of the
year was at the Strings’ Celebration Concert at Grey High
School. We definitely wowed the crowd and it was a performance to remember. An amazing highlight of the evening
was the mass String Orchestra performance which included
all the schools that performed on the night, and was conducted by Mrs Taylor from Grey High School. After just one

STRING ENSEMBLE
Back Row: H Britz, S Mtiya, C Louw, P West
Front Row: C Burton, J Alcock, Ms L du Preez, T Evezard, M Parris
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Nazia Moosa
Grade 8

WANDERLUST
Tasfia Hossain
Thus she wandered, pressing her nose up against shop
windows and asking for directions as an excuse to hear the
people’s accents. When the lights had started to flicker on
in the streets, her feet and ears led her to a dance hall. An
explosion of sensations hit her upon entry.

The Roaring Twenties – a time of great prosperity and luxury
and reckless behaviour ignored by society. A time when the
Great Gatsby had successfully hit the markets and the men
were clamouring to amass wealth with which they could
impress their Daisys. Amidst all this, a young woman from
South Sudan stepped onto the dock of New York Harbour.

Alicia stood to the side, observing the women. They were…
exotic and dichotomous to the dark tones and wide features
she was used to seeing. They were lovely in their fringed
dresses that hit pale knees, and the thin straps that dug into
pale shoulders. She was mystified by the way joyous red
bloomed against their pale throats when they threw their
heads back to laugh. An uneasy feeling began to uncurl in
Alicia’s chest. She turned to leave – then he appeared.

Her name was Alicia and she had been sent to the States
to study Business Law in preparation to take over her
grandfather’s corporation. Alicia and her aunt, who had
travelled with her from Eastern Africa, would be staying the
night in New York before taking the early morning train to
Massachusetts where Alicia would be attending Harvard.
The bronzed beauty was an adventurous soul and only the
thought of her aunt halted her long enough to help drop
their bags off at an inn. Then she was off like a blazing shot,
eyes shining and heart thundering. She knew the massive
and glorious city was filled with wonders beyond her imagination and she was determined to experience as much of it
as she could fit into a day.

Jack Miller was a man of formidable stature. He asked her
to dance and she knew it was a brave thing to do because
their skins did not match and his body close to hers aroused
disapproving looks. Alicia accepted defiantly and the thrill
of his hand in hers chased away the taste of nervousness she
had been feeling before he had ambled his way to her. They
danced the night away. Spinning and spinning and spinning and forcing people out of their way.

She travelled on foot, taking in the sights and sounds of the
bustling city. She came upon a street lined with stalls on
either side of the cobbled road. Men, women and children,
with skin the colour of rice paper and eyes like slits, hollered
and waved their wares in customers’ faces. Alicia purchased
an oriental hairpiece for her aunt. She paid for it with dull
green paper money that juxtaposed the colourful bills she’d
grown accustomed to handling back home. She was drawn
away from venturing further into the stalls by the rumblings
of her belly and the scent of doughy goodness.

She returned to the inn a little after eleven to find her aunt
dozing by an open window. Alicia covered her with a blanket before settling into bed.
What a wondrous day it had been. She knew she would
keep the pieces of today close to her heart forever. And if
Jack happened to reside closest to her heart, well, he had
been incredibly handsome, there was no fault in remembering him…often.
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LE VIRUS

LE VIRUS

Zintle Landzela

Mamelo Ngcwabe

Aujourd’hui je suis triste. Je me sens seule. Je me suis réveillée aujourd’hui et il faisait très froid. Je me sentais très triste
parce que j’ai réalisé que c’était juste un autre jour d’école
sans voir mes amis et mes professeurs. Mes amis ont compté
qu’il y avait vingt-trois jours jusqu’à ce que nous retournons
à l’école. Je me sens nostalgique aujourd’hui et mes amis
me manquent un peu plus aujourd’hui. Je compris que tout
sera different quand nous retournons mais il doit arriver un
jour, bien que j’ai l’espoir que les choses vont s’améliorer et
nous resterons en sécurité et protégés contre ce virus.

J’irai bientôt à l’école et je ne me sens pas prêt parce qu’il
fait plus froid je ne sais pas quoi m’attendre à mon arrivé, les
changements et tout.
Je n’ai pas de probléme pour aller à l’ècole mais je pense que
les enseignants stressent plus parce qu’il y a plus d’élèves
que d’enseignants.
J’aime le travail chez moi en ligne car je me sens plus
indépendante et je travaille plus parce que je suis moins
fatiguée. J’ai plus de temps pour étudier le français et d’autres sujets. Au début, la scolarité en ligne était trop, mais
maintenant les enseignants sont raisonnables.
Avoir dû travailler chez moi était une bénédiction car maintenant les filles à Collegiate ne sont pas trop loins de leurs
buts scolaires.

LE VIRUS
Aviwe Busakwe
Ce matin, je me suis reveillée à me sentir triste, je pensais à
tout ce qui s’est passé. Cela fait des semaines et des mois
que nous n’avons pas été en quarantaine. Je n’aurais jamais
pensé que la vie arriverait à être comme ça. Si tu m’avais dit
il y a un an qu’on vivrait comme ça, j’aurais ri en te moqué.

ventres étaient douloureux. Aller au cinéma et aller à la
plage me manquent.
Ce verrouillage m’a donné le temps de réfléchir et il m’a fait
essayer de nouveaux passe-temps. Je suis devenue plus
active et j’ai lu plus de livres. J’ai aussi fait beaucoup d’exercise. Outre le fait que nous sommes enfermés à l’intérieur,
je me sens heureuse, mais je ne prendrai jamais le plein air
pour acquis

L’école me manque, le sentiment de m’asseoir en classe
avec le professeur devant…mes amis me manquent…des
blagues que nous avions l’habitude de faire et la façon
dont nous avions l’habitude de rire jusqu’à ce que nos

Lathitha Xapa
Grade 12
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Nelia Lötter
Grade12

‘THE REALITY OF REALITY TV’
Buhle Njamela
Depending on how you, the audience react to my oral determines the mark I ultimately get.I’ll put emphasis on a word
or over exaggerate a certain phrase in the hopes of gaining
your attention.Whether you laugh or cry I need at least about
half of you paying attention or at least pretending to. Like
how you’re usually on your phone while a show is streaming in the background, but what ultimately matters all in all
is views

Producers also pull certain cast members aside and tell
them to make certain facial expressions or tell them to react
a certain type of way. So when certain cast members react
to a scandal their reaction is most likely unrelated to what
is currently being shown to us as the viewers. Producers
also spread rumours about other cast members in the hopes
of riling them up and usually persuading certain cast members to act as the villain for an extra tip at the end of the show.

It’s because of these views that Kourtney threw Kim’s face
into a wall which left a foundation stain or why Francesca
hooked up with Haley on ‘Too hot to handle’, ultimately
costing them about $3000 that’s about R51 000 to put it
into perspective.

Most people would never refuse extra money, but these cast
members accept it with open arms due to the fact that they
don’t get paid. Shows like love island give their cast members a full paid trip to an island, but money is not guaranteed
and they leave their ordinary jobs and homes in the hopes
of making money. This sounds luxurious, I mean a full paid
holiday and you might leave with your future partner? It
sounds like a dream until you realize some people are gone
for months and have to face the horrors of reality when they
return. No job, bills are not paid and rent is due.

You saw it, I saw it but you know what they say, everything is
not what meets the eye
Everything you see on the screen is heavily edited to the
point where the producers edit the sentences the cast
members say and create new ones. This is called frankenbiting. This is usually used to propel a certain storyline for
the tv show

What if I told you Gordon Ramsey is actually a sweetheart
and only acts the way he does because the producers tell
him to or that producers look for people with flaws, weaknesses or fears to cast in their TV shows and that the judges
on competition shows make decisions based on what their
producers say.

But you can’t edit someone throwing a drink in someone’s
face or someone throwing their face into a wall right? Well
yes, but in most dating reality TV shows producers rely on
their contestants being intoxicated for their over exaggerated reactions and if getting them drunk doesn’t work they
rely on isolation, exhaustion and hunger in hopes of bringing their contestants to their breaking points and ultimately
having a nervous breakdown

The reality of reality TV is that all that you see is being controlled. We never truly see the whole truth and this ruins
your perception of certain people and is actually ruining
people’s lives ultimately leaving them with nothing, all at the
expense of our entertainment. Quite ironic that reality tv is
not real.

This is done by filming for hours on end and that means no
stopping for lunch so that by the time they reach their pivotal scene everyone is at their breaking points.
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IGONGQONGQO ICORONA
Chulumanco Oliphant
Wena ulutshaba
Esingaluboniyo ngeliso lenyama,
Wena awunacalulo
Ungena kuzo zonk’ iintlanga,
Komncinci nomdala,
Koonyana neentombi.
Wena ungumbulalazwe,
Abanye ubathathele abazali,
Abanye ubathathele izihlobo,
Abantwana ziinkedama,
Abanye bayimipha echutywe yalahlwa
Safa saphel’ isizwe nguwe gongqongqondini.
Ngxee kwabo bathe balahlekelwa
Ziintandane zabo besazibuka,
Nxesi kwabo bathe bashiyeka,
Bebambe ongezantsi kukuswelekelwa.
Akuhlanga nto ingaqhelanga kwehla.
Lalani kanye ngale ndawo yophayo.

Natalie Joy Ngonela Grade 12

Kayla Preston Grade 9
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BLACK LIVES MATTER / ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE SPEECH
Emma Stow
What’s really wrong with society?

Somali coastal community is forced into piracy as their nets
and stomachs are empty.

There are 500 times more microplastics in the ocean than
stars in the Milky Way.

The Chinese appetite for bushmeat and bats led to a
Coronavirus that will affect the people of Africa most, as they
lack sanitation and the luxury of a robust economy.

In 30 years, there will be more plastic in the ocean than fish.
Every year, an area of tropical rainforest the size of Bangladesh
disappears and 200 species join the Dodo bird in extinction.

It is white privilege to observe the climate crisis, to directly
profit from and support the exploitation and degradation
of our Earth and communities of colour, without suffering
the consequences.

The science is real: by 2030 climate change is irreversible. Yet society is still debating whether climate change
exists or not, like it’s Bigfoot or Donald Trump’s brain.

I can’t breathe.

Why have we not found solutions to the enormous environmental problems we face?

Neither can millions of black communities who are having
their livelihoods and lives destroyed.

Perhaps I should be asking, why are we still protesting for
racial equality?

You cannot support the Black Lives Matter movement, you
cannot identify as an ally, you cannot advocate racial justice without fighting the environmental cause for a greener,
more sustainable and prosperous planet for all.

Because the problem with society, is that we fail to understand that the environmental crisis is a racial justice issue.
To fix one, we need to fix the other.

Until the Earth matters, until the environment matters, black
lives won’t matter. Until black lives matter, no lives matter.

800 million people are vulnerable to droughts, floods, heat
waves and rising seas.

Because in the words of prince Ea

Climate change and environmental degradation affect the
poor and vulnerable most, and with the lasting legacy of systematic racism and unfair trade relationships, unfortunately
that means black communities, especially in Africa.

We are not apart from nature
But a part of nature
And to betray nature is to betray us
To save nature, is to save us
Because whatever you’re fighting for:
Racism, Poverty, Feminism, Gay Rights
Or any type of equality
It won’t matter in the least
Because if we don’t all work together
We will be equally extinct.

When wildfires and hurricanes wreak havoc, when plastic
pollution and overfishing leave our oceans barren, when
mining and fracking leave water sources toxic and when
wildlife is poached to extinction - who suffers the most?
Communities of colour, who rely on wildlife tourism and fishing, who are displaced by natural disasters and deforestation,
who are starving due to drought and desertification.

I am not the hero of this narrative. I am humbly, yet determinedly sharing and amplifying the incredible work of black
climate activists, such as Dr Ayana Johnson.

Trump’s fossil fuelled American dream is funded in blood, by
a Central African village when the rains don’t come, crops fail,
and children starve.
When the Chinese rape our coastlines and dump their plastic waste, we might miss dining on seafood platters, but the
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Sienna Govind Grade 8

Kristine Greeff Grade 12
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Nelia Lötter Grade 12

PRAY
Marlé Steyn
A phone ringing in the distance is an alarming sound. “Not
again! Please, not again!” are the words that run through his
mind repeatedly as he reluctantly answers. The fifth one
this month. They come armoured this time, carrying assault
weapons and only one clear goal: destruction. They took
his hard-earned vehicle. His wife and children were left to
die an excruciating, slow death as he watched, unable to
help. His neighbour is a good man. “Why him?” They are
killing the ones that feed their mouths. Dad sends a silent
prayer up to the heavens in gratitude for sparing his family
for one more day.

The morning light is filtering through the black night. In
the midst of the deafening silence, life starts to appear, cautiously. His eyebrows are clenched: displaying his utmost
concentration and focus. Dad is on his bruised and blackened knees once again, praying.
He ventures beyond the walls that protect him from the
chaos awaiting outside. As the sun appears, the nutrient-less soil is exposed. Hot and dry land stretches across
the horizon with no sign of life in sight. The skeleton-like
trees are bare and naked of any fruitful bearings of leaves or
fruit. What was once a paradise of green and life in abundance is now a dying, blackening desert. Dad ties his shoes
and braves the new day.

The crops hang weakly and lifelessly towards the cracked
ground through which life once sprouted. The beating, merciless sun kills any last thoughts of hope. There will be no
crop yield this year. His muscular arms start to work, pulling
each stem from the ground and tossing it to one side. His
arms start to quake and tremble at the demanding, tedious
work, occasionally losing his balance. But he perseveres
through the pain and continues until he has finished his
job. Dad looks at the land free of dead crops and smiles at
what he has accomplished.

The handful of stray cattle that were able to resist and fight
against the tough, merciless parasites wander the land with
no clear intention. Their hooves are split and shattered from
searching the hard rock-like land for any source of nourishment. Their undersized bones protrude harshly from their
battered skin, making their body frames and malnourishment clearly visible. It is a heart wrenching sight to see the
calves that you raised with such patience and love, disintegrating and becoming a part of the hell of an earth when
they no longer have the strength to place one foot in front
of the other. When Dad’s eyes glance past the remaining
cattle, he cannot help but see the desperate hunger and
thirst that radiates from their eyes. They yearn for a taste of
the replenishing water they have become accustomed to
receiving once every two days. Dad retains his pride and
keeps his head up, despite the physical deterioration of his
precious livestock.

The sun is replaced by a pool of never-ending darkness. The
only light in sight is radiated from the odd twinkling specks
that sparkle in Heaven that seems so far out of reach. His
fingers are clasped tightly together. Tears leave a trail on the
hardened skin of his cheek. The dust from working in the
land stains the floor beneath him. Dad is on his knees.
Praying.
Begging.
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Taryn Vimpany
Grade 12

Onikayo Speelman Grade 11
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Chloe Coetsee
Grade 9

Anelisa Stofile Grade 10
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INDIAN STEREOTYPES
Drianca Reddy
No, I do not speak Indian
and Hindu is not my home language.
No, I did not immigrate to this country
and I was not born in India.
No, I do not eat curry for breakfast, lunch and supper
and ‘halal’ is not my dietary requirement.
No, I will not randomly start singing
and ‘Slumdog Millionaire’ is not my favourite movie.
No, I do not know that woman walking there
and that Grey boy is not my brother.
No, I am not getting an arranged marriage
and I do not fancy ‘brown’ boys only.
No, I will not pursue a medical career
and my science mark is not 90%.
No, I don’t know everything that happens in India
and I cannot teach you about ‘my country’.
For I am a South African,
just like you.
I am a human,
just like you?

Mieke Viljoen Grade 12
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MY LOVE

LA CRÉATION D’UN TUEUR

Hannah Elfick

Jaidyne Mac Lachlan

our hugs just last
that little bit longer
but shh
Wait till some people, to the idea grow fonder

Les tueurs en série, ils sont des gens avec un problème psychologique. Ils tuent pour une gratification psychologique
ou un desire sexuel. Ils sont les monstres, mais ont-ils toujours été comme ça et méritent-ils une chance de rachat?

our hands fit together
like a Puzzle piece
but shh
nobody can Know we are meant to be

Je crois que les tueurs en série sont créés. Ils avaient un
traumatisme d’enfance, et maintenant ils ont un interrupteur psychologique, alors ils ne pensent pas que le meurtre
est mauvais. Je pense qu’ils sont créés parce que beaucoup
de tueurs en série sont des survivants de traumatismes de
la petite enfance de quelque nature – les abus physiques
ou sexuels, le dysfonctionnement familial, les parents émotionellement éloignés ou absents. Le traumatisme est le
seul thème recurrent dans les biographies de la plupart
des tueurs.

with you my smiles
are a little bit wider
but shh
nobody can See this side of us
Love is love
and nobody can be prouder
but shh
One day we will be able to Say it louder

Le fait est que beaucoup d’enfants subissent un traumatisme,
mais tous les enfants traumatisés ne deviennent pas les
tueurs en série. Ils choisissent d’agir sur leurs compulsions
et ils sont conscients de ce qu’ils font. Donc, je pense qu’ils
ne méritent pas une deuxième chance car ils choisissent
d’être des assassins et ils choisissent d’assassiner.
Si dix personnes ont subi un traumatisme d’enfance et
qu’une seule est devenue un tueur en série, qu’en est-il des
neuf autres personnes? Il y a un choix - un choix pour tueur
les humains, sans remords cela ne peut pas être impute à
votre enfance, donc, je pense qu’on ne peut pas blâmer les
enfances des tueurs en série.

LILY COULD NOT
Tasnim Hossain (Winner of the Junior English Writing Competition)
lily wanted to drink with strangers,
and hear their stories about voyages in the east,
to see their souls shaped with a daring cup of rum
and inhale their laughter like a welcoming feast.

Sam Louis dans le roman La Vengeance du Pardon était, à
mon avis, créé en un tueur en série. Le traumatisme dans
son enfance est qu’il est abandonné par toutes les figures
maternelles. Son traumatisme d’enfance l’a fait détester les
femmes et il a grandi pour devenir un violeur et un tueur en
série. Il méritait d’être pardonné car il se repentait, mais il ne
méritait pas une deuxième chance dans la vie. Il y a beaucoup de personnes qui ont les figures maternelles absentes,
donc on ne peut pas blâmer son enfance.

lily wanted to dance through town
singing ballads of sailors returning from sea,
about the women they lost to better men,
that they replaced with bottles of whiskey.
lily wanted to marry a man with stars in his eyes
without a single thought towards the weight in his pocket.
lily wanted to run through an open field and open life,
although the height of her heels would never allow it.

Selon moi, les tueurs en series sont créés, ils ne méritent pas
une deuxième chance dans la vie, et on ne peut pas blamer
leurs enfances. En ce qui concerne Sam Louis, Élise peut lui
pardoner mais elle ne peut jamais oublier. Pour conclure,
je pense que les tueurs en série… ils sont les plus grands
destructeurs du bonheur.

lily wanted to live as a woman in the shoes of a man,
but her title as “Ms” made the impossibility eternal.
so lily waited with silence and a smile so docile on her lips
and locked these dreams in a leather bound journal.
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Brooke Kruger Grade 12

HONEY AND SNOW
Tasnim Hossain (Winner of the Junior English Writing Competition)
words painting her image and rolled them together, securing them with a long leaf from the willow tree.

The woods were damp where I hung back under the shade
of a long-haired willow in the heat of the afternoon. Tree
bark clawed at my back through my shirt and the ground of
rock and dirt dug into the sides of my outstretched legs. I sat
in every shade of discomfort imaginable and yet, my heart
and my mind were as peaceful as a lake at midnight.

My pale fingers ran down the sides of the scroll. It held
everything I’d hidden all my life – my love. An unearthly
love for words and an unacceptable love for her, because,
of course, snow and honey were never meant to mix. The
warmth in her skin wasn’t meant to be seen with the ice in
mine. The night sky in her hair would never make sense with
the afternoon clouds in mine. The deep brown in her eyes
didn’t match the blue in mine. Different was bad. Different
was strange. Different didn’t deserve adoration.

My pen seemed to be the only sound amongst the
deep woods, save for the occasional titter of a finch overhead. Black lines on yellowed paper; every emotion I
could beckon from the core of what made me to the tips
of my fingers was recorded on the page. Words. Pretty
words. For her.

With these thoughts in mind each week I came to see her, I
left her the only part of me I could. My secrecy was sworn
to a fountain pen and a fallen-apart journal with half of the
pages ripped out and handed to the only person who would
keep them safe.

She lay on the ground in contentment, quite far from me but
still perfectly in sight. Her hair fanned out over the stone like
an uncontrolled spill of black ink, the tips swaying gently in
the river water. Her skin shone in the little streak of sunlight
that bathed her, like honey had been painted over the arches
of her cheekbones. Her white dress was a sharp contrast
against her golden skin, as if the world had dressed a sun
goddess in clothes made of snow.

I set the scroll of my newest description of her –how the
shadow of her eyelashes looked like butterflies dancing on
her cheeks –against a tree where she would easily find it, and
turned in dejection to leave my safe haven as quietly as I had
come, until a voice stopped me. It was a voice I’d only heard
in the form of noncommittal hums and forgotten melodies.

I sighed in discontent once I realized my return was far overdue. All my worries that I’d come here to get away from
crashed down onto me like the sky had fallen on my shoulders. As per my routine, I ripped out the pages I’d filled with

“Leaving again?”
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LA TRIBU AMAZONIENNE

IBHINQA

Emma Stow

Ovayo Gomomo

La lumière du soleil s’infiltre dans les arbres. Au-dessus de
moi, les oiseaux chantent et les singes bavardent. Dans mes
mains, il y a une carte. Cette carte est plus ancienne que
les montagnes: le papier est taché de sang et de larmes,
les couleurs sont blanchies par le soleil et il chuchote des
histoires d’hommes courageux. Je trace mon emplacement
dans la fôret Amazonienne avec mon doigt, mais il y a une
phrase solitaire: ici, il y a des bêtes...

Ndingaqala phi ukukuchazela ngalo mntu kuthiwa libhinqa?
Mhlawumbi ndingaqala ndithi yindlela
Onxiba ngayo ?
Ohamba ngayo ?
Okanye othetha ngayo ?
Hayi, ngaba ndiyamphoxa umama
xa ndixoka ndisithi iphelela apho.
Ibhinqa likhaya lomphefumlo,
Lithemba lesizwe,
Lihlathi lokuphephela,
Ngumkhusane wokugquma amahlazo.

Mon coeur bat vite! Les pattes de créatures boum boum
dans mon dos et frissons rampent dans ma colonne
vertébrale. Je dois trouver la tribu. Je rampe dans les plantes et la boue; je grimpe sur les rochers. Partout, je sens des
créatures qui me regardent.

Ngumfula ophuphumela uthando olungalinganisekiyo.
Ubuhle obunzulu obungaphezu kolona lwandle lunzulu.
Ngexesha uThixo ebumba ibhinqa wathatha ixesha lakhe
Kuba esazi amandla adingekayo kumntu othwele ilizwe.

Tout a coup, j’affronte la mort.
Noir comme le ciel a minuit sans une lune, le monstre lèche
ses lèvres. Un feu brûle dans ses yeux; son rugissement est le
tonnerre. Mon sang est glace. C’est fini: le jaguar attaque.

Kungakho ke ndisithi kuzo zonke iimazi zalo mhlaba
Nibahle kwaye nifanelwe zizinto zonke ezintle emhlabeni.
Naxa kubuhlungu, kuni kulungile xa nikhala
Nilila niphelelwe ngamandla nidinwe
Kaloku owenu umsebenzi unzima magqiyazana.

Je me reveille. Où suis-je? Les oiseaux chantent et les
singes bavardent, mais j’entends les femmes qui chantent. Les hommes rient et les enfants crient. Suis-je encore
dans la jungle?
Je vois mon reflet dans la flaque à côté de mon lit et je
crie plus fort que la tonnerre: j’ai un oeil. Le jaguar était
méchant! Partout sur mon corps, il y a des blessures.
Où suis-je?
Et, à ce moment, une belle fille arrive. “Tu as traversé l’enfer,
bienvenue au paradis! Ma tribu vous a sauvé,” elle me dit.
Dehors, je vois un arc-en-ciel et une grande cascade.
Il y a plus que des bêtes...
J’écris sur la carte: ici, il y a de la beauté.

Danielle de Lange Grade 9
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OH, TO BE FREE AT LAST...
Favour Melariri
According to Google, the term freedom is defined as, ‘the
ability to act or change without constraint. Something
is “free” if it can change easily and is not constrained in its
present state.’
Freedom. A word truly underrated. I feel like freedom
means many things to different people. For example, someone with a low self-image will want to change their appearance. But they won’t be able to do that, because they are
trapped in their bodies, with no means of escape. So what
do you think freedom for that person will be? Won’t freedom for that person be the ability to change the way they
look? Freedom has no ideal definition. As I stated before,
each person will have a different perspective on freedom,
depending on their situation.
Personally, freedom is a feeling I long for. The day I attain
this feeling will be one of the best days of my life. I can only
assume, that freedom is a state of mind in which you feel so
liberated. It is a point in life where you are able to do something..., anything, you desire, not because you are compelled
to, but because you want to. To be free means to be able
to escape the chains which have been setting you back or
unload the burdens which have become too intolerable to
bear alone.

Hannah Platt Grade 12

OH, TO BE FREE AT LAST...
Favour Melariri

When people think of freedom, the first thing that comes to
mind is breaking free from their parents’ house the moment
they turn eighteen, not knowing that freedom is more than
that. Freedom comes in different forms such as: freedom of
speech, freedom of religion, and freedom of thought. Just
as Benjamin Franklin once said, “Without freedom of thought,
there can be no such thing as wisdom – and no such thing
as public liberty without freedom of speech.”

I long for that day,
the day all my fears fade away.
The day I am finally free
and who I’m destined to be.
Oh, to be free at last...
My soul searches for that place,
the place filled with grace.
The place where troubles are gone
and I find no guilt beyond
Oh to be free at last...

So just being able to voice your opinion is freedom. But
sometimes, just because we are human, we want more
than that. We want to be able to just do whatever we want
whenever we want. We want to be alone and literally, just
pour out everything bottled up inside of us. But we can’t
have everything now, can we?

Now it is that day
and I am finally at that place.
My fears have faded away
and that place is filled with grace.
My troubles have gone
and I find no guilt beyond…

I can only imagine what that day will be like. The day I am
finally free... The day I have finally managed to clear the
never-ending dialogues in my head. The day I finally do
something without the pending thoughts of letting people
down. The day I am just that teenager, who doesn’t have
to bear the weight of the world on her shoulders. Wouldn’t
that be just nice?

Indeed I am free at last.

Oh, to be free at last...
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Catherine Roberts
Grade 10

BEAUCOUP DE CHOSES ONT CHANGÉ...
“RHABUL’ APHA UNGAFINCI”

Frances Brummer

U’Camagu” esiXhoseni ufana no-Amen ebhayibhileni, uthetha ukuba makube njalo. Yiyo loo nto uza kuva abantu bemana besithi “Camagu’ xa kuthethwa exhantini xa kukho loo
nto ikhoyo. Kwaxhanti elo, lisisibingelelo kuthi thina maXhosa, apho sinyusa khona amadini.

Voici quelques lignes pour te dire mes nouvelles des dernières semaines et aujourd’hui.
Aujourd’hui a bien commencé. J’ai bu une tasse de café avec
ma cousine et on a regardé un film, “Parasite”. C’etait un bon
film qui a gagné beaucoup de prix. Elle et sa mère sont ici
pour collectionner des olives de notre ferme pour vendre
dans les magasins à Bloemfontein où elles habitent. C’est
très bon de voir les autres personnes dans ma famille surtout pendant le temps du COVID-19, parce que je ne vois pas
beaucoup de gens.
Je “vais” à l’école chaque jour sur mon ordinateur, mais je veux
retourner à la vraie école. Je veux voir mes amis et mes professeurs et je veux faire du travail normal parce que Grade
Onze est très important pour mon avenir pour pouvoir étudier dans les universités, donc je veux finir le travail pour les
examens pour gagner des bonnes notes.
Je n’aime pas le temps pendant ce maladie, parce qu’il y a
beaucoup de choses qui changent. Je n’aime pas le changement et des incertitudes. Je préfère la routine et pendant ce
temps je n’ai pas ma routine régulière. J’ai beaucoup de soucis pendant ce temps donc c’est un peu stressant, comme,
par exemple, si un de mes parents tombe malade, mais j’essaie de garder l’espoir et d’avoir la foie en Dieu.
J’aime être avec ma famille pendant ce confinement. Jusqu’à
présent nous avons beaucoup cuisiné. Nous avons cuisiné
des gâteaux, des pains, des repas différents et des désserts
aussi. Pour rester occupée je fais de la cuisine parce que
c’est très thérapeutique. L’amour de la cuisine est quelque
chose que j’ai en commun avec ma soeur donc je vais faire
un cheese-cake parce que c’est son gâteau préféré. Elle aura
vingt-trois ans. J’ai du mal à y croire! Elle a grandi très vite.

Natalie Joy Ngonela Grade 12
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THE GATEKEEPER TO FREEDOM
Danielle Viljoen
They were children, a curious girl and a poor boy. They had
never argued before and the feelings of hurt and anger
were strange and new. Neither of them could understand
what they felt, but they knew it was bad. There was nothing wrong that existed in their Garden. The Creator had
made it perfect and protected it with a wall as high as His
throne. However, not event the Creator noticed the crack in
the wall.

Thew curious girl sniffed the air, and noticed a branch that
held a fruit that beat like a heart. It was deep red and it
smelled like everything she could ever want.
“The Creator says it is forbidden,” said the curious girl. “If I eat
it, He will kill me.” She was trying to convince herself more
than the serpent.
The serpent laughed again. “Oh no, silly girl. The Creator will
never know. Besides, I ate one and I acquired the power of
speech! Imagine the power you could possess.”

The curious girl had run away from the poor boy, her long,
earthy hair trailing like a river behind her as her small feet
bounced on the soft grass that was as green as the outer circle of her eyes. She arrived at her destination, a cool spot
under the Tree of Life. She seated herself on a root that stuck
out of the ground. Water fell from her eyes. The curious girl
touched her face with her fingers and tasted the water. It
tasted new and it was strange, not sweet like the fruit of
the Garden.

It felt wrong, the Creator was warning her. She had no other
choice. The water was draining out of her. If she did not eat
the fruit, she would surely die.
She plucked the forbidden fruit from its stem. It was warm
and pleasing to the eye. Its scent was overpowering
her. She took a bite. The taste was unlike any other fruit that
existed in the Garden. It was sweeter and richer, and she felt
the water had stopped falling from her eyes. She consumed
every last drop of the fruit until only its seed remained. The
serpent had told her to find it and now that she had, she did
not know what to do with it.

“What is this water that comes from my eyes, Creator?”
Then there was an unfamiliar voice. “Who are you talking to,
Girl?”
The curious girl was frightened. She looked towards where
the sound seemed to be coming from in the tree. A long
black thing like a snake slithered close to her ear.

The serpent’s tongue tickled her ear. “Now follow me,
Child. There are more fruits just like it. Come with me.”
The serpent slithered onto the ground and led her through
the trees and bushes the Creator had made for her, until they
came to the wall. There was a crack in it, big enough for her
to crawl through.

“Who are you? What are you?” asked the curious girl.
“I am many things. To you I am a friend,” replied the serpent. “That water that comes from your eyes, those are tears,
Child. They are a sign that something is wrong.”

“Out there,” said the serpent, “the Creator won’t be there to lay
down rules and oppress you. You will be free. You can do
as you please and eat as much fruit as you like. You will be
just as powerful as the Creator Himself and you won’t need a
man or a god to take care of you.”

The curious girl explained to the serpent that nothing wrong
could exist in the Garden. The serpent laughed.
“Well then I must be mistaken,” said the serpent. “You must
have an illness. The water will keep leaking through your
eyes until you are nothing but a shrivelled sack of bones,
such as that dead leaf there.”

The curious girl was delighted by the words of the serpent.
“Now follow me to the Outside, and we will plant more fruit
for everyone to feast upon. Then all may share the power
of the Creator.”

Somehow, the words of the serpent caused more water to
come from her eyes.
“How do I stop it? What must I do? How could the Creator
allow this?” the curious girl cried.

The curious girl was overcome by her desire, her curiosity. It
pulled her heart towards the wall. She knew what she
desired. She crawled through the crack, into the light, and
into the arms of the midwife in the hospital room on the
other side, with a deafening cry.

The serpent slithered around her neck and perched itself
comfortably on the girl’s shoulders. It assured her not to cry,
that the answer was simple.
“Do you smell that?” asked the serpent. “that is the medicinal
fruit. It will heal you. All you have to do is eat it and find
the pip inside.”
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“MASCULINITY IS A HARD, SMALL CAGE, AND WE PUT BOYS INSIDE THIS CAGE.”
Megan E Parris
personalities are now thriving. Women getting the vote;
men wear makeup. That barrier between the stereotypical
man and woman is slowly falling away, and their unique
self is taking over. Most people don’t want to be a man or a
woman, they want to be, themselves. But change does not
always agree with everyone.

I believe being masculine or feminine is one of the characteristics of being a human, not based on the sex of a
human. We, as humans, tend to assign characteristics to
the sexes to make a generalised assumption that we understand people. In our current generation, freedom is now an
aggressive force which we use to equalise society. One of
these we are freeing is the stereotypical masculine man.

Men today still face challenges regarding this stereotypical barrier. Women have almost broken down this barrier
but I feel as if the men aren’t comfortable enough to show
themselves after this hard exterior their parents built for
them. Many younger men have shown themselves because
it is easier for them in today’s society. But just because it’s
“easier”, it doesn’t make it “easy”. We still judge the men who
have shown themselves. For example, society says it’s unacceptable for men to wear makeup or nail varnish or for them
to have any feminine characteristics, like crying after a sad
movie. We still see masculinity as the essence of a man.

Masculinity in general terms, is the societal expectation of
a man, being: a man; hard, stern, cold, likes guns, fighting,
blood, and all that other gory “stuff’. Men were expected,
and still sometimes are expected, to be the man of the house,
dealing with all the problems because of the “materialised”
hard surface of their personality. Why I say materialised is
because they were “made” like that. Their parents taught
them that men can’t cry, men can’t like flowers, or can’t
wear skirts. All the men who were brought up in a harsh
and strict environment like that will replicate that harsh environment into their personality. Society seemed to see that
as the “perfect man”; hold the women when they cry even
when the men could be crying just as much inside. That
was the stereotypical man, but society has changed. People
feel liberated.

In conclusion, there has been a massive change in society
to the barrier of the stereotypical man and woman. There is
liberation. But because of the hard exterior men present to
society, it is hard for them to show their true selves. Which
is why there is little to no liberation of masculinity in men.

People are slowly creeping out of their shells. Their

Dana Barclay Grade 10
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ONS WÊRELD
Charlize Fourie
Hartseer
‘n Gevoel wat ons begrawe
onder alkohol, sigarette, dwelms
en ‘n glimlag.
Iets wat ons wegsteek,
want niemand gee regtig om nie.
Dit is ons wêreld.
Depressie.
Angs.
Siektes wat só genormaliseer word
dat niemand,
niemand eers twee keer daaraan dink nie.
Dis ons wêreld.
Geluk en vreugde
is die sandkorreltjies in ‘n uurglas
wat enige oomblik gaan uitloop…
Onderbreek
deur die realiteit
dat die wêreld aanbeweeg…

Jordyn Marriott Grade 9

“Dis die lewe”, sê hulle.
Dís ons wêreld.

ONS WÊRELD
Hanna de Kock
Die planeet waarop ons woon
is ‘n pragtige plek.
Met diere, bome en blomme
is ons baie gelukkig om hier te wees.
Maar daar is ook slegte dinge
in ons wêreld:
misdaad, moord en oorloë
om maar net ‘n paar te noem.
Ons moet help om ons planeet
‘n beter plek te maak:
met vrede, liefde en hoop
kan ons dit laat gebeur.

Kelly Chester Grade 12
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Hannah Platt
Grade 12

CLICHÉS AND THEIR ORIGINS
Kerri Smith
Let’s not beat around the bush, the English language is full of
strange and interesting phrases. Some are as old as the hills,
while others have become the flavour of the month. Now,
I’m going to go out on a limb here and guess you don’t know
where most of these phrases originated from, so bite your
tongue and lend me your ear for two minutes, while I cut
to the chase.

cats, while others say it refers to the whip called cat-o-ninetails which would force victims into silence
Break the ice
To start a friendship or break up conflict. When ships were
the only means of transportation, they would sometimes get
stuck in the ice during winter. Small ships from the country
of destination would be sent to “break the ice”. This showed
an understanding and affiliation between the two territories.

To bite the bullet
When you have to do something you really don’t want to
do. This originated in field surgery, when doctors didn’t have
enough time or anaesthesia during battle. Patients were
given a bullet on which they were asked to bite down. This
was supposed to help distract from the pain.

Mad as a hatter
Someone who is absolutely crazy. This actually didn’t originate from Alice in Wonderland. During the 17th century,
hat makers in france would use mercury as hat felt. This
resulted in mercury poisoning, causing them to appear
insane! Shyness, irritability and tremors were just a few
symptoms which would make the person appear mad.

A feather in one’s cap
Used to describe something you’re proud of. It’s thought to
have originated from an ancient custom where one would
add a feather to one’s hat for every enemy one had killed.

Turn a blind eye
To ignore something. Admiral Horatio Nelson had one blind
eye. When signaled to stop attacking, he held the telescope
up to his one blind eye and proceeded to say “I don’t see a
signal”. He attacked and ended up victorious.

Elvis has left the building
Used to describe something that’s definitely over. This saying
was used at the end of Elvis Presley’s concerts in the hopes
of deterring the audience who lingered for an encore. Since
then it has become a catchphrase and a punchline.

Caught red handed
To be caught doing something wrong. An old English law
stated that any person would be punished for butchering
an animal that wasn’t their own. The only way this person
could be convicted was if they were caught with the animal’s
blood still on their hands.

Cat got your tongue ?
Usually asked to someone who’s being suspiciously
quiet. There are many theories of where this saying originated from. Some say it’s from a middle eastern punishment
which involved liars tongues being cut out and fed to the
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BIG DREAMS AREN’T MEANT FOR
YOUR BACK POCKET
Megan Guest
i picked a single dandelion
eagerly from the grass.
holding it in my hands
made me feel
like a bewildered child;
enormously excited
about the sweet discovery
of this one dandelion.
i held it tightly between my palms.
i closed my eyes
for just a second
to take it in.
this beautiful thing
was once a tiny, idle seed.
this hopeful thing
took its time in growth;
it has been alive a while.
i opened my eyes and i smiled.
i wanted to keep it.
this soft, unique flower
was too precious to ignore.
but i realised
trying to tuck it
into my back pocket
would crumple it.
it deserved an open space;
no restricted confinement.
it cannot be slid into
a small, back pocket
and fit into one
like small change; cheap coins.
the wind picked up
and the dandelion’s fly-aways
drifted along gracefully.
it couldn’t be held here
just for me.
it was to see the light
in every corner
the day touched.

Isabelle Jacobs Grade 8
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ALL KINDS OF WARM

LE MEURTRE DE TIMMY

Cara Fortuin

Jaidyne Mac Lachlan

shy, new-born sunshine
peeps from fading clouds
and streams quietly
down to earth,
making everything glow
with its baby-yellow tint.
sunlight finally breaks through
after months of overcast skies.
i finally feel
the sun on my skin again
after the lengthy winter.
the first day of spring;
that’s what meeting you was like.
and every day since,
you have made me feel
all kinds of warm.
it radiates shamelessly
from your smile.
it dances around in your eyes
and inhabits your embrace.
warmth is laced in your voice
and it brings life
to the butterflies in my stomach.
it’s a fuzzy, soft,
almost tangible amber glow –
your aura; all kinds of warm.
and i feel every form of it
in every second that i spend beneath the sun…
in every second that i spend with you.

Le pire jour de ma vie était le jour où j’ai découvert que mon
père a assassiné mon chat.
Mon beau chat, Timmy, était mon meilleur ami. Il a dormi
sur mon lit chaque nuit et maintenant je suis solitaire.
Il était noir avec des yeux bleus. Il était si beau; je ne pourrais
pas croire à sa beauté. Il était sympa et aimable.
Le jour où il est assassiné était le 21 septembre 2013. Mon
père était en retard pour le travail et il est parti très vite. Il a
ecrasé Timmy avec sa voiture...
Toute ma famille savait de la meurtre, sauf moi. Ma mère
disait que le chat est parti, mon père disait que Timmy était
plus heureux là, mon frère a blagué qu’il était mort - il parlait
la vérité!
Ils ont menti, toute ma famille! C’est terrible.
Le jour où ils m’ont dit que mon chat est assassiné était le
plus triste jour de ma vie. C’était un erreur, mon frère a dit la
verité en erreur quand il parlait au sujet de la vieille voiture
de mon père. J’étais choquée. J’étais triste, et j’étais fâchée.
Je ne parlais pas avec mon père depuis un mois. Il se sentait
très triste. Ma famille ne savait pas quoi faire. J’habitais en
tristesse et en solitude, depuis ce mois. Mon petit Timmy…
Mon cher chat, il est assassiné et je n’étais pas là pour lui. Il
est mort seul, sans moi…
Le mois prochain, j’ai pardonné mon père et ma famille qui
a menti. C’était difficile, mais c’était nécessaire. J’étais seule
pour le mois et ils me manquent.
Le mensonge de ma famille, c’est terrible. Je suis encore
triste au sujet du meurtre de mon petit Timmy… mais j’espère juste que mon frère ne trouvera jamais que j’ai assassiné
son meilleur ami, Goldy, le poisson rouge…

Catherine Upton
Grade 10
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L’ÉPIDÉMIE DE CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19)
– QUELQUES RÉFLECTIONS

m’aide à oublier mes problèmes ou mes sentiments négatifs. Je vais les faire, puis je te ferai savoir quel est leur goût!

Cara Fortuin

D’accord j’ai une histoire (ce n’est pas vraiment une histoire
mais c’est intéréssant). Je faisais des rêves bizarres toutes les
nuits cette semaine. C’est un rêve different chaque nuit mais
chacun est bizarre. Je me réveillais toujours envers minuit
avec un sentiment de malaise. Bref je déteste ces rêves et
je dois réparer ce problème. Je devrais peut-être trouver les
réponses à ce problème bizarre sur internet. Qu’en penses-tu? Penses-tu que ces rêves ont un sens ou est-ce une
coïncidence très bizarre et folle.

Bon, c’est une période étrange pour tous et à cause d’elle, je
me sens très pessimiste surtout aujourd’hui.
Je sens que cette situation ne s’améliorera jamais. Je me
retrouve toujours à penser au temps que j’ai passé avec mes
amis et ma famille, et ça me rend triste. Ça se voit qu’ils
me manquent parce que je suis constamment en train de
regarder des vieilles photos de nous (et je leur dit qu’ils me
manquent tous les jours) mais ça me rend triste car je me suis
rendue compte qu’il faudra longtemps avant que je puisse
les revoir. Je ne pense que la vie reviendra bientôt à la normalité mais si je pourrais les voirs sans écran, je crois que
je serai heureuse. Donc il me tarde de revoir mes copines
quand je retourne au lycée (cependant je suivrai les règles
et m’empêcherai de les embrasser! ). Honnêtement, le confinement m’a appris à apprécier tout ceux qui font partie de
ma vie quotidienne.

Parfois je m’inquiète pour mon avenir (visiter ma famille, les
voyages, le virus etcetera) mais mes parents et mes professeurs me rassurent que ça va bien aller. Je ne m’empêche
pas de penser aux choses que je ne peux pas contrôler. Je
devrais peut-être me détendre. Oui, je dois me détendre, je ne pense pas qu’il soit sain de me stresser comme
ça. D’accord j’ai décidé, le plan pour m’aider à me détendre
va commencer ce soir. Donc je planifie de prendre un bain
moussant , manger mes biscuits au chocolat et regarder
un film.

Même si je me sens un peu parasseuse, je vais éssayer de faire
les biscuits au chocolat! Hier soir j’ai trouvé cette recette et
j’ai hâte d’éssayer. Pendant le confinement j’ai découvert ma
passion pour la cuisine et lorsque je m’ennuie ou que je suis
triste, je fais quelque chose que j’aime. Normalement cela

Bien que je me sens un peu pessimiste aujourd’hui, je suis
reconnaissante aussi. Ma famille et moi, nous sommes en
bonne santé. C’est la chose la plus importante maintenant.

Ashley Dryburgh Grade 10
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Camryn Wenborn
Grade 10

“IMPRESSIVE WORDS”
Hayley Britz
of interest or a misunderstanding.

When I initially received this topic, I dithered over what to
expatiate about. Collating this allocution was exceptionally
arduous, especially with my own marginally rudimentary
vocabulary, but I can’t declare that I achieved nowt. In fact,
I surmise that I may have inordinately ameliorated my own
lexicon, and now, maybe even yours. Ergo, let me stop discombobulating you all with nugatory double Dutch and elucidate my view on ‘impressive words’.

Knowing the meaning of one’s words is also incredibly
important. Using words in the wrong context as a result of
misunderstanding the word’s full meaning, or unintentionally creating malapropisms, can be quite demeaning, especially when discussing serious topics.
Pronunciation of words is also important to consider, especially when using foreign or outdated language. Butchering
words of a language that you are unfamiliar with can be
embarrassing, offensive to others, or lead to a misunderstanding and ineffective communication. Words of four or
more syllables can be especially risky to attempt, such as
‘Hippopotomonstrosesquippedaliophobia’, which is the fear
of long words, and, in an ironic twist, also one of the longest
words in the dictionary.

Well, that was a mouthful. While some might find the
above statement impressive, others might feel confused or
intimidated, or just think that I’m a pretentious idiot. What
I meant to say was, ‘I encountered hurdles while writing this
speech, but I conquered them and substantially improved
my own knowledge and vocabulary’. But let’s clear the air to
understand when and how to use impressive words so that
one doesn’t end up with a non-sensical jumble of needlessly
over-complicated words as seen in my horrible introduction.

Often people will incorporate puns, sound devices, rhyme
and rhythm, and figurative expressions into their speech
to add humour and a little extra flavouring to their words
to impress others with their creativity. This use of ‘impressive words’ is prominent in the plays and poems of
Shakespeare. Poetic language can also be used to convey
a deeper meaning to one’s words or give rise to a particular
feeling or image.

Words can be very powerful and can be used to convey
strong messages, evoke complex emotions, or gain respect
or admiration from one’s listeners. People may use complicated words in order to sound fancy, poetic, or well-educated
concerning the subject they are speaking about; however, it
is important to remember that with great vocabulary comes
even greater responsibility and pressure to understand and
use it correctly.

While ‘impressive words’ are usually thought of as long and
uncommonly used as a result of their redundant intricate
nature, many people, including myself, forget that sometimes the ‘impressiveness’ and message of one’s speech can
easily become lost within all the unnecessary detail and
complexity. Leonardo da Vinci once stated that simplicity is
the ultimate sophistication. Therefore, sometimes the most
impressive words are the most elementary.

It is important to know one’s audience and the goal of one’s
words. One should be aware of the communicative situation, for example, in the case of formal speeches or debates,
one may be required to use a higher level of language compared to the simple diction used in conversations that one
may have with one’s friends. It is also important to note that
using words that are foreign to listeners can result in the loss
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INPERKINGVERSE

Kyk na my en al die mense in die wêreld…
Ons is swak sonder mekaar in hierdie
Ramp, ‘n wêreldwye ramp!
Onder die huise se dakke skuil ons
Na al die gekheid:
Almal sal mekaar waardeer en beter mense wees!
Nazia Moosa

Covid is die slegste virus! Ons was
Ons hande heeltyd en dra maskers. Die inperkingRegulasies hou ons binne. Aanlynklasse met
Onderwysers. Help ma met take, kyk flieks op
Netflix. Geen sport… die nuwe normaal gaan
Almal se lewens vir altyd verander.

Favour Melariri Grade 9

Sienna Govind

Kinders mag nie skool toe gaan nie
Ook nie by vriende speel nie
Rondloop is ook verbode
Ons sit by die huis en is verveeld
Niemand weet wanneer die inperking gaan ophou nie
Almal wil net terugkeer na NORMAAL!
Lauren Venter

In hierdie pandemie is dit
Nou die
Plek vir jou
Eie tyd:
Ruik die rose.
Kyk na die sterre.
Is dit so sleg?
Nee… jy moet hierdie tyd
Geniet!

Jade Biggs

Taryn Vimpany Grade 12
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Taryn Vimpany Grade 12

SHE WHO HOLDS THE WORLD
Shannon Sala
suicide! But as she stood questioning her plan, Papa’s words
came to her.

Joe powered her way through the remains of what used to,
30 years ago, be a city. Her journey here had been a long
and tedious struggle. She had loved and she had lost. Was
it worth it, she asked herself. Of course yes, because from
where she stood she could see the tip of the castle. If she
could just successfully access the computer room within, she
would be able to free the world.

“There is a fire raging, and we have two choices: we can turn our
backs, or we can try to fight it.”
It was decided. Joe pushed her way forward, fighting back
tears of regret and sorrow. She felt selfish for thinking about
herself. The people were slaves controlled by computer
chips embedded in their necks. Men, women and children
all trapped in a cage of oppression, without a choice. She
would fight and she would not forsake the people of the
world. The freedom of the world rested in her hands, and she
would raise it like a banner.

It had been 30 years since the Westfire Nation had conquered
the world with a simple vaccine. With everyone thirsting for
a cure for the Corona Virus, Westfire had found their solution.
Many had feared the thought of a vaccine, but by 2025 they
were all too weak to resist. Christians had called it the ‘the
mark of the beast’, but it was so much worse.

Joe now stood right in front of the gigantic electric gates. Her
path from there would be straight. She would easily be able
to hack through the security systems, untraced. The challenge was finding her way to the computer room without
being stopped. She knew not how she would do it, or if she
would make it out alive, but Joe knew one thing - that she
would give her life to see the death of the monarchy. There
would be no more hard labour, no more empty eyes, and
no more deception. There would be freedom once more,
because their time was now.

Papa had entrusted Joe with the history of the world, hoping
that she would be the Chosen One to end Westfire’s reign of
terror. That was her quest. All for Papa. She refused to let his
sacrifice go to waste. He had freed her, and she would free
the world.
In order to liberate the people, she would have to overrun
the system with the chip with which Papa had left her. With
every step bringing her closer and closer to the chance of
redemption, the more her nerves began to break her down.
How would she ever manage as just one person? It was
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IZIFUNDO EZIKOLWENI MAZENZIWE NGOLWIMI LWEENKOBE
Phelele Sazikazi Bula
lwasemzini. Yonke le nto isenzela nzima ukuba masibeke
iingcinga neengcamango zethu ngendlela eyiyo eza kwenza
sivakale oko sikuthethayo. Ngolu hlobo siyadleleleka.

Ulwimi lweenkobe lubaluleke kakhulu kubaninilo ngeendlela ezininzi. Lukwenza uzive ubalulekile kwaye neengcambu zemvelaphi yakho ziya zisomelela ngakumbi. Uba
nelunda kuba uye uzazi ukuba ungubani. Ukubaluleka
kolwimi lweenkobe ngoko alumelanga luphelela ekhaya
kuphela kodwa lumele ukuba luthathelwa ingqalelo nakwizifundo esizifundiswa ezikolweni.

Ulwimi luyinto ekhulayo okanye mandithi emele ukuba
iyakhula. Ndakuqwalasela ngaphandle nalapha kwizikolo
esifunda kuzo , kukhula isiNgesi ngaphezu kwazo ezinye
iilwimi esizisebenzisayo esikolweni. Oku kwenziwa yinto
yokuba isiNgesi lolona lwimi lusetyenziswa kakhulu.
Ukusetyenziswa rhoqo kolwimi lweenkobe kungenza ukuba
lukhule. Loo nto ithi, ukuba akwenziwa nguqu ngalo mba,
iilwimi zethu ziza kuya zisithela kuthi kuba njengokuba ndithetha nje, ndikholose ukuthetha isiNgesi kunolwimi lwam
lweenkobe. Ithini loo nto ngam?

Izifundo esizenza ezikolweni nasezidyunivesithi sizenza ngolwimi lwasemzini. Loo nto isenza singabafundi singabi nalwazi lunzulu ngoko sikufundayo. Kuyavakala ukuba esinye
sesizathu esibangela ukuba abantwana abaninzi batshone
kwizifundo zabo kukuba bonganyelwa lulwimi ekufundiswa
ngalo. Kwakhona , le nto yenza ukuba abafundi abathetha
isiNgesi bafumane kulula ukufunda izifundo kuba zifundiswa
ngolwimi lwabo abaluthetha rhoqo.

Siyaphelelwa sisidima siluluntu oluNtsundu kuba siziqenya
ngeelwimi zabanye abantu, hayi ezethu. Ubuzwe bethu
buyancipha okuya sisebenzisa iilwimi zabanye abantu
silibala ngolwethu.

Le meko yolwimi lweenkobe lwethu thina sizwe esiNtsundu, isetyenziswe kakhulu kwingcinezelo ukuze singabi
nakuzithemba. Khangela, xa uthelekisa umfundi ofunde
ngolwimi lwakhe nathi thina bantwana bangafundanga
ngalo, ubona izinga lokuzithemba elingafaniyo. INgesi
elifunde ngesiNgesi liba nokuzithemba okungaphaya
kunathi kuba kaloku thina sinokungaqiniseki ngolu lwimi

Elokugqibela lithi, kumele kubekho inguqu ekhawulezileyo
ukuze sibuyisele isidima somntu oMnyama, makufundiswe
ngolwimi lweenkobe ezikolweni nasezidyunivesithi.

Cara Naik Grade 10
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Ruby Kievit
Grade 11

UNE VILLE BIZARRE
Cara Fortuin
Imaginez-vous que vous dormez dans votre chambre une nuit
et le lendemain matin vous vous réveillez dans une ville que
vous ne connaissez pas. Cela est arrivé à moi, et c’était très fou.
Il y a deux semaines je suis rentrée chez-moi, j’ai fait mes devoirs,
j’ai regardé la télé et j’ai dormi. C’était une journée normale pour
moi. Le matin suivant je me suis réveillée sur une plage dans
une ville que je n’ai pas connue. J’étais très effrayée.
J’ai décidé de me promèner et j’ai trouvé une jungle. Il y avait
beaucoup d’arbres et la jungle est devenue plus sombre (même
si c’était le matin) mais la première chose que j’ai vue, c’était les
huttes. Tout à coup j’ai entendu un bruit étrange et toutes les
choses sont devenues sombre.
Je me suis réveillée la deuxième fois cette journée et j’ai réalisé
que je me suis fait mal à la tête cependant cette fois, c’était un
peu different. Il y avait les gens bizarres qui m’ont regardé et
ont parlé une langue que je n’ai jamais entendue en avant. Ma
réaction (ça a été un peu dramatique mais attendue). J’ai commencé à hurler et à pleurer en même temps. Les gens m’ont
regardé comme si j’avais grandi une deuxième tête. Ils ont
commencé à paniquer et à cause de cette panique, ils ont commencé à courir autour de moi pendant qu’ils hurlaient.
Tout bougait très vite et devenait flou, mais soudain j’ai encore
entendu le même bruit. Cette fois je ne me suis pas évanouie
mais j’ai commencé à croire que ce bruit, c’était un résultat de
mes accouphènes, de mon imagination. Toutefois je connaissais que cela n’est pas la verité car j’ai entendu le même bruit
une troisième fois.
À la fin, je me suis rendue compte que ce bruit, c’était mon
alarme. Ce n’était qu’un rêve, mais dès ce jour-là j’ai une cicatrice sur mon front et je ne sais pas comme je l’ai recu.
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NATURE’S GOODNIGHT
Megan Guest
the sun bids the earth
its final goodbye,
for the day is over
and the sun’s shift has come to an end.
fatigued from shining
and craving its rest,
it leaves with a sizzle;
dying, bleeding out
across the sky
in warm hues
before darkness embraces the land
without hesitation.
the curtains of navy
sweep the horizon,
kiss the rooftops
and caress trees.
the colours of early evening
leak out into the air entirely;
dissolve the sunset completely.
lampposts spark to life
along with neon signs
and dusty light bulbs.
the stars awaken slowly,
igniting
the gloomy abyss
once again –
one by one.
with small specks of glitter,
they litter the sky with hope,
curing the anxiety of light-lovers
and rocking diurnal creatures
into a peaceful sleep.
the stars are like little remnants
of the day after sunset.
oh, the sun’s beautiful way:
saying goodnight and yet never leaving.

Mia Forlee Grade 9

Lara Kleinhans Grade 9
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TO REPAIR A GARDEN
Megan Guest
i take a sip of my luke-warm tea.
i cannot recall an accurate day but
one moment i felt like
a neglected garden
burdened with weeds,
and another
all i knew
was the smell of fresh wildflowers.
i know there was
uprooting done
and new seeds planted
in the grey transition
from the black to white –
the surviving to living –
but i cannot number
the hours it took.
i cannot share with you
how quickly or confidently
i ripped the weeds out
or how long
the beautiful new flowers
took to grow
and how much care they needed
along the way
after years of dim sun
and persistent rain.

Brooke Kruger Grade 12

i did not pay attention
to the numbers;
the quantity of
small stumbles
or moments
i dusted the earth
from my aching knees.
i cannot disclose to you
how many hands
came into my garden
to help me water it
or the pairs of feet
that trampled the budding seedlings
back into their soil by mistake.

Shavonne Purvis Grade 12

see, i do not quite know
how long it takes
to repair your backyard,
but i do know –
by grace –
that after the greens have faded and
discoloured,
they can be replenished
through faith.
i swallow the tea
and it runs down my throat smoothly.
my gardening is done.
i can sit back now
on the velvet couch
in the living space of my mind
and admire
the oh-so lovely view
of the brave plants
from my window…
all that i have grown to be.
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WAT DIE INPERKING MY GELEER HET
Kaylin Campher
Daar is ‘n groot verskil tussen skool en die lewe. Op
skool bied onderwysers lesse aan en daarna moet jy
‘n toets skryf. In die lewe word jy eers ‘n toets gegee
waaruit jy dan verskillende lesse moet leer. En dis
presies wat die Korona-virus en die 21 dae in isolasie
gedoen het.
Dit is absoluut wonderlik om baie tyd saam met jou
gesin deur te bring, maar ek het geleer dat ek iemand
is wat tyd op my eie nodig het. Ek-tyd is belangrik,
want dit help my om op myself te fokus en myself
te ontdek. Dit gee my ook die kans om oor dinge te
reflekteer en nader aan God te beweeg. Ek het geleer
dat ons almal ‘n bietjie ruimte nodig het om asem te
haal. Tyd op jou eie help jou om geanker te bly en die
probleme van die lewe makliker te hanteer.
Tweedens het ek geleer dat die spreekwoord Die
mens wik, maar God beskik ‘n honderd persent waar
is. Wie sou ooit kon droom dat baie van ons goed
uitgewerkte planne nooit in 2020 ‘n realiteit sou word
nie? Ons moes vergeet van verjaarsdagpartytjies en
gradeplegtighede. Dinge waarna ons maande lank
uitgesien het, is gekanseleer. Skielik is ek gekonfronteer met die wete dat ek beslis nie in beheer van my
lewe is nie. Wat ‘n skok vir ‘n beheervraat!! Ek het
egter myself verbaas en aanvaar dat dit onmoontlik is
om alles in die lewe te wil beheer. Die een en twintig
dae van isolasie het my gewys dat ek tog in staat is om
dinge te aanvaar wat ek nie kan verander nie.

Cristina Scribante Grade 10

Derdens het ek en my gesin tydens die inperking ontdek dat ‘n mens aanpasbaar moet wees ten einde te
kan oorleef. Dinge wat voorheen vir ons onmoontlik
geklink het, het skielik moontlik geword. Ons kon
aanpas by hierdie nuwe normaal. So lief soos ons vir
inkopiesentrums en familiekuiers is, so het kwaliteittyd
met die gesin sterker geword en ek het groter waardering vir my boetie en ouers.

UNTIL THE VERY END
Zahrah Solomon
the colour of our flesh
the sparkle of our eyes
the vibrancy of our backgrounds
all unique like a catalogue of differences
that swirl all around us
until we break

Laastens het ek geleer dat my ouers goud werd
is. Hulle het ‘n goeie voorbeeld aan ons kinders tydens
die isolasie gestel. Ten spyte van talle uitdagings het
hulle altyd kalm gebly en elke probleem rustig opgelos. Dit het ons veilig laat voel. Hulle het heeltyd
gefokus op wat ons het, en nie op dit wat ons nie het
nie. My en my boetie se welstand was vir hulle die belangrikste ding. My vertroue in my gesin is nou sterker
as ooit...ek weet nou wat die mag van spanwerk in ‘n
gesin beteken.

but
our blood runs red
our hearts bleed true
and our humanity joins us
so that we may unite
as brothers and sisters
until the very end

Die drama A tale of two cities begin met die woorde “It
was the best of times, it was the worst of times”. Dit is
‘n in-die-kol beskrywing van die 21 dae inperking.
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Matric 2020
Founders’ Day – 8 May
celebrated at home due to
the COVID-19 pandemic
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matriculating. Both the OCGG Members and the Matrics
had a wonderful morning.

hat can one say about 2020? When I compiled my
annual report in 2019, I could never have imagined
how this year would unfold. I would like to congratulate
the schools and quote Pat Bransby in saying “What is being
done is far beyond the call of duty and it revealed an ability not only to “follow on” but also to surpass. In the past
Collegiate rose to the War efforts, the floods, the fires. Now
the call is to rise to this huge new challenge which impacts
on so many aspects of life and the way we do things.”. I have
certainly enjoyed seeing all the memes and jokes that have
helped to carry us through this year of immense changes
and digital growth.

St Francis Bay once again held their annual reunion on
the 27th of February at the St Francis Bay Links Gold
Club. Maureen Sands reported as follows: “Everybody
enjoyed the good lunch and the spectacular view over the
village and the sea. We were privileged to have the Junior
School Headmistress with us this year and her enthusiastic
talk on the school’s activities impressed us all. We bid a sad
goodbye to Melita Bagshaw who, as the senior Headmistress,
has always given our small group of Old Girls her full support. She will be missed. It was, as usual, great to get
together with old Collegiate friends and to meet some new
ones. Joy McWilliams who originally started this group of
“Old Girls” produced a photograph taken in 2009 at our first
get together at her house in St Francis Bay.”

Unfortunately, we mourned the passing of many Old Girls in
the past year. Our thoughts and prayers are with their families and friends.
I do have a few events pre COVID19 that I can report on. The
Seniors’ Tea was held on the 9th of November 2019 with the
Denim and Diamonds theme. We had marvellous attendance and were treated to tours of the Junior School with
all the marvellous upgrades to the foyer as well as the new
Music Centre and Media Centre. It was wonderful to hear
from the Principals, Mrs van Rooyen and Mrs Bagshaw, as
they gave us insight into the daily life of the Schools and the
amazing achievements of their pupils and staff.

Unfortunately, due to the worldwide pandemic and lockdown regulations, we were unable to celebrate our Founders’
Weekend and Reunion Dinner. The theme for this year’s dinner was Havana Nights and we look forward to celebrating
for both 2020 and 2021 next year.
A grateful thank you to my Vice, Pat Bransby, who continues
to work tirelessly to improve the Guild and the Schools. She
is the backbone of the OCGG and the glue that holds us all
together. Thank you.
Arwen Oberholzer (Bowman, 1997) OCGG President

The Matric Tea was on the 8th of February 2020 in the Ivy Leaf
Cafeteria. We invited Old Girl, Thato Ruselo (2017) to come
and address the girls on the lessons she has learned since
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for all the hymns in this year’s carol service. A highlight of
the 2020 service was a performance from the Collegiate
Music Department, who performed their rendition of Silent
Night. This talented ensemble of musicians was made up
of Gustel Agenbag on flute, Ciska Range on organ, Liska Du
Preez on violin, Cathy Kilroe-Smith on French horn, Grant
Snyman on baritone clarinet and Liske Hemingway, whose
instrument, in this case, was her voice, as she sang the lyrics of this hymn. In addition, the carols service, which was
a blend of song and scripture, had a recording of Collegiate
teacher, Lee Raynor, reading Bible verses between musical
pieces. Grant Snyman also used his technological savvy
by combining the pieces of the programme together as
one recording.

he Collegiate High School Music Department headed up
by specialist choral conductor, Gustel Agenbag, found a
way for the Collegiate tradition of the carols service to continue despite the disrupted year of social distancing that put
a stop to large gatherings. Carols is a well-known annual
event in Port Elizabeth that has a twofold purpose. The
voices of about 800 learners comprising of Collegiate Girls’
High School and Grades Six and Seven in Collegiate Girls’
Junior School come together in the Feather Market Centre to
sing Christmas songs and hymns. It is also an opportunity
to raise funds for charity, as Collegiate gives a donation to
Community Chest.
Carols is a longstanding tradition that began in 1913, and
since then, Carols has taken place in different venues with
various conductors. 2020 has proved to be a challenging
year given that social distancing prevents any practices or
performances from taking place. However, Mrs Agenbag
stepped up to the challenge by compiling a programme
that was an inspired recording of past and present carols
that have featured at the Collegiate carol services over the
years. She found various recordings of Collegiate carol services, which included 1998 and 2009 audio recordings, as
well as video recordings from 2017 and 2019. In addition,
Ciske Range, a Collegiate Girls’ High School Music teacher
and specialist organ player, was recorded playing the organ

Although 2020 has been a year of disruption, it has allowed
for a reflection on the history of Carols by creating a record
of past and present. In doing so, Collegiate has evolved by
choosing the virtual route, while also celebrating its tradition. The recording of the 2020 carols service was released
on Collegiate’s Facebook page at the original scheduled date
and time of the carols service, which was 6 November at
19h30. The Collegiate Schools hope that the public enjoyed
this virtual version of carols that was a wonderful merging of
past and present moments of carols.
Ms J Kromhout
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In loving memory of

Avryl Cheetham
16/04/1949 - 21/06/2020
Served as part of the Collegiate Music Department between
1990 - 1998 and conducted the annual Carols Presentation
from 1995 - 1998.

M

We are grateful to everyone who attended the concert and
who shared the special memories with us. We hope to
see you again next year at a live Carols performance at the
Feather Market Hall.
Mrs G Agenbag

usic creates a sense of belonging and participation. Music soothes and heals the soul. Music brings
people together. Every year the Collegiate Carols provides us with the opportunity to experience these special
moments, but unfortunately social distancing has taken
away these moments of joy.

The Music Department decided to present the Collegiate
Carols in 2020 despite the abnormal times that we are
experiencing. On the 6th of November, the Collegiate
Schools returned to the stage with a Carols presentation
on YouTube. Recordings of the 1998-2019 Carols were
included in the programme and we welcomed onto the
stage, previous conductors, Mrs Avril Cheetham, Mrs Camilla
Bowes, Ms Ann Yates and our current Carols conductor, Mrs
Agenbag. We also thank Mrs Erasmus for her welcome message and Mr Raynor for his contribution.
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“Always seek out the seed of triumph in every adversity”.
A big thank you to all our academic staff for the early mornings when you were on “screening” duty; and especially to
our support staff for the many hours spent each day sanitizing our property so that we could all feel safe and comfortable in our respective environments.
Mrs L Dos Santos

There is no better expression to put in to words the effort
and mindset adopted by Collegiate Girls’ High School in
ensuring that no academic content was lost to the learners
as a result of the impact on education that COVID-19 has had
and the fall-out from the lock-down regulations imposed on
the country.

Help Collegiate
STOP the spread
of Covid-19

01 Stay at home.
Avoid large crowds.
People may not show
symptoms but can
still be infectious.
Avoid close contact
with people who are
sick.

02 Don't touch your face.
Avoid touching your eyes,
nose and mouth with unclean
hands. Refrain from
touching the outside of your
mask.

your mask & be
03 Wear
mindful of other
symptoms.

Aside from fever, Covid-19 symptoms
include coughing, difficulty breathing
and fatigue. Make sure to wear a
mask at all times to cover your nose
and mouth. Cough or sneeze into a
flexed elbow or tissue.

social
04 Practise
distancing.
If you need to go out,
maintain at least 1 - 2
metres of distance from
others. This will keep you
safe from large droplets.

Wash your hands.
Practise good hand
hygiene by washing
your hands with
soap and water for
at least 20 seconds
or by using an
alcohol-based hand
sanitizer.

Sanitise objects & surfaces.
Remember to wash or sanitise your
hands after touching objects
like door handles, handrails,
devices, pens, eating utensils and
tissues. Continue to clean and
sanitise frequently-touched
surfaces and objects.

Call your doctor
or hospital.
Stay at home if you are
showing any symptoms of
Covid-19 such as fever,
cough, sore throat, redness
of eyes or difficulty
breathing. Try to keep your
distance from others at
home. Go out only to get
medical care and contact
your doctor or hospital
ahead of time.

Source • South African Department of Health www.health.gov.za
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THE LAST WORD

2

because of COVID-19, and hopefully these will feature in the
2021 magazine once again.

COVID-19 brought with it equal measures of tragedy,
hardship and challenges and the impact of the pandemic
extended its tentacles across five contents with no nation
being spared.

Lynn Van Dyk:

020 will go down in world history as one of the most
defining years in recent memory and will remain etched
in our minds and our society for many generations to come.

Even though there is less that made it into the pages of
the magazine this year, the contribution and efforts of
many people have not diminished and need to be recognized. Amongst these are:

What often defines people and institutions is not the challenges they face, but rather how they confront and deal with
these challenges. Creativity and ingenuity are sometimes
born from adversity and it was with this spirit that Collegiate
Girls’ High School tackled the fall-out that COVID-19 was
going to have on education.

If I could choose one professional colleague to stand by
my side during trying times, this would be Lynn. She is the
epitome of quiet effectiveness, and embodies the spirit of
rising above adversity. My gratitude towards Lynn, not only
for her hard work but also for her support, will resonate for
many years.

Even before the national lock-down was imposed, the school
introduced and rolled out online teaching using Microsoft
Teams as the platform with which to do it. This ensured
that our learners kept up with the curriculum, with no loss
of academic content. This great achievement comes at a
cost, not only in hard currency to the school but more so in
personal effort and sacrifice by the staff. This was put further
to the test when the school re-opened after lock-down, and
in particular we need to acknowledge the academic staff
for stepping up to the challenge of having to deal with the
additional workload; all of this while also having to deal with
the home pressures brought about by COVID-19. We salute
the staff and are indebted to their unselfish commitment of
putting the school and learners above themselves.

To our photographers:
Michelle Nel, Paul Greenway, Nicky Unwin and the
Photography Club Girls.
Jeneé Moreton:
For the IT support and in particular the downloading of the
many fantastic photographs.
Staff and Girls:
For their many contributions and articles.
I trust that you will continue to enjoy our school magazine
in spite of the impact that COVID-19 has had, and that it will
serve to acknowledge the many talented role players we
have, and provide unforgettable memories to future generations of the Collegiate family.
Mrs L Dos Santos

The school magazine will stand out from previous years
for the many activities and events that did not take place

MAGAZINE EDITORS
Mrs L van Dyk, Mrs L Dos Santos
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